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Challenge for the communications sector, change at Ofcom.
For better or for worse, we are now in a new phase for the
UK communications sector. The fully digital age, long hailed,
is fast becoming a reality. By the end of this year, for example,
nearly one in ﬁve households will have moved over to receiving
television only via a digital signal.
Qefpjfdo^qflkqlafdfq^i^iplfkqbopb`qptfqe
^mboflalcjljbkqlrpb`lkljf``e^kdb+
Pfk`bLc`lj`^jbfkqlbufpqbk`bqebb`lkljv
e^pbkglvbapqolkd^ka`lkqfkrlrpb`lkljf`
doltqe+TfqeqebRH^kaj^kvlqebob`lkljfbp
qeolrdelrqqebtloiaklt`lkqo^`qfkd)^iipb`qlop
^obcbbifkdqebbccb`qp+Tbe^sb^iob^avpbbk
obarka^k`fbp^ka^rpqbofqvjb^probp_vpljb
lcqebRHÑp_fddbpq`ljjrkf`^qflkpmolsfabop+
Croqebormeb^s^ipelriaklq_bafp`lrkqba+

The competition that Ofcom has striven to introduce
into the sector is working for the consumer and citizen
interest in these tough times as well as in the good. But
we also need renewed vigilance for when these interests
are being harmed. Much of Ofcom’s focus for the next
year will be on sustaining investment in the sector and
meeting consumer and citizen interest in a world of
immense structural and cyclical change.
Whatever lies ahead, I am determined that Ofcom
will be a powerful and vocal agent for the interests
of citizens and consumers. I assume the chairmanship
of an organisation well placed to deliver against those
objectives. My predecessor and Ofcom’s inaugural
Chairman, David Currie, has fashioned a lean and
efﬁcient organisation that has reduced both its headcount
and its budget while regulating a sector of increasing
signiﬁcance to the lives of people in the UK. As we
prepare to take on new responsibilities I pay him the
warmest of tributes for the work that he has done over
the past six years, setting up and running Ofcom and
setting a framework for the delivery of competition and
the protection of consumers and citizens. We are all in
David’s debt for his outstanding work.
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Progress in the past year, priorities for the next
Over the past twelve months we have been able to move
forward in a number of important areas, from new
measures to clamp down on mobile mis-selling, to the
allocation of new capacity for High Deﬁnition broadcasts
on Digital Terrestrial Television, to name just two.
Key milestones included our establishment of a conclusive
framework for the ﬁrst phase of infrastructure needed for
super-fast broadband, delivering much higher speeds than
currently possible. The way is now clear for wide-scale
deployment by BT and others, and consumers can expect
the telecoms business to deliver.
In January we published our ﬁnal statement on the future
of public service broadcasting, including recommendations
for Parliament and Government. I am pleased to see the
Government’s Digital Britain project building on these
ﬁrm foundations.
Digital Britain is itself testament to the growing centrality
of communications to the UK’s economy and society.
Ofcom will work with Government and to Parliament
to implement the many changes necessary to meet the
ambition of putting the UK at the forefront of the global
digital revolution.
A major focus for the next year will be in our review of
local media, an area of huge citizen and consumer interest
and one which faces enormous change and challenge. And
we will continue to prepare for the forthcoming London
2012 Olympic Games and Paralympic Games and the
possible expansion of our remit to include responsibility
for the postal sector.
In Europe we have continued to engage actively across the
full range of policy areas, including the ongoing review of
the Framework for electronic communications and services
and revisions to the Directives on Roaming and GSM.
With a new Parliament elected in June, followed by a new
college of Commissioners in November, 2009 will be a
year of substantial change in Europe. We will continue to
support the shaping of the new agendas in Europe for the
beneﬁt of UK citizens and consumers.

In all that Ofcom does it is supported by the invaluable
work of its Committees and Boards.
This year we have said goodbye to Philip Rutnam, who
has served as Ofcom’s Partner for Spectrum since its
earliest days and more latterly as a member of the Board.
Philip has been a key player in our ongoing programme
of spectrum liberalisation, an area that remains one of
Ofcom’s main priorities. We wish him well in his new role
within Government.
We have also welcomed two new executive Board
members in Peter Phillips and Stuart McIntosh. Peter has
been with Ofcom since 2006 and has overall responsibility
for its strategy, technology, consumer policy, chief
economist and market research teams. Stuart joined
Ofcom last year as our Partner for Competition and
was appointed to the Board shortly after. I look forward
to continuing working with them and with the rest of
the Board.
The Content Board, alongside the advice it provides the
main Board, has continued to discharge its duties with
diligence. I also acknowledge the work of the Ofcom
Spectrum Advisory Board and the National Advisory
Committees for England, Scotland, Wales and Northern
Ireland, as well as the Advisory Committee on Older and
Disabled People. The past year has also seen a signiﬁcant
revision of the independent Ofcom Consumer Panel
under the chairmanship of Anna Bradley, including a
name change to the Communications Consumer Panel.
To the members of these bodies and to my fellow Board
members I give thanks for your work and insight over the
past year. I very much look forward to working with you
in 2009/10.
@libqqb?ltb@e^foj^k
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At Ofcom one of our aims is to understand the UK’s communications
sector as well as anybody else. We do this by putting a huge effort
into analysing the markets we regulate to identify new trends, the
latest technological shifts, changes in consumer behaviour and new
phases in the sector we regulate.
Qeb`ljjrkf`^qflkppb`qlofpklttloqe2.+/_k+
Fqfpqebobclobbppbkqf^iqe^qtbrkabopq^kaqeb
pb`qlofkpfablrqql^iiltrpql`ob^qb^obdri^qlov
bksfolkjbkqqe^q^iiltpqebfkarpqovqlqeofsb^ka
`lkprjbopqlob^mqeb_bkbÚqp+

During the period covered by this report, Ofcom passed
its ﬁve year mark. Basing our policies and decisions on
solid evidence – rather than hunches and best guesses –
is something that has characterised all our work since
our inception.
Now ﬁve years old, Ofcom has moved into a new phase
of its development.

Watershed year
I believe that 2008/9 – the year that saw Ofcom’s founding
Chairman David Currie step down to be replaced by
Colette Bowe – was a watershed for the organisation.
Phase 1, Ofcom’s ﬁrst ﬁve years, was characterised by
ﬁxing problems of the previous two decades, in particular
opening up bottlenecks to allow competition ﬂow through.
In this area we have met with some success.
One of the most striking and unreported facts is that the
number of unbundled lines – where a communications
provider installs its equipment in a BT telephone exchange
to offer its own retail services – has grown from less than a
quarter of a million to nearly six million in fewer than four
years, a direct result of early Ofcom intervention.
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We will continue this drive to promote competition, to
ensure that consumers can enjoy the beneﬁts of choice,
lower prices and innovation. We will aim to do this
where it is appropriate across the communications sector,
including in areas such as premium pay TV content and
in our work to set sustainable wholesale prices for access
to BT’s copper network.

Supporting consumers
We have also upped our game in protecting the interests
of consumers.
In telecoms, we have taken action to make broadband
speeds more transparent. We have addressed mis-selling,
with new rules and tough enforcement action. And we are
working to enable mobile phones to roam onto available
networks to handle calls to the emergency services.
In broadcasting, we have helped to restore trust in phonein TV shows and issued sanctions to help maintain high
standards on television and radio. And we secured High
Deﬁnition broadcasts through the television aerial –
something that we were told could not be done as little
as a year ago.

of smaller companies started developing networks on
a local and regional scale.
In 2008/9 we also made progress on the planned release
of some of the most valuable radio spectrum – the raw
material that can deliver a range of wireless services such
as broadband, television, video and radio.
For both super-fast broadband and spectrum our aim is
very simple. It is to create a framework that promotes
investment, while ensuring that competition can thrive.

Sustaining public service broadcasting
For public service broadcasting, which is experiencing
profound structural as well as cyclical challenges, we have
to be more hands-on.
In January 2008 we published our blueprint for public
service broadcasting for the next decade. This addressed
the central challenge of how a strong and historically
successful system could navigate from analogue to digital.
Our blueprint contained a series of short-term measures
to free up the commercial networks to allow them to make
the types of programmes that viewers value highly.

Encouraging investment

Alternative public service voice to the BBC

But in 2008/9 we moved into a new phase of our work.
This involves sustaining and developing competition while
also promoting investment necessary to deliver the next
generation of networks and services for the UK.

The statement contained a series of longer-term
recommendations to Government and Parliament on a
new approach to delivering public service broadcasting
beyond 2012. This included plans for a second public
service broadcasting institution built around Channel 4.
We recommended that this could be created by forming
partnerships, joint ventures or mergers between Channel 4
and other organisations.

This second phase is doubly important with the UK
economy in recession, which puts pressure on companies
to cut costs and rein in investment.
Our statement in March 2009 on super-fast broadband
is a good example of a project that reﬂects this new phase
of our work. It offers a stimulus to investment by clearing
regulatory obstacles to allow companies to invest in
broadband networks that can deliver speeds 10 times the
level of today’s services.
During the year under review there were some very
encouraging signs that companies are willing to invest
while the economy is in cyclical decline. Virgin Media
began rolling out its own super-fast network, BT
announced a signiﬁcant investment plan, and a number

Delivering news in the nations and regions
Our blueprint also set out proposals for independently
funded news consortia, funded through competitive
tender and with a broadcast programme slot preferably
on Channel 3.
We are now working with the Government to take forward
the recommendations to help fulﬁl a vision of diverse,
vibrant and engaging public service broadcasting content
across a range of digital media.

ttt+lc`lj+lod+rh
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More for less
Ofcom is funded by payments from broadcasting licensees
and communications providers, as well as payments for
the management of the UK’s spectrum plus Government
grants for speciﬁc projects.
Because our activities have a direct impact on the bottom
line of the companies we regulate and on the public
purse we have always been committed to minimising
our operating costs by operating as efﬁciently as possible.
Our record bears this out.
In the year to 31 March 2009 we made a £6.1 million
saving against our budget for 2008/9, with the outturn
being £127.6 million compared to our £133.7 million
budget. This saving was refunded directly to stakeholders,
including a £4.9 million saving to the taxpayer.
In addition, we continued our commitment to reducing
our burden by announcing a ﬁfth consecutive like-for-like
cut in our annual operating budget.
Our budget for 2009/10 is £136.8 million. This is a £3.1
million increase on the budget for 2008/9, but includes
preparation for the integration of Postcomm and for
planning the use of the spectrum for the London 2012
Olympic Games and Paralympic Games, with signiﬁcant
work starting in 2009/10. Excluding these additional
responsibilities our budget would have fallen by £4.7
million. On a like-for-like basis, our budget is now 4 per
cent lower in real terms than for 2008/9 and 21 per cent
lower in real terms from Ofcom’s original budget set
in 2004/5.
By taking these measures, and by focusing on value for
money as well as the quality of our work, we have been
able to do more for less. Over the last ﬁve years we have
cumulatively reduced our cost to stakeholders by £117
million, including an approximate £68 million saving
to taxpayers.
This report is published at a time of increased pressure
on public ﬁnances and on many companies within the
communications sector. We face the ﬁrst period of negative
inﬂation since 1960.

For these reasons, Ofcom’s Remuneration Committee
decided after the period under review to freeze all staff pay
in 2009/10 and to reduce the total amount accountable
for bonuses by 50 per cent. In addition, the ﬁve members
of Ofcom’s Executive Committee agreed that they should
not be considered for a bonus in 2009/10. This reﬂects our
strong belief that Ofcom should respond to the broader
economic circumstances faced by our stakeholders.

Delivering post and tackling piracy
During 2008/9 it was announced that Ofcom should take
over the responsibility for regulating postal services. This
was one of the main recommendations of the Hooper
Review published in December 2008, which was accepted
by the Government.
We expect to take over full responsibility in 2009/10 once
the Postal Services Bill has gained Royal Assent. This
will allow powers to formally transfer from the existing
regulator Postcomm to Ofcom.
We also assumed a new role in addressing illegal internet
piracy, by supporting a Government and industry initiative
to establish a code of practice to address the problem.

Creating a Digital Britain
The Government put forward additional proposals for
Ofcom to play a wider role in addressing piracy as part of
its Digital Britain initiative, with the ﬁrst report published
in January 2009.
This is a welcome initiative. Digital Britain, led by my
former Ofcom colleague Lord Carter, sets out a vision for
the UK’s digital future, in particular addressing key areas
where the Government is the decision maker.
This includes the release of spectrum to promote mobile
broadband and other services. The initiative presents
an opportunity to ﬁnd a swift resolution to a number of
complex issues, which will ultimately beneﬁt consumers
when new services are launched that take advantage of
this spectrum.
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Digital Britain addresses the idea of universal broadband
coverage. With broadband now an essential part of being
connected, both Colette and I have publically supported
work to examine universal coverage.
I am also pleased that the Government is committed
to securing the future of public service broadcasting and
that it is drawing on our own comprehensive review.
And we welcome the Government’s renewed emphasis
on media literacy – something that Ofcom has successfully
promoted for the last ﬁve years – with the opportunity to
take this idea to a new level.

Work plan for the year
We have published our own Annual Plan for 2009/10,
which sets out our priorities for the year.
These are summarised by the following themes:
s $RIVING FORWARD A MARKET BASED APPROACH FOR SPECTRUM
This includes releasing spectrum – including the Digital
Dividend – that will be freed up through the switch to
all-digital television, promoting trading and continuing
with liberalisation.
s 0ROMOTING COMPETITION AND INNOVATION IN CONVERGING
markets. This includes promoting competition in
ﬁxed telecoms and the pay-TV sector, enabling clear
regulation for next generation access and core networks,
and accessing our regulatory approach to mobile.
s $ELIVERING PUBLIC INTEREST OBJECTIVES AS PLATFORMS
and services converge. This includes working with
Government and Parliament on how public service
broadcasting should be delivered in the future,
developing an approach for the evolution of radio,
conducting a review of the Broadcasting Code, and
promoting access and inclusion.
s %MPOWERING CITIZENS AND CONSUMERS AND IMPROVING
regulatory compliance. This includes promoting media
literacy, developing and enforcing consumer protection
policies, enforcing competition issues and resolving
disputes, and promoting consumer information and
improving switching procedures.

Our Plan includes two additional activities: planning for
the use of the spectrum for the London 2012 Olympic and
Paralympic Games, and the integration of Postcomm.
I believe that our own extensive work plan, together
with Digital Britain, which draws on the dual powers
of the Communications Act and other legislation outside
Ofcom’s remit, will drive forward a number of critical
issues in the communications sector in the coming year.

BaOf`e^oap@efbcBub`rqfsb

For more detail on Ofcom’s work in 2008/9 see Section B of this report,
starting on page 13.
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MefifmDo^c

This was a year of conspicuous change and ﬂux in the media content
arena: change in patterns of consumption, with further migration to
digital, online and mobile platforms; planning for change in industry
structures, through Ofcom’s public service broadcasting review,
leading into the Government’s Digital Britain project; and not least
the change in the ﬁnancial ability of commercial concerns to deliver
content, with advertising-funded media in particular suffering acutely
and early as the UK headed into recession.
Qeb@lkqbkq?l^oaÑpobjfqfpql_b^qqebeb^oqlc
Lc`ljÑpmlif`vabsbilmjbkq^kaab`fpflk*j^hfkd
fkobi^qflkql`lkqbkq+Jbj_boplcqeb?l^oa_ofkd
^o^kdblc^ob^plcbumboqfpbqlqefpÌfkqo^afqflk^i
^kakbtboclojplcjbaf^)^kaobmobpbkqfkdqeb
fkqbobpqplc^rafbk`bp+>p@e^foj^klcqeb@lkqbkq
?l^oa^kaAbmrqv@e^folcqebj^fkLc`lj?l^oa)
fqfpjvolibqlbkprobqe^qqebtlohlcqeb@lkqbkq
?l^oafp`ilpbivcliiltba_vqebj^fk?l^oa)^ka
qe^qfqpabif_bo^qflkp^kaab`fpflkp^ob`bkqo^iql
Lc`ljÑplmbo^qflkp+F`^k`lkÚojqe^qqefpfpsbov
jr`eqeb`^pb+
Fkm^oqf`ri^oqeb@lkqbkq?l^oafp`e^odbatfqe
_ofkdfkdqlLc`ljfkÛrbk`b^qpbkfloibsbipqe^q
obÛb`qpsfbtpcoljqebk^qflkp^kaobdflkplcqeb
RH+Clrolcqebjbj_bopb^`eobmobpbkqlkblc
qebk^qflkp+

Maintaining standards
The Content Board supervised Ofcom’s work in relation
to broadcast standards – Code requirements covering,
for example, avoidance of harm and offence, political
partiality and commercial exploitation of listeners and
viewers. Further detail on the handling of standards cases
appears at page 49 of this Annual Report.
The overwhelming bulk of broadcast output is compliant
with the Code. However, in those comparatively rare
instances where material is seriously non-compliant, a
particular responsibility rests with those Content Board
members who join the Content Sanctions Committee,
which I chair. During the year, the Committee imposed
sanctions in relation to 30 cases. Sanctions ranged from
a direction to the BBC to broadcast a statement of our
ﬁndings on offensive language aired before the watershed
in Live Earth, to a ﬁne of £3 million on ITV licensee LWT
for abuses connected with premium rate phone services
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on Ant and Dec’s Saturday Night Takeaway. Ofcom has taken
action with new broadcast licence conditions to prevent
further abuses in these areas.
A number of issues involving competitions and premium
rate phone lines related to the BBC. In cases involving
the BBC, we were specially aware that, while Parliament
has imposed a clear duty on us to impose sanctions on
the BBC in the case of serious breaches, the ﬁnes do
divert funding away from services to licence fee payers
(although they are remitted to the Treasury, and thereby to
taxpayers). Fines against the BBC are therefore of a lesser
order than those on commercial services.
Ofcom also for the ﬁrst time imposed sanctions for failure
to meet programme quota requirements. Financial
penalties were imposed on ITV plc and other Channel 3
licensees for repeated failure to achieve the quota for
expenditure on network programmes made outside the M25.
A further key responsibility is the protection of those
directly involved in programmes. My Content Board
colleague Kath Worrall chaired the Fairness Committee;
Deputy Chair is Richard Ayre. This Committee is the
most senior decision making body in Ofcom on Fairness
and Privacy cases; it dealt with 17 cases, of which nine
were upheld in whole or in part.

A focus on nations and regions
During 2008/9, the Content Board’s national members
hosted conferences in Edinburgh, Cardiff and Belfast.
Board meetings were also held in Edinburgh, Cardiff and
Manchester, the latter coinciding with the Salford nations
and regions TV conference. The national members,
together with other Content Board colleagues, have also
been very active in giving evidence to, and maintaining
contact with, the legislatures and governments of the
devolved nations.
This nations-level dialogue fed strongly into the PSB
Review, notably in Ofcom’s proposals for Independently
Funded News Consortia. These will ensure continued
delivery of quality nations and regions news services, after
the point – fast approaching – when the current Channel
3 model is unsustainable. The consortia would use new
forms of public funding to ﬁnance services drawing
potentially on a wide range of providers – regional press,

for example. They would deliver over a range of platforms,
not solely linear TV. This nations dialogue also inspired
our proposals for funds in the nations supporting content
other than news, such as drama and entertainment.
In Scotland, this builds on the Scottish Broadcasting
Commission’s Digital Network concept.
The PSB review also addressed the pressing short-term
issues affecting Channel 3 in the nations and regions.
Ofcom needs to align the costs to the broadcasters of
the PSB obligations with the declining value of the
assets which make the licences worth holding by the
broadcasters. Our economic analysis was conducted
against the background of a rapidly deteriorating market
for broadcast advertising revenue. While recognising the
need for signiﬁcant cuts in the overall level of resourcing,
our changes to the licence obligations were designed to
maximise both the journalistic resources on the ground,
and the number of separate regional and sub-regional
services available, pending a longer-term solution as
referred to above.
Longer-term solutions will also embrace media at the more
speciﬁcally local level. Content Board members are closely
involved with Ofcom’s Local Media Review, launched at
the end of 2008/9.

Developing radio across the UK
I was joined on the Radio Licensing Committee by Content
Board members Pam Giddy, Stewart Purvis and Joyce
Taylor, alongside Ofcom colleagues. During 2008/9 the
Committee awarded new FM local commercial radio
licences for Plymouth and North & Mid Wales. These will
be the last FM commercial radio licences for the time
being. Three new local DAB radio multiplex licences were
awarded; these are also the last for the time being. However,
community radio continued to expand apace, with 25 new
licences for places in the Midlands, Southern and Eastern
England. Financial pressures on the commercial radio
industry were among factors leading to four requests to
change programme formats or co-locate studios.
Ofcom put forward its proposals for Radio in Digital
Britain to the Government.
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Delivering media literacy

Operations of the Content Board

Promotion of media literacy is a major Ofcom
responsibility, delegated by the main Board to the Content
Board. In the early part of the year, we contributed to
the review of Ofcom’s media literacy priorities, with the
formation of a sub-group to guide the media literacy
team. In the latter part of the year the Content Board
contributed to the Digital Britain Media Literacy Working
Group in the drafting of advice on a National Media
Literacy Plan. The Content Board also provided signiﬁcant
input to media literacy research, and in particular the
second wave of the Media Literacy Audit.

The combination of the various committees with which
the Content Board was involved, the various project groups
in which members participated, and the regular monthly
decision-making and policy-shaping meetings, represented
a pretty substantial and increasing workload. For example,
the 30 sanctions cases heard was an increase from 11 in
the previous year. This workload was especially signiﬁcant
for the non-executive members. I’m therefore very grateful
for the continued support of my deputy Adam Singer, and
what remained an unchanged – and very talented – team
of members across the year.

Promoting training and equal opportunities
MefifmDo^c@e^foj^k)@lkqbkq?l^oa

Ofcom has a duty to promote opportunities for training
of people working in the broadcasting sector. In 2005, a
co-regulatory body – the Broadcast Training and Skills
Regulator (BTSR) – was set up to pursue this objective
with broadcasters. In September 2008, the Content Board
concluded a review of the ﬁrst three years of co-regulation
in light of the objectives set out by its partners in the
co-regulatory system. We found that, although
co-regulation was still at an early stage of development,
it was already delivering more than previous direct
regulation, in terms of improved feedback on and analysis
of broadcasters’ training needs.
The last 12 months marked a turning point in the way
in which Ofcom promotes the development of equal
opportunities – in relation to gender, ethnicity and
disability – in the broadcasting sector. Following extensive
consultations with interested parties, the Content Board
concluded that the previous arrangements were not
adequate, and that an alternative approach using
co-regulation could have signiﬁcant advantages. In July
2008, we invited the BTSR to draw up proposals for
co-regulation, involving both broadcasters and other
interest groups. The Board endorsed proposals for
co-regulation to begin from 1 April 2009.
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This section of the Annual Report sets out
Ofcom’s main areas of work between April
2008 and March 2009.
This is grouped under some of the priority
areas in Ofcom’s Annual Plan for 2008/9.
         

These are:
¡Aofsfkdclot^oa^j^ohbq*_^pba^mmol^`eqlpmb`qorj
¡Moljlqfkd`ljmbqfqflk^kafkkls^qflkfk
 `lksbodfkdj^ohbqp
¡Abifsbofkdmr_if`fkqbobpql_gb`qfsbp^pmi^qclojp^ka
pbosf`bp`lksbodb
¡Bjmltbofkd`fqfwbkp^ka`lkprjbop^kafjmolsfkd
obdri^qlov`ljmif^k`btebobkb`bpp^ov
¡Obar`fkdobdri^qflk^kajfkfjfpfkd^ajfkfpqo^qfsb
_roabkp
¡J^ufjfpfkdlrofjm^`qlkfkqbok^qflk^imlif`v
absbilmjbkq
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Freeing up spectrum for innovation
Ã·´³¸¶¸Ã°»³¸Å¸³´½³

The UK is going digital. Some 89 per cent of households
have digital television and that number is rising every
month as we move closer to 2012, when the UK switches
to all-digital television broadcasting.
The visible beneﬁt of the switch to digital is more channels
– with around 17 on Freeview and many more on satellite
and cable.
But there is another big beneﬁt that we won’t immediately
be able to see. Switchover will free up a chunk of some of
the most valuable radio spectrum for new uses.
Spectrum is a ﬁnite and extremely valuable resource that
is the essential raw material for all wireless services. Ofcom
is making preparations for the spectrum that will be freed
up from switchover – known as the digital dividend –
to be released.
Last year we decided that the majority of the spectrum
should be released through auction.
This year we have been preparing the ground with a range
of consultations. One considered how the spectrum should
be packaged for award and proposed setting a limit on the
amount of digital dividend that any one organisation could
acquire, to help ensure that there is healthy competition in
its use. Another set out proposals for establishing a ‘band











manager’ to look after the spectrum needs of a speciﬁc
group of users – mainly programme makers and special
events organisers.
A consultation published in February 2009 set out
proposals to align more of the digital dividend with other
European countries. This could signiﬁcantly enhance the
potential to create value through use of this spectrum for
new wireless services, particularly mobile broadband in the
UK and across Europe.
Ã·´ÄºÂ»°Á¶´ÂÃÂ¿´²ÃÁÄ¼°Ä²Ã¸¾½

The prospect of mobile broadband services with very high
speeds and capacities came into sharper focus in April
2008, with Ofcom’s conﬁrmation of plans for the UK’s
largest single release of radio spectrum to date.
We announced a planned auction of the spectrum known
as the 2.6 GHz band. This spectrum could have a number
of potential uses including advanced mobile services using
technologies such as WIMAX and evolutions of
3G technology.
The proposed release of the spectrum was subject to
litigation by some mobile operators in the High Court.
After the Annual Report period under review, we ﬁled for
a short adjournment of the case until the Government’s
ﬁnal Digital Britain report was published. This is because
Digital Britain addresses many spectrum issues.
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The potential for faster, more reliable wireless broadband
services for people and businesses was the subject of an
Ofcom consultation in February 2009.
The proposals focused on opening up spectrum currently
restricted to 2G (used for voice and limited data services)
for a much wider range of uses, including 3G-type
applications. It built on earlier Ofcom work to liberalise
this spectrum.
Our consultation proposed that, as well as widening the
use of 2G spectrum, two companies – Vodafone and
O2 – should relinquish some of their spectrum to make
it accessible to other operators and to make its use
more efﬁcient.
The proposals also formed a backdrop to the discussions
that took place under the Government’s Digital Britain
initiative with the aim of freeing up the apparent logjam
of issues affecting mobile spectrum.

Spectrum awards
Ofcom continued its programme of spectrum auctions
this year. Releasing spectrum by auction helps to ensure
that it ends up in the hands of the organisations that value
it most and that will use it to deliver services valued highly
by consumers.

Spectrum enforcement
¸»»´¶°»±Á¾°³²°ÂÃ¸½¶

Ofcom continued its efforts during 2008/9 to tackle illegal
broadcasting by taking pirate radio stations off air.
Illegal stations can cause serious interference to the radio
systems used by safety of life services and can sometimes
drown out legitimate radio stations.
During the year Ofcom undertook 432 separate
enforcement actions against illegal broadcasters.
This included 26 studio raids and the seizure of 406
illegal transmitters.
In many investigations the cases must be referred to the
courts and Ofcom secured 39 successful convictions
during 2008/9.

»ù±°½³Â¿´²ÃÁÄ¼°Æ°Á³

¸»»´¶°»´ÀÄ¸¿¼´½Ã

In May 2008 we awarded a licence to Qualcomm UK
Spectrum Limited to use the spectrum at 1452 to 1492
MHz. Known as the ‘L-Band’, this spectrum is suitable
for a range of services such as mobile television, wireless
broadband and satellite radio.

Ofcom is also responsible for taking action against the sale
and use of equipment that does not comply with UK and
European regulations – illegal wireless devices can cause
interference to other radio users.

³¸¶¸Ã°»³¸Å¸³´½³Â¿´²ÃÁÄ¼°Æ°Á³Â

In early February 2009 Ofcom held its ﬁrst digital dividend
spectrum award. This was a licence to use a small amount
of ‘interleaved’ spectrum. This acts as a buffer between
television transmitters to prevent them causing interference
with each other. This spectrum is suitable for lowerpower uses.
The ﬁrst licence to use this spectrum was awarded
to Channel M Television, which allows the station
to broadcast digitally in the Manchester area.
Ofcom also awarded a similar interleaved spectrum licence
to Cube Interactive Limited to provide new digital services
in the Cardiff area.

During 2008/9 our investigation and enforcement
activities focused on the sale of mobile phone and
satellite navigation jamming equipment and on products
that are designed to operate on the wrong bands or at
excessive power.
During the year we undertook 106 enforcement actions
(resulting in 807 items of illegal equipment being removed
from the market) and secured ﬁve convictions.
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Promoting investment and competition
in broadband
ÂÃ¸¼Ä»ÄÂµ¾ÁÂÄ¿´Áùµ°ÂÃ±Á¾°³±°½³

The prize is clear: the next generation of super-fast
broadband will offer speeds many times faster than today’s
broadband.
It will allow different members of a household to access
a variety of high-bandwidth services simultaneously. This
could include watching high-deﬁnition television, playing
interactive games and streaming or downloading music,
television programmes and ﬁlms over the internet.
At work, it will enable simultaneous services such as twoway video calls and enhanced data retrieval, as well as
opening up more opportunities for home-working.
Following two consultation exercises to seek the views of
companies and individuals, we published our statement
setting out the approach to future regulation of super-fast
broadband networks. This cleared the way for companies
to invest in super-fast broadband services without any
regulatory barriers.
During 2008/9 BT and Virgin Media announced plans
to roll out a super-fast broadband network across the UK
and a number of smaller companies started developing
local and regional networks. Super-fast broadband can
be delivered via ﬁbre and cable links, copper wires, ﬁxed
wireless and satellite.
There are two ways in which companies will be able to
provide next generation broadband over a ﬁbre-access
network. The ﬁrst is ‘active access’, where providers access
BT’s new ﬁbre network on a wholesale basis by buying
products from BT Openreach (BT’s local access arm). The







 

second, ‘passive access’, is where providers could combine
their own electronics with physical infrastructure rented
from BT to deliver services.
Our statement set out an overall approach to the future
regulation of super-fast broadband services. It comprised
ﬁve main elements.
To promote investment:
s Pricing freedom. Providers such as BT will have a
free hand in pricing their active wholesale super-fast
products, with no regulatory intervention.
s Pricing of passive inputs that reﬂect risk. If
further competition emerges upstream (by companies
offering super-fast broadband through passive access),
network providers will have the opportunity to earn a
rate of return that genuinely reﬂects their costs and the
associated level of risk.
s Efﬁcient networks. Providers will be encouraged to
avoid inefﬁciencies (such as duplicating tasks or having
excessive support systems) that could become a barrier
for investment.
To secure competition:
s Wholesale access for all. We will require Openreach
to offer ﬁbre-based active broadband services to other
providers – including BT Retail – on equal terms and
without favour.
s Encouraging future competition. Companies will
be allowed to invest alongside BT when networks are
built. Also, new infrastructure will need to support
further competitive investment, should demand for
it arise.
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and that it had an incentive to limit distribution to
its competitors.

Promoting healthy competition – and the increased choice
and value it delivers to consumers – sits at the heart of
Ofcom’s approach to regulation.

We also consulted on a proposal that BSkyB should make
this content more widely available on a wholesale basis to
other retailers.

A prime example has been ‘local loop unbundling’, which
allows communications providers the opportunity to offer
their services using BT’s copper network. Since Ofcom
was created, unbundled lines have grown from 123,000
to nearly six million.

In a separate consultation we considered a proposal from
BSkyB and Arqiva for a new pay television service on
digital terrestrial television, called “Picnic”.

Ofcom regulates the price at which Openreach charges
other providers for its wholesale services.

On this issue we consulted on a proposal that BSkyB
should be allowed to launch Picnic subject to making the
proposed premium sport and ﬁlm channels available on
a wholesale basis to other retailers.

In December 2008, we proposed a new range of prices
that Openreach would be allowed to charge. The
proposals were designed to promote continued competition
in voice and broadband services while also ensuring that
Openreach has the appropriate incentives to invest in the
services it delivers to its customers.

±±²¼°Áº´Ã¸¼¿°²Ã°ÂÂ´ÂÂ¼´½Ã

The ﬁnal charges were due to be set in spring 2009
following consultation with stakeholders.

The MIA was part of the BBC Trust’s Public Value
Test for a new BBC service, but was conducted fully
independently of the BBC.

³´Á´¶Ä»°Ã¸½¶Æ·¾»´Â°»´±Á¾°³±°½³

Ofcom is determined to deregulate wherever it is
appropriate. In May 2008 we announced the removal of
regulations on wholesale broadband access in 70 per cent
of the country where there is healthy competition. These
are densely populated areas, served by strong competition.
However, some areas, such as Hull, do not have the same
level of competition. In such areas regulation remains in
place to ensure that the two largest providers – BT and
KCOM – offer wholesale products to other providers on a
fair and reasonable basis.

In November 2008, Ofcom announced the conclusions
of its Market Impact Assessment (MIA) into the possible
effects of BBC proposals to launch local online video
services.

Ofcom found that the proposed enhanced version of
“BBC Local” websites, which would be available on any
internet-enabled device, would have a signiﬁcant negative
impact on commercial providers. Annual revenues may
fall by up to 4 per cent and, more signiﬁcantly, BBC Local
Video services would signiﬁcantly harm future innovation
by the commercial sector in online local news, sports and
weather services.
Taking into account our evidence, the BBC Trust rejected
the BBC’s proposals in their original form.

Effective competition in broadcasting

Delivering competition and consumer
beneﬁts in mobile

¿°ÈùÃÅ¸½Å´ÂÃ¸¶°Ã¸¾½
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During 2008/9 we continued our investigation into the
pay-television sector.

The UK mobile sector has now grown to the point where
households are more likely to have a mobile phone than
a ﬁxed one.

This followed a submission in the previous reporting
period from BT, Setanta, Top Up TV and Virgin Media
requesting an investigation into the market.
In September 2008 we published a consultation into
proposals to increase access by consumers to certain
premium pay television content, such as Premier League
football matches and ﬁrst-run Hollywood ﬁlms.
Speciﬁcally, we consulted on our view that BSkyB had
market power in the wholesale supply of this content,

In a population of around 60 million people, there are
more than 70 million mobile subscriptions. Some 85 per
cent of the UK’s adult population has a mobile which,
increasingly, is a device that is being used for more than
just making phone calls. Today, you can email, take photos,
listen to music, watch videos, store your photos, view maps
and access the internet on the move from your mobile.

SZ
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Securing the future of public broadcasting
¾µ²¾¼Â¿Â±±»Ä´¿Á¸½Ã

The UK has one of the most competitive mobile sectors
in Europe, with ﬁve networks and a number of virtual
network operators vying for our custom.
Ofcom wants to ensure that consumers get the best
choice and value for money from their mobile services,
while being protected from inappropriate practices
such as mis-selling. We also want to make sure that
the industry continues to thrive and innovate, driven
by healthy competition.
This is why in August 2008 we published our Mobile
Sector Assessment. This was an initial consultation
assessing how the mobile sector meets the needs of UK
citizens and consumers and posing questions about the
future of competition and regulatory policy and how
this should evolve.
In particular, it looked at:
s HOW RULES TO PROTECT CONSUMERS CAN BE MADE CLEAR
and relevant;
s WHETHER THE CURRENT SYSTEM OF TERMINATION RATES THE
charges operators make to connect calls to each other’s
networks) is appropriate for the future; and
s HOW MOBILE @NOT SPOTS AREAS WITHOUT MOBILE PHONE
reception) could be addressed.
We published further work on this after the period
under review.

Turn on your television this evening, ﬂick through channels
one to ﬁve and you’re likely to see a varied and rich array
of public service broadcasting television programmes.
News, documentaries, dramas made in the UK,
programmes for children and programmes that reﬂect life
in the UK: these are the types of programmes that viewers
have told us they value in the largest-ever programme of
opinion research into the subject.
In January 2009 we published Putting Viewers First, our
blueprint for sustaining and strengthening public service
broadcasting for the next decade as it navigates the
transition from an analogue to a digital world. This
followed public consultations – most recently in September
2008 – into our proposals.
The blueprint addressed profound structural and cyclical
changes in the commercial broadcasting sector. These
include digital switchover and pressures on television
advertising, which will create a shortfall of up to £235m
a year by 2012. If this is not addressed, the sorts of
programmes that viewers have told us they value will
only be available on the BBC.
Our main recommendations were:
s Keep the BBC at the heart of public
broadcasting, funded by the licence fee.
s Free up ITV and Five as strong commercial
networks, making entertaining, engaging UK content
including national and international news, but with
limited public service commitments.
s Guarantee a choice of broadcast news in Scotland,
Wales and Northern Ireland and the regions of England
by planning for a new way of delivering news, through
consortia funded by competitive tender.
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s Channel 4: create a strong, alternative public service
voice to the BBC, with Channel 4 at its heart –
preferably through partnerships, joint ventures or even
mergers.
s Children’s programmes and non-news
programmes for the devolved nations: consider
funding for content, if other recommendations do not
meet viewers’ needs and if resources can be found.
We said decisions on many of these matters needed to
be taken by the Government within the next year as the
current public service broadcasting model is not
sustainable. Ofcom is now working with the Government
to take the recommendations forward.
We also announced some immediate changes, proposed
in the September 2008 consultation, to allow a
restructuring of ITV’s regional news in England and
the Scottish Borders.
This will ensure that ITV prioritises programmes that
audiences value most highly, such as peak time regional
news and original UK content.
·³¾½µÁ´´Å¸´Æ

Digital Terrestrial Television is a modern-day broadcasting
success story, with Freeview now in 17.7 million UK homes.
Ofcom is building on that success by reorganising the way
in which the channels are broadcast over the airwaves to
create extra capacity for new High Deﬁnition (HD)
television channels.
In October 2008, Ofcom announced that capacity would
be reserved for Channel 4/S4C and the Channel 3
licensees to broadcast HD services on Freeview.
They will join the BBC in launching three HD services on
digital terrestrial television. This is expected to start in the
Granada region in autumn 2009 and to roll out to full
national coverage with the completion of digital
switchover in 2012.

TV advertising for the digital age
During 2008 Ofcom carried out a two-stage Review of
Television Advertising Regulation. Speciﬁcally, it focused
on how advertising is scheduled, and the amount of
advertising and teleshopping that is allowed on television.

In July we published a shorter and simpler code that
governs the scheduling of advertisements. It contained
changes including:
s REMOVAL OF THE RULE THAT REQUIRED A  MINUTE INTERVAL
between advertising breaks in a programme;
s ALLOWING BROADCASTERS TO TRANSMIT ONE COMMERCIAL BREAK
for every 30 minutes of a ﬁlm, instead of every 45
minutes; and
s ENDING SPECIlC RESTRICTIONS ON COMMERCIAL BREAKS IN
documentaries, current affairs and programmes on
religion, which may discourage broadcasters from
scheduling these kinds of programme.
In October 2008, we followed this revised code with a
consultation focusing on the wider-ranging issues of:
s the amount of advertising on television Under
European legislation, more advertising could be shown
on the UK’s screens. However, many stakeholder groups
including viewers, broadcasters, advertising agencies and
advertisers have opposed the proposal for more
advertising. Ofcom’s initial preference was also for no
change.
s peak-time advertising Ofcom asked for views on
whether the main channels should be allowed to allocate
their total weekly allowance more ﬂexibly; for example,
by showing more advertising on one day than another.
s the number of advertising breaks Ofcom disagreed
with broadcasters that there should be no rules on the
number of breaks in a programme, and requested views
on what rules there should be.
s teleshopping We asked for views on the amount of
teleshopping that should be allowed, since previous
limits were relaxed under new European legislation.

Sanctions for breaches of trust in broadcasting
During 2008 Ofcom concluded its investigations into the
allegations that broadcasters had mislead their audiences
in programme competitions and votes. We found a series
of the most serious breaches of the Broadcasting Code
and Ofcom imposed some of its largest ﬁnes to date.
In other areas Ofcom continued to maintain broadcasting
standards but also safeguard freedom of expression for
broadcasters and the audience by ensuring challenging
programmes can continue to thrive.
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Programme investigations

In May 2008 Ofcom imposed a ﬁne totalling £5.675m
on ITV plc for breaches in a number of programmes. It
followed ﬁndings that ITV had seriously, and repeatedly,
breached the Ofcom Broadcasting Code by abusing
premium rate phone services (PRS).

Swearing, sex and violence in broadcasting provoke
strong views.

The offences took place on various dates between January
2003 and October 2007 in programmes including Ant &
Dec’s Saturday Night Takeaway (£3m), Ant & Dec’s Gameshow
Marathon (£1.2m), Soapstar Superstar (£1.2m) and Playalong,
The Mint, Make Your Play and Glitterball (£275,000). Serious
breaches included:
s SELECTING COMPETITION lNALISTS BEFORE PHONE LINES HAD
been announced as closed;
s STAGGERING THE SELECTION OF lNALISTS SO VIEWERS ENTERING
the competition did not have a fair and equal chance
of winning;
s SELECTING lNALISTS ACCORDING TO THEIR SUITABILITY TO BE ON
television and where they lived, rather than at random;
s PLACING AN INDIVIDUAL ALREADY KNOWN TO THE PRODUCTION
team in a shortlist of ﬁnalists, who then went on to ‘win’
a competition; and
s IGNORING THE VIEWERS VOTE AND lNALISING RESULTS BEFORE
lines had closed.
In arriving at the level of the ﬁne, Ofcom took into
account that ITV had initiated its own investigation and
pledged an additional £7.8m in viewer compensation
and charitable donations.

Ofcom’s Broadcasting Code has clear rules governing
content that may be challenging in nature, and the 9pm
television watershed is designed to protect against children
being exposed to unsuitable material.
Equally, swearing, sex and violence are not banned from
the UK’s airwaves. The Code also exists to give broadcasters
the freedom to make challenging programmes and take
creative risks. The Code does not therefore prohibit
material which some may ﬁnd offensive. However, this
kind of content must be editorially justiﬁable, broadcast
at a suitable time and the audience offered information
about the programme if it may help.
The most high-proﬁle controversy in 2008 was an incident
on BBC Radio 2 involving the comedian Russell Brand
and his guest Jonathan Ross where they broadcast a series
of explicit messages left on the answering machine of
actor Andrew Sachs.
Shortly after the broadcast Ofcom announced an
investigation and, in early April 2009, just after the
reporting period under review, Ofcom imposed ﬁnes on
the BBC totalling £150,000 for breaches of the Code.
We found not only that the calls had infringed privacy but
that they were offensive, humiliating and demeaning. In
the course of our investigation we also identiﬁed a number
of serious ﬂaws in the BBC’s compliance systems.
¾Ã·´Á¿Á¾¶Á°¼¼´Â
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In June 2008, Ofcom imposed a total £1.11m ﬁne on 30
local radio stations which formed part of GCap Media’s
One network. They were found to have breached the
Ofcom Broadcasting Code relating to the requirement
that competitions must be conducted fairly, and that any
use of premium rate numbers must conform to the Code
of Practice issued by PhonepayPlus.
Ofcom found that in GCap’s Secret Sound competition,
incorrect text entrants were deliberately put to air so
that the competition prize would last longer. As a result,
listeners who paid to enter the competition had no chance
of winning.
The seriousness of these failures was compounded by
some of GCap’s own actions after the incidents had
come to light.

In 2008, Ofcom continued to receive complaints from
members of the public about the conduct of competitions
and votes in programmes. After detailed investigations into
programmes such as The X Factor and Big Brother, Ofcom
found that broadcasters had ensured that their
programmes were being conducted fairly and they had
in place systems to ensure the audience were protected.
Other programmes attracted large number of complaints,
where Ofcom had to strike the balance between, on the
one hand, offence caused to some viewers and, on the
other, freedom of expression. For instance, a storyline
about paedophilia in Eastenders caused a number of viewers
to complain to us. However, we rejected the complaints
saying that while we understood the programmes may
have been uncomfortable viewing, the subject matter was
treated appropriately and sensitively.
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Such storylines, which can reach a large audience, can
actually have a positive impact. Ofcom also rejected
complaints about Channel 4’s The Alternative Christmas
Message given by the President of Iran. In this case,
we concluded that Channel 4 had, by giving viewers
information about this controversial President, put the
programme into context. In other areas, Ofcom decisions
continued to support broadcasters’ right to explore difﬁcult
subjects and conduct legitimate investigations.

²¾¼¼Ä½¸ÃÈÁ°³¸¾»¸²´½²´Â

Radio licensing

¡ Q^hblsboO^afl%Prqqlk*fk*>peÚbia)Klqqfkde^jpefob&

One of the great UK broadcasting success stories in the
last few years has been the mushrooming number of
community radio stations.
Community radio stations are not-for-proﬁt stations that
cover a small geographical area. A typical station is
operated by around 75 volunteers, typically broadcasting
81 hours of original and distinctive output a week.
In March 2009, Ofcom published its ﬁrst Annual Report
of Community Radio, highlighting that 130 community
stations were now on air, with a potential audience of eight
million listeners.
The stations are a microcosm of local cultures and tastes
across the UK, ranging from urban music (New Style,
Birmingham) to the armed forces (Garrison FM,
Edinburgh) to religious communities (Cross Rhythms,
Stoke-on-Trent). They also provide a valued training
ground for aspiring broadcasters and producers. For
example, WCR Radio Wolverhampton provides accredited
radio training, and 44 of its 49 trainees now hold a
qualiﬁcation in radio production.
At the close of the reporting year, another 50 stations
were preparing for launch.

Throughout the year, Ofcom awarded community
radio licences to 27 new stations. They were:
>mofi/--5
¡ >j_boPlrkaCJ%Ofmibv)>j_boS^iibv)Abo_vpefob&
¡ Bobt^pePlrka%iihbpqlk)Abo_vpefob&
¡ QrifmO^afl%Pm^iafkd)PlrqeElii^ka)Ifk`likpefob&

J^v/--5
¡ Q@OCJ%Q^jtloqe)Pq^ccloapefob&
¡ Ptfq`eO^afl%@^pqibS^ib)?fojfkde^j&
¡ >j_roO^afl%T^ip^ii&
¡ P>@A>O^afl%P^katbii)TbpqJfai^kap&
¡ O^^gCJ%P^katbii)TbpqJfai^kap&
Grkb/--5
¡ B>S>CJ%Ibf`bpqbo&
¡ AbjlkCJ%Ibf`bpqbo&
¡ HlefklloCJ%Ibf`bpqbo&
Griv/--5
¡ Ebojfq^dbCJ%@l^isfiib)F_pql`h^ka>pe_v*ab*
i^*Wlr`e&
¡ @olppOevqejp@lsbkqov
¡ QebEfiiwO^afl%@lsbkqov&
¡ Fkpmfo^qflkCJ%Kloqe^jmqlk&
Pbmqbj_bo/--5
¡ @lo_vO^afl%Kloqe^kqp&
Klsbj_bo/--5
¡ D^vafl%J^k`ebpqbo&
¡ RkfqvO^afl%J^k`ebpqbo&
Cb_or^ov/--6
¡ ?ivqeS^iibvO^afl%Plrqetlia&
¡ O^aflTbpqPrcclih%?rovPqBajrkap&
¡ CbifupqltbO^afl%Cbifupqltb&
¡ Wbq^Afdfq^iCJ%ClobpqEb^qe&
J^o`e/--6

CONVERGENCE

¡ @>J%@^j_ofadb&
¡ T^vi^kaO^afl%Pt^cce^j^kaT^qqlk)Kloclih&
¡ @^olifk^CJ%B^pq?o^fkqobb)Bppbu&
¡ CrqrobO^afl%Klotf`e&
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The Ofcom Radio Licensing Committee made three
awards of local DAB licences during the year:
>mofi/--5
Il`^qflk7Proobv^kakloqebokPrppbu
If`bkpbb7Jru@lProobv#KloqePrppbuIfjfqba

J^v/--5
Il`^qflk7Pljbopbq
If`bkpbb7Jru@lPljbopbqIfjfqba

Grkb/--5
Il`^qflk7KloqeT^ibp
If`bkpbb7Jru@lT^ibpIfjfqba

µ¼»¸²´½²´°Æ°Á³Â

The Ofcom Radio Licensing Committee made two
awards of local FM licences during the year:
Griv/--5
Il`^qflk7Mivjlrqe
If`bkpbb7O^aflMivjlrqeIfjfqba

Ab`bj_bo/--5
Il`^qflk7Kloqe^kaJfa*T^ibp
If`bkpbb7Ob^iO^aflIfjfqba
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Providing consumers with information to make
informed decisions
Ã·´ÃÁÄ´¿¸²ÃÄÁ´¾µ±Á¾°³±°½³Â¿´´³Â

Not all broadband is equal. Factors such as where you live
and even the time of day can have an impact on the speed
of your broadband service. So although some Internet
Service Providers (ISPs) advertise services of “up to 8
Mbit/s”, the actual experiences of customers can vary.
With this in mind, Ofcom announced a new voluntary
Code of Practice for ISPs in June 2008, with signatories
agreeing to:
s GIVE CUSTOMERS AN ACCURATE ESTIMATE AT THE POINT OF SALE
of the maximum speed their line could support;
s RESOLVE TECHNICAL BARRIERS TO IMPROVING SPEED AND OFFER
customers the option to move to a slower-speed package
if estimates prove inaccurate;
s ENSURE SALES STAFF FULLY UNDERSTAND THE SERVICES THEY
are selling, and explain the meaning of estimates to
customers; and
s GIVE CUSTOMERS INFORMATION ON USAGE LIMITS AND ALERT
them when they have breached them.

The code came into force in December 2008, by which
time 95 per cent of ISPs had signed up to it. In January
2009 we presented the ﬁndings of one of the most
comprehensive consumer research programmes ever
carried out into broadband speeds.
Conducted in association with broadband performance
specialist SamKnows and market research company GfK,
the study ran over a 30-day period involving more than 10
million separate tests of a range of suppliers’ services.
The results revealed that UK consumers receive an
average speed of 3.6 Mbit/s, compared with an average
maximum possible speed of 4.3 Mbit/s. Among
consumers on the most popular “up to 8 Mbit/s” package
(which 60 per cent of consumers are signed up to), one in
ﬁve receives an average actual speed of just 2 Mbit/s. On
average, the actual speed consumers receive is 45 per cent
of the advertised headline speed.
²»°Á¸ÃÈ¾½RZY²°»»¿Á¸²´Â

In May 2008 Ofcom set out proposals to make the costs
of calling 0870 numbers clearer, and to strengthen
protection for consumers using 0871 numbers. This was
part of a wider consultation on ‘non-geographic’ numbers,
responding to consumer concerns.
Historically, calls to 0870 numbers had been priced at
levels that enabled businesses and organisations to share
the revenue they generated. We proposed that calling 0870
numbers should cost no more than 01 and 02 geographic
numbers. However, if providers chose to charge more, they
would be bound by strict rules on publicising their costs,
and face possible ﬁnes if they failed to do so.
The proposals were introduced shortly after the period
under review.
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Good quality price comparison sites are a useful tool for
consumers wishing to shop around to get the best deal.

As a telecoms customer, there are many ways in which
you can ﬁnd yourself paying extra charges – charges that
are often hidden away in the small print of your contract.
These can be incurred if, for example, you choose to pay
by cash or cheque, you choose not to pay by direct debit,
you want a paper bill, you pay late or you leave a provider
before your contract has ended.

In August 2008 Ofcom awarded its ﬁrst accreditations
to two price comparison calculators that help consumers
choose a communications provider: Broadband Choices
and Simplifydigital.
These calculators, covering ﬁxed-line, mobile, broadband
and digital television services, passed a rigorous audit that
satisﬁed us that that the information they provide is accessible,
accurate, transparent, comprehensive and up to date.
The accreditations last for one year, when we will review
them and conduct fresh audits.

In December 2008 Ofcom set out how it thinks providers
should behave in order to meet their obligations under the
Unfair Terms in Consumer Contracts Regulations 1999.
For example, we said that:
s CHARGES FOR NON DIRECT DEBIT PAYMENTS SHOULD BE CLEAR
and limited to the actual cost of handling those payments;
s CHARGES FOR ITEMISED BILLING SHOULD NORMALLY BE NO MORE
than £1.50 per bill;
s CHARGES FOR LATE PAYMENTS SHOULD ONLY REmECT THE DIRECT
cost of collecting the outstanding balance;
s CONSUMERS ENDING A CONTRACT EARLY SHOULD NEVER HAVE TO
pay more than the payments left under the contract –
indeed, they should often pay less, reﬂecting the saved
costs to the provider; and











s lXED TERM CONTRACTS THAT RENEW AUTOMATICALLY ARE LIKELY
to be unfair if they do not give consumers a beneﬁt in
return, and a fair chance to opt out.
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Improving the complaints process

¼¾±¸»´²°Â·±°²ºÂ²·´¼´Â

We want to make it easier for consumers to resolve disputes
they may have with their communications provider.

Complaints about mis-selling in the mobile industry, in
the form of cashback schemes and other techniques, led
to Ofcom proposing a mandatory General Condition for
the sector.

Under our rules every provider must have, and comply
with, a Code of Conduct for handling customer
complaints. In addition, they must be a member of an
Ofcom-approved Alternative Dispute Resolution scheme
(ADR). Currently, we recognise two schemes – CISAS and
Otelo – which offer free resolution services to customers
with a complaint.
In July 2008, we moved to address the low awareness
among consumers that providers must have a Code of
Practice, and the minimal awareness of the existence
of ADR schemes. We also focused on improving the
effectiveness of those schemes, by proposing a series of
rules to improve the ADR process.

Rules to prevent mis-selling
Ã°²º»¸½¶Â»°¼¼¸½¶

‘Slamming’ is the most complained-about practice in ﬁxedline communications. At Ofcom, we received around 1,000
complaints a month during the reporting year from people
who had been slammed (in other words, moved from
one provider to another without their knowledge and/or
consent).
In March 2009 Ofcom announced proposals to clamp
down on slamming and other forms of mis-selling in the
ﬁxed-line telecoms market. The proposals included:
s RETAINING CALL RECORDINGS REQUIRING PROVIDERS TO
keep better records of all conversations relating
to sales. Better quality records will lead to more
effective enforcement;
s AN OUTRIGHT BAN ON MIS SELLING AS PART OF A SET OF
simpliﬁed regulations that all providers must heed; and
s AN OBLIGATION ON PROVIDERS TO GIVE CLEAR ADVICE
reminding consumers that there may be negative
consequences if they switch provider, such as possible
termination charges for leaving a contract early.
We were still consulting on these proposals at the end
of the reporting year but, once implemented we expect
them to reduce mis-selling complaints substantially.

The announcement led to a signiﬁcant reduction in
complaints about cashback offers, although other causes
for complaint persisted. The new rules will come into force
in September 2009.

Action against mis-selling
The good, the bad and the ugly of customers’ experiences
with communications providers were contained in Ofcom’s
The Consumer Experience, published in November 2008.
We were pleased to report many positives emerging in the
sector, although its perennial scourges – namely mis-selling
and silent calls – still provoked unacceptably high volumes
of complaints.
There was real progress in freeing customers from the
historical problems of switching broadband providers.
Complaints about mobile phone cashback deals – a source
of signiﬁcant harm – were also down from 600 a month in
September 2007 to 70 a month a year later.
Other signiﬁcant trends included:
s CONSUMERS SWITCHING TO @TRIPLE PLAY A COMBINATION OF
digital TV, ﬁxed-line, mobile or broadband services)
increased from 18 to 32 per cent, generally with
signiﬁcant savings;
s HIGHER PROMPTED AWARENESS OF SUPPLIERS IN THE lXED AND
mobile markets; and
s THE lRST /FCOM ACCREDITED PRICE COMPARISON WEBSITES
guiding consumers to comparison calculators that are
accessible, accurate, transparent, comprehensive and
up-to-date.
Less happily, silent calls remained a real issue: between
September 2007 and 2008, consumer complaints to
Ofcom rose from around 300 to 1,050 a month. These
calls can cause anything from simple annoyance to
considerable fear among people who receive them.
Most silent calls are caused by automated dialling systems,
which may ring a recipient even when there’s no call
centre agent free to conduct the call. In this event, and if
the call centre fails to play an information message instead,
a silent call may result.
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In response, Ofcom began a programme of monitoring
and active enforcement of the guidelines designed to
reduce the menace of silent calls.
We also moved to clamp down on breaches of consumer
protection law.
The consumer enforcement section, below, highlights our
enforcement work during 2008/9.

²¾½ÂÄ¼´Á¸½Å´ÂÃ¸¶°Ã¸¾½
°½³´½µ¾Á²´¼´½Ã²°Â´Â





Consumer protection enforcement was a high priority
for Ofcom in 2008/9. During the year we:
¡FpprbaklqfÚ`^qflkplcmbopfpqbkqjfprpb^kafjmlpba
Úk^k`f^imbk^iqfbpqlq^iifkd.0.)---^pm^oqlclropfibkq
^ka^_^kalkba`^iipbkclo`bjbkqmoldo^jjbql7

¡Fpprba^klqfÚ`^qflklc`lkqo^sbkqflkqlQERPmi`clo
c^firobqlj^hb@^iiboIl`^qflkfkcloj^qflk^s^fi^_ib
qlqebbjbodbk`vpbosf`bptebk666`^iiptbobj^ab+

 * ?^o`i^vp?^khmi`%qo^afkd^p?^o`i^v`^oa&

¡Cliiltfkd^glfkqfksbpqfd^qflktfqePq^ccloapefobQo^afkd
Pq^ka^oap)tbpb`robaibd^iiv_fkafkdrkaboq^hfkdpcolj
Melkbp1R`ljjfqqfkdfqql`e^kdb^krj_bolcfqp
mo^`qf`bpqe^q_ob^`eba`lkprjbomolqb`qflki^tp
obi^qfkdqlqebp^iblcjl_fibe^kapbqp^ka`lkqo^`qp+

 * Riqfj^qb@obafqPbosf`bpIfjfqba%R@P&
 * Bnrfab_qIfjfqba
 T
 b^iplfpprba^kbkclo`bjbkqklqfÚ`^qflkqlR@P
cliiltfkdbsfabk`bqe^qfqafaklqq^hb^mmolmof^qbpqbmp
ql`b^pbqebjfprpbfabkqfÚbafkqebklqfÚ`^qflkfpprba+
¡Fpprba^klqfÚ`^qflklc`lkqo^sbkqflklcjfp*pbiifkdoribp
ql>ufpQbib`ljIfjfqba+
¡FpprbaklqfÚ`^qflkpqlRkfsbop^iQbib`ljIfjfqba^ka
Qbibmelkf`pFkqbdo^qbaQbibmelkvIfjfqbaclo_ob^`efkd
qeboribpobi^qfkdqlqebqo^kpcbolc`rpqljbop_bqtbbk
`ljm^kfbp+
¡FpprbaklqfÚ`^qflkplc`lkqo^sbkqflkrkabofqp_ol^a_^ka
jfdo^qflkpmoldo^jjbcloc^firobqlmolsfabJ>@`labp
tfqefkÚsbtlohfkda^vplcob`bfsfkd^obnrbpqql7
 * MolafdvFkqbokbqIfjfqba
 * MfmbuFkqbokbqIfjfqba^kaMfmbuRHIfjfqba
 Q
 ebklqfÚ`^qflkfpprbaqlMolafdv^ipl`lsbobafqpc^firob
qlfjmibjbkq^ka`ljmivtfqe^AfpmrqbObplirqflk
P`ebjbcloqebobplirqflklcafpmrqbp_bqtbbkMolafdv
^kafqpaljbpqf`^kapj^ii_rpfkbpp`rpqljbop+

¡Obpmlkabaql^prmbo*`ljmi^fkqÚiba_vqebK^qflk^i
@lkprjbo@lrk`fi^_lrqqebmof`blc`^iipj^abcolj
mofplkp+Lro^ppbppjbkqlcqeb^s^fi^_ibbsfabk`b
arofkdqeb`lropblclro6-*a^vfksbpqfd^qflkprddbpqba
qe^qqebobtbob^krj_bolcfpprbpfkqeb`roobkq
^oo^kdbjbkqpcloqebmolsfpflklcqbibmelkbpbosf`bp
qlmofplkbopfkBkdi^ka)T^ibp^kaP`lqi^kaqe^qj^v
jbofqcroqebo^`qflk+Tb`lkpfabobaqe^qqebfpprbp
tbe^afabkqfÚbatlria_bjlpq^mmolmof^qbiv^ka
bccb`qfsbiv^aaobppba)^qib^pqfkqebÚopqfkpq^k`b)
_vqebDlsbokjbkq_lafbpobpmlkpf_ibclomol`rofkd
^kaj^k^dfkdqeb`lkqo^`qr^i^oo^kdbjbkqpcloqeb
molsfpflklcqbibmelkbpbosf`bpfkmofplkpfkBkdi^ka)
T^ibp^kaP`lqi^ka7qebJfkfpqovlcGrpqf`b%tef`e
bk`ljm^ppbpEJMofplkPbosf`b&^kaqebP`lqqfpe
MofplkPbosf`b+
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Giving people access to communications
°½´¼´Á¶´½²ÈÁ¾°¼¸½¶¼¾±¸»´Â´ÁÅ¸²´

If you need to make an emergency call when you’re on
your mobile, there’s a possible barrier to getting connected:
if your provider doesn’t provide coverage there, you won’t
get through.
In March 2009 Ofcom announced proposals to introduce
‘emergency roaming’. Simply, if your provider does not
provide coverage, your emergency call will automatically
‘roam’ onto a network that does.
At the end of the reporting year, Ofcom was working with
the UK mobile operators, as well as studying experiences
of 999 mobile roaming in other European countries. We
hope the service will go live by the end of 2009, subject to
technical trials.
Ä½¸Å´ÁÂ°»Â´ÁÅ¸²´¾±»¸¶°Ã¸¾½
°½³±Á¾°³±°½³Ã°º´ùÄ¿

Mobile emergency roaming was just one strand of a wideranging study into barriers to access to communications
services, and how to remove them. In March 2009 we
also announced a comprehensive review of the existing
Universal Service Obligation (USO).
The USO ensures that everyone has access to a basic set
of ﬁxed-line services at an affordable price. This includes
giving special tariffs to people on low incomes, reasonable
access to public phone boxes, and basic tailored telephony
services for disabled people.
The study, the most comprehensive since 1997, will
consider the effectiveness of the USO as well as the
burden of cost which falls on BT and, in Hull, KCOM.
Ofcom also assessed research into why some people do
not have broadband at home, including those who can’t
afford it, can’t access it or simply don’t want it.

¼´³¸°»¸Ã´Á°²È

Media literacy, which we deﬁne as the ability to access,
understand and create communications in a variety
of contexts, was identiﬁed as a key priority for Ofcom
in 2008/9. Additional resource was made available to
develop our work in this area.
The Digital Britain Interim Report published in January
2009 called on Ofcom to work with the BBC and others to
recommend a new deﬁnition and ambition for a National
Media Literacy Plan. Ofcom convened and chaired a
working group including members from Government,
education, industry and the third sector to set out a range
of strategic options to drive digital engagement for all
sections of society.
Ofcom is represented on the executive board and working
groups of the UK Council for Child Internet Safety
formed following the Byron Review into the safety of
children on the internet and in games.
Throughout the year we published signiﬁcant research
to better understand people’s relationship to media and
telecommunications. The second wave of our Media
Literacy Audits published in 2008 identiﬁed changes since
the ﬁrst audit published in 2006 in use, understanding
and creativity across television, radio, internet and
mobiles. Research into the use of digital technologies for
social networking and democratic engagement were well
received by stakeholders.
This year also saw the establishment of media literacy
networks in Scotland and Northern Ireland following the
success of the Wales Media Literacy Network established
in 2007.
Our work to engage with stakeholders across the EU and
internationally saw the establishment of an International
Media Literacy Research Forum to bring together
researchers, policy makers and regulators to share best
practice in the promotion of media literacy.
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QebLc`lj@bkqo^iLmbo^qflkpcrk`qflkab^iptfqe
nrbpqflkp^ka`ljmi^fkqpcoljsfbtbop)ifpqbkbop)
`rpqljboplcqbib`ljp`ljm^kfbp^karpbop^kaif`bkpbbp
lctfobibpp`ljjrkf`^qflkppbosf`bp+
Arofkdqebmboflarkaboobsfbt)@bkqo^iLmbo^qflkpilddba
jlobqe^k.16)1--`^pbp^p^obpriqlcqbibmelkbbknrfofbp
^kaob`bfsbajlobqe^k4/)4--`ljmibqbafkqbokbqclojp)
bj^fip)ibqqbop^kac^ubp+Lcqelpb)^olrka7
 ¡.1-)---obi^qbaqlqbib`ljjrkf`^qflkp8

are persistently a cause of customer complaints are
passed to Ofcom’s Competition Group for potential
formal investigation.
Pmb`qorj

The Ofcom Licensing Centre (OLC) is part of Central
Operations and dealt with more than 49,800 enquiries
from users and providers of radiocommunications
services, as well as other members of the public. These
related to:

 ¡0)/--tbobdbkbo^ibknrfofbp8^ka

s GUIDANCE FOR RADIOCOMMUNICATIONS USERS
on licensing issues relating to the Wireless
Telegraphy Act;

 ¡/6).--obi^qbaql_ol^a`^pqfkd+

s 7IRELESS 4ELEGRAPHY !CT LICENCE FEE QUERIES AND

Qbib`ljp

s /FCOMS ONLINE 3ITElNDER SERVICE WHICH ENABLES
the public to identify the location of mobile phone
base stations by postcode.

 ¡16)5--obi^qbaqlpmb`qorjfpprbp^kaif`bkpfkd8

Some 13 per cent of customer complaints were about
mis-selling. These included incidents where customers
were switched to a new service without their knowledge
or consent, where customers signed up to a service based
on information they later found to be untrue, or where
customers were promised ‘cash back’ sums of money
which did not materialise.
Also, eight per cent of all complaints in telecoms
were where customers had experienced problems
with changing broadband service or the provision of
service in a new property. Issues included ‘tag on line’
and problems with Migration Authorisation Codes – a
reference that enables customers to switch broadband
provider smoothly and with minimal disruption.
Silent calls accounted for seven per cent of complaints.
Overall, consumer complaints included:
s BROADBAND MIGRATIONS
s MIS SELLING
s DELAYED INSTALLATION OF SERVICE
s CHARGES RAISED WHEN BILLS ARE NOT PAID BY
direct debit;
s SILENT CALLS
s INADEQUATE CUSTOMER SERVICE BY SERVICE PROVIDERS
s PROBLEMS WITH LOSS OF SERVICE AND
s ISSUES RELATING TO CONTRACT TERMS
Where appropriate, Central Operations meets with
companies to discuss ways in which their service to
customers can be improved. Details of companies that

?ol^a`^pqfkd

The Central Operations broadcasting team logged
29,100 complaints from the public. Some complaints
were passed to the Content and Standards Group for
further investigation.
The greatest cause for complaint about television and
radio programmes was material which viewers or
listeners found harmful or offensive, including racist
comments, strong language, sexual portrayal and
material causing religious offence.
Concerns about competitions and voting were also
raised.
Around 15 per cent of complaints were received about
Big Brother 9 and around seven per cent of complaints
were received about BBC Radio 2’s The Russell Brand
Show.
Other programmes generating signiﬁcant complaints
were:
s 4HE 8 &ACTOR
s 7E !RE -OST !MUSED
s 3TRICTLY #OME $ANCING
s 4OP 'EAR
s #ELEBRITY "IG "ROTHER
s %ASTENDERS
s !LIM /N ,INE)FTAR WITH !AM
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Ofcom is committed to reducing the regulatory burdens it
places on its stakeholders. A desire to remove unnecessary
and out-of-date regulation underpins all our work.

The Performance and Evaluation part of Section C of
this report highlights areas where we have reduced or
streamlined regulation.

J^ufjfpfkdlrofjm^`qlk
fkqbok^qflk^imlif`vabsbilmjbkq
Ofcom’s activities and those of the companies it regulates
are increasingly inﬂuenced by international developments.
Ofcom represents the UK on radio spectrum issues in
key international groups and participates in international
fora on telecoms and broadcasting matters. Ofcom also
works closely with the UK Government to develop policy
positions on proposals for new EU regulation.
´ÄÁ¾¿´°½Á´¶Ä»°Ã¾ÁÂ¶Á¾Ä¿

The EU Communications Framework, introduced in
2003, was put in place to establish a pan-European
basis for liberalising telecoms markets. The European
Regulators’ Group (ERG) is a forum of national
telecommunications regulators whose role is to advise the
European Commission on implementing the Framework,
in particular on harmonising regulatory approaches across
Member States. The ERG is also a forum for exchanging
best practice on new and emerging regulatory issues.
Ofcom plays a substantial role in the ERG, contributing to
many areas of the ERG’s work programme. For example,
the ERG adopted an active advisory role on the Framework
Review. It also focused in the last year on developing a
consistent approach to regulating the new super-fast
broadband networks that are starting to roll out in the UK
and several other European countries. In addition, it made
a substantial input into the Commission’s review of
roaming regulation. The provisions adopted (see below)
were based on its analysis, which was informed by data
collected over 18 months.

´ÄÁ¾¿´°½µÁ°¼´Æ¾ÁºÁ´Å¸´Æ

In 2008 the EU Council of Ministers and European
Parliament began considering a package of reform
proposals brought forward by the European Commission
to the EU Communications Framework.
In spring 2009 this work resulted in broad agreement,
which included plans for a new pan-European telecoms
body, the Body of European Regulators in Electronic
Communications (BEREC). This body is expected to be
responsible for fostering a more consistent approach to
telecoms regulation across the member states of the EU
and will take over from the existing ERG. Through its
participation in this new entity, Ofcom will continue to
represent the UK’s interests.
Ofcom worked closely with the UK Government and the
ERG to promote technical changes and improvements
to the package, focusing in particular on ensuring good
outcomes for consumers.
Ofcom also contributed to the spectrum work in the
Framework Review, helping to make sure that there was
greater emphasis on spectrum-related issues, speciﬁcally:
s STRENGTHENING THE PRINCIPLE OF TECHNOLOGY NEUTRALITY
s EMPHASISING THE ROLE OF SPECTRUM TRADING AND
proposing procedures which could be used to support
the introduction of trading across Europe in certain
bands; and
s PROPOSING THAT A LONG TERM STRATEGY PROGRAMME BE
established for European spectrum.
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Ofcom made its concerns about European roaming
charges public in early 2008, pointing out the high cost of
sending texts and accessing mobile internet while abroad.
We also drew attention to the fact that for any national or
international call it was common practice among mobile
telephone operators to round up to the nearest minute
and charge for that amount, even for calls lasting less than
a minute.

Radio waves travel across national boundaries, so a
globally co-ordinated approach to spectrum is essential.
For example, harmonising frequencies and helping to
establish common handset standards has meant that UK
consumers are now able to use their mobile phones when
travelling worldwide.

In April 2009 the European Parliament voted to cut prices
signiﬁcantly, a positive outcome for consumers. Previously
approved reductions will see prices for voice calls coming
down from July 2009. The new cuts will see prices for
making and receiving calls and texts fall further in the
summer of 2010 and again in July 2011. Legislators also
voted in favour of forcing operators to bill per second
(after a 30-second minimum charge) for roamed calls.

In 2008/9 Ofcom continued to play an active role in
international spectrum matters, representing the UK’s
interests in a variety of areas, including the digital
dividend, broadband wireless access, public use of
spectrum and spectrum-related competition issues.
We chaired a committee set up to address the technical
conditions for making spectrum available at 2.6 GHz
and in the digital dividend. We also contributed to the
development of a European selection and authorisation
process for mobile satellite services at 2 GHz.

Downward pressure on prices for data downloads while
abroad in Europe should be maintained as a consequence
of a cap on wholesale prices. This will underpin emerging
market forces for this service.
Transparency of charges for consumers will be increased
and important measures put in place to prevent ‘bill shock’
(unexpectedly large phone bills run up by consumers when
using their mobile phones to download data while abroad).
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In this section we explain how we evaluate
our performance and then focus on
three key areas: the extent to which we
have met our objectives and applied
our regulatory principles; our effectiveness
in service delivery and performance; and
our ﬁnancial performance.

UT
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We are committed to reviewing and evaluating our performance,
and then applying what we have learnt. We discuss below the
various ways in which we measure our effectiveness and what the
results tell us.

Unlike a private company that seeks to maximise proﬁts on
behalf of its shareholders, Ofcom does not have a single
objective that lends itself to easy measurement. There are
three main reasons for this. First, although our primary
duty is to further the interests of citizens and consumers,
including businesses, we have a wide range of speciﬁc
duties and a diverse range of stakeholders. Second, it is
often hard to differentiate between our impact on market
developments and the impact of a wide range of other
factors. And third, deciding whether we are fulﬁlling our
duties and are applying our regulatory principles is often
subjective. This means that assessing our performance in
a measurable way is not straightforward.
It is therefore appropriate to use a number of methods to
review our effectiveness. We measure:
s MARKET DEVELOPMENTS
s WHETHER WE ARE ACHIEVING OUR OBJECTIVES AND APPLYING
our regulatory principles;
s OUR INTERNAL EFlCIENCY AND EFFECTIVENESS AND
s STAKEHOLDER PERCEPTIONS

¼´°ÂÄÁ¸½¶¼°Áº´Ã³´Å´»¾¿¼´½ÃÂ

Ultimately, we believe that our performance should be
judged by reference to market developments and the
outcomes that are delivered for citizens and consumers.
We measure these outcomes in a number of ways and
publish the results during the course of the year.
We describe a selection of the relevant reports below.
Progress against our Annual Plan is recorded on our
website. We publish a table showing all our projects and
planned outputs: www.ofcom.org.uk/about/accoun/
reports_plans/annual_plan0910/projects/.
This table is updated every quarter so that stakeholders
can check when we will be publishing consultations they
are interested in. The table also shows the extent to which
we deliver on our plans.
Every year we publish our report, The Communications
Market www.ofcom.org.uk/research/cm/cmr08/), which
provides a comprehensive picture of developments in the
communications sector. This is supplemented by a number
of reports on speciﬁc aspects of the sectors we regulate,
such as The International Communications Market
(November 2008 - www.ofcom.org.uk/research/cm/
icmr08/ ). We also publish reports on speciﬁc issues, such
as the take-up of digital TV and broadband. In particular,
we published a report called The Consumer Experience
(November 2008 - www.ofcom.org.uk/research/tce/
ce08/ ), which provided a picture of the positive beneﬁts
that competition has delivered for consumers, and a range
of Media Literacy Audit publications, which analysed
the abilities of UK citizens and consumers to access,
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understand and create communications in a variety
of contexts. All these reports build on our extensive
programme of market research.
We also examine the impact of particular policy initiatives.
For example, in December 2008 we published our interim
review of restrictions on the advertising of food and drink
that is high in fat or salt or sugar (HFSS). Our statement,
Changes in the nature and balance of television food advertising to
children, looked to assess whether or not the restrictions
we phased in from April 2007 were having the expected
effects in terms of:

CFDROB.7LC@LJÑPOBDRI>QLOVMOFK@FMIBP
TEBKTBOBDRI>QB
¡ Lc`ljtfiilmbo^qbtfqe^_f^p^d^fkpqfkqbosbkqflk)
_rqtfqe^tfiifkdkbppqlfkqbosbkbmoljmqiv^ka
bccb`qfsbivtebobobnrfoba+
¡ Lc`ljtfiifkqbosbkbtebobqebobfp^pmb`fÚ`pq^qrqlov
arqvqltlohqlt^oap^mr_if`mlif`vdl^iqe^qj^ohbqp
^ilkb`^kklq^`efbsb+

s THE REDUCTION IN (&33 ADVERTISING SEEN BY CHILDREN

ELTTBOBDRI>QB

s USE OF ADVERTISING TECHNIQUES CONSIDERED TO APPEAL
to children in HFSS advertising; and

¡ Lc`ljtfii^it^vppbbhqebib^pqfkqorpfsbobdri^qlov
jbqelaplc^`efbsfkdlromlif`vl_gb`qfsbp+

s THE IMPACT ON BROADCASTING REVENUES

¡ Lc`ljtfiipqofsbqlbkprobqe^qlrofkqbosbkqflkp^ob
bsfabk`b*_^pba)molmloqflk^qb)`lkpfpqbkq)^``lrkq^_ib
^kaqo^kpm^obkqfk_lqeabif_bo^qflk^kalrq`ljb+
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Ofcom’s approach to regulation reﬂects the fast-moving
nature of the communications sector. The speed with
which the communications sector is changing makes it
especially important for us to have clear guiding principles.
We are required by the Communications Act 2003 to
have regard to the principles of better regulation, namely
that regulation should be transparent, proportionate,
consistent, accountable and targeted. When Ofcom was
established, we built on these principles by developing
a more speciﬁc set of principles to inform our day-today work. These are set out in Figure 1. In 2008 we also
identiﬁed a set of principles for analysing the opportunity
to introduce self- and co-regulation: www.ofcom.org.uk/
consult/condocs/coregulation/statement/
In line with our regulatory principles, we have focused
on evaluating Ofcom’s performance in four key areas:
s OUR SUCCESS IN REDUCING REGULATION WHERE THAT HAS
been appropriate;
s THE EFFECTIVENESS OF OUR CONSULTATION WITH STAKEHOLDERS
s THE TIMELINESS OF OUR DECISION MAKING FOLLOWING
consultation; and
s OUR PERFORMANCE IN CARRYING OUT IMPACT ASSESSMENTS
to inform our policy decisions.

¡ Lc`ljtfiiobdri^qbtfqe^`ib^oiv^oqf`ri^qba^ka
mr_if`ivobsfbtba^kkr^imi^k)tfqepq^qbamlif`v
l_gb`qfsbp+
ELTTBPRMMLOQOBDRI>QFLK
¡ Lc`ljtfiiobpb^o`ej^ohbqp`lkpq^kqiv^katfii^fjql
obj^fk^qqebclobcolkqlcqb`eklildf`^irkabopq^kafkd+
¡ Lc`ljtfii`lkpriqtfabivtfqe^iiobibs^kq
pq^hbeliabop^ka^ppbppqebfjm^`qlcobdri^qlov
^`qflk_bclobfjmlpfkdobdri^qflklk^j^ohbq+
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A key element of better regulation is ensuring that
regulation is properly targeted and does not impose
undue burdens on our stakeholders. In December 2008,
we published our annual Simpliﬁcation Plan, which sets
out all the initiatives we are taking to remove or reduce
regulation. This shows how we are fulﬁlling our duty
under Section 6 of the Communications Act to minimise
the regulatory burden on our stakeholders.

The Figure provides an overview of Ofcom’s regulatory
decisions. The last year was a time of big and important
regulatory decisions. Some decisions allowed us to continue
our trend of reducing regulation. Other decisions required
additional or increased regulation to achieve optimal
citizen and consumer outcomes.
Speciﬁcally, Figure 2 shows that we are prepared to
take decisive and effective action to protect citizens and
consumers where necessary, for example:

Figure 2 summarises Ofcom’s policy statements published
during 2008/9. In this ﬁgure:

s EXTENDING 0REMIUM 2ATE 3ERVICES 2EGULATION TO 
numbers; and

s WE HAVE ASSESSED HOW EACH DECISION AFFECTED THE
direction of regulation and have reﬂected this in the
colour of the circles; and

s PROTECTING CONSUMERS FROM MIS SELLING OF MOBILE
telecommunications services.

s WE HAVE ASSESSED THE IMPACT OF THE DECISION BY REFERENCE
to the size of the market affected by the impact of the
regulation and this is reﬂected in the size of the circles.

It also demonstrates that we are committed to reducing
regulation by, for example:
s LIBERALISING AND RELEASING RADIO SPECTRUM AWARD OF
available spectrum: 2500-2690 MHz, 2010-2025 MHz,
and Ofcom spectrum award 1452-1492 MHz); and
s ADDRESSING ISSUES WITH BUSINESS RADIO "USINESS 2ADIO
2EFORM 
There has also been an increase in the number of
streamlined or co-regulatory solutions. In 2007/8
there was one instance of this, in 2008/9 there were
six instances.
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Consultations are one of the key ways in which we engage
with stakeholders and enable them to inﬂuence our policy
decisions.
If a consultation is too short, some of those with important
views to share may not have enough time to prepare their
responses. If it is too long, the market concerned may have
changed dramatically. This could affect our ability to deal
with an issue as quickly as the stakeholders involved would
like. When we decide how long a consultation should last,
we need to strike the right balance between these two
considerations. There are generally three categories of
consultation:
s #ATEGORY  CONSULTATIONS WHICH CONTAIN MAJOR POLICY
initiatives and/or are of interest to a wide range of
stakeholders (especially those who may need a longer
time to respond); in these cases we will consult for
ten weeks.
s #ATEGORY  CONSULTATIONS WHICH WHILE CONTAINING
important policy proposals, will be of interest to a
limited number of stakeholders who will have awareness
of the issues; in these cases we will consult for six weeks.
s #ATEGORY  CONSULTATIONS WHICH FALL WITHIN ONE OR
more of the following categories, where the time period
for consultations is one month:
– detailed technical issues;
– where there is a need to complete the project in a
speciﬁed timetable because of market developments
or other factors which require the project to be
concluded within a short period;
– the issue has already been the subject of a
consultation;
– a proposal will have a limited effect on a market; or
– a proposal is only a limited amendment to existing
policy or regulation.
Figure 3 sets out an analysis of the length of our policy
consultations by sector. A longer consultation period gives
stakeholders greater opportunity to respond and become
involved in policy decisions. This is particularly important
when the consultation issue has great signiﬁcance and a

high proﬁle. Figure 3 shows that in 2008/9 most of our
consultation periods lasted at least ten weeks (52 per cent
of consultations), an increase on our performance in
2007/8 (42 per cent).
Ofcom also collects statistics on the number of responses
to consultations. This is shown in Figure 4. The chart
illustrates the large number of responses we have had
over the year, based on the 63 consultations where we
subsequently published a statement. A number
of consultations have attracted a very wide range
of responses, many more than in 2007/8, while most
of the issues we consulted on were narrower in scope
and of interest to a smaller constituency of stakeholders.
Ã¸¼´»¸½´ÂÂ¾µ³´²¸Â¸¾½ù¼°º¸½¶

We have also analysed the time that we take to publish
a policy statement following the close of a consultation
period.
There are a number of factors that affect the length of
the period from the close of the consultation period until
publication of the subsequent statement, including:
s THE NUMBER AND TYPE OF RESPONSES WE GET
s WHETHER OUR lNAL DECISION IS DEPENDENT ON EXTERNAL
factors; and
s THE NEED FOR US TO PRIORITISE THE USE OF OUR RESOURCES
An analysis of our decision-making time is shown in
Figure 5. The majority of our statements are now
published within ten weeks of the end of the consultation
period. This data compares favourably with our
performance in 2007/8.
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Range of responses received
Qefpa^q^fp_^pbalkpq^qbjbkqpqe^qtbobmr_ifpebafk/--5,6^kaobcbop
qlqebkrj_bolcobpmlkpbpob`bfsbalkqebobi^qba`lkpriq^qflkal`rjbkq
%tef`ej^ve^sb_bbkmr_ifpebafk^mobsflrpobmloqfkdvb^o&+
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Ofcom uses a standardised project management
methodology for all its project work, which was developed
in 2007/8. This methodology divides a project lifecycle
into ﬁve key stages, with formal review points at the end
of each stage. It provides us with more robust project
information such as cost and headcount information for
the lifetime of a project, a more formal and controlled
approach to starting and closing projects, deﬁning project
scopes and assessing project performance.
During 2008/9, we made various enhancements to our
existing project reporting system, Artemis, to incorporate
the new ﬁve-stage project management methodology. The
modiﬁed system was rolled out in early April 2009. We
will continue to develop the system’s reporting and project
planning capabilities this year, in order to help us manage
our work more effectively and efﬁciently.





Number of statements
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Impact Assessments (IAs) are an important part of the
policymaking process. They ensure that in relation to our
policy decisions:









s A WIDE RANGE OF OPTIONS ARE CONSIDERED INCLUDING THE
option of not regulating;

Period in weeks
QebÚsbpq^qbjbkqpqe^qtbobmr_ifpebajlobqe^k0-tbbhp^cqboqeb
`lkpriq^qflkmbofla`ilpba%^kaqebob^plkpcloqebabi^v&tbob7
¡ Obsfpbapq^qbjbkqlcmlif`vlkqebmbopfpqbkqjfprpblc^kbib`qolkf`
`ljjrkf`^qflkpkbqtlohlopbosf`b%slirjb,qvmblcobpmlkpbp&8
¡ Lc`ljÑpobsfbtlc^aafqflk^i`e^odbp%slirjb,qvmblcobpmlkpbp&8
¡ Lc`ljÑpPb`lkaMr_if`Pbosf`b?ol^a`^pqfkdObsfbt7MrqqfkdSfbtbopCfopq
%slirjblcobpmlkpbp)croqebo^k^ivpfp&8
¡ BuqbkafkdMobjfrjO^qbPbosf`bpObdri^qflkql-54Krj_bop%obsfpflkpql
Fjm^`q>ppbppjbkqcliiltfkd`lkpriq^qflkobpmlkpbp&8^ka
¡ Molqb`qfkd`lkprjbopcoljjfp*pbiifkdlcjl_fibqbib`ljjrkf`^qflkp
pbosf`bp%croqebojlkfqlofkd)obpb^o`e^kaobsfpflkpqlFjm^`q
>ppbppjbkq&

s THESE OPTIONS ARE CLEARLY PRESENTED
s THE POTENTIAL IMPACTS THAT WOULD mOW FROM EACH OPTION
are analysed carefully; and
s THE COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE CHOSEN OPTION ARE
outweighed by the beneﬁts.
Ofcom has a statutory duty to publish a list of the impact
assessments carried out during the year. This list is set out
in Figure 6.
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In July 2005, we published guidelines Best-practice policymaking: Ofcom’s approach to impact assessment that emphasised
Ofcom’s commitment to conducting assessments as an
integral part of the policy-making process and stated that
we expected to carry out IAs in the great majority of our
policy decisions. We plan to publish revised guidelines
over the course of 2009 to improve the effectiveness of
IAs and reﬂect changes in best practice. Figure 7 sets out
an analysis of the extent to which Ofcom’s consultation
documents contained a clearly labelled IA, i.e. an IA
that was set out in a speciﬁc section or annex of the
consultation document.
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The table shows that 76 per cent of consultation
documents contained a clearly-labelled impact assessment.
This analysis shows that we are meeting the commitment
that we made in our guidelines, and we will continue
to ensure that impact assessments are carried out and
properly presented in all relevant cases.
¼´°ÂÄÁ¸½¶ÂÃ°º´·¾»³´Á¿´Á²´¿Ã¸¾½Â

We also measure stakeholders’ perceptions of our
performance, seeking their views on a wide range of
issues, including the quality of our outputs and how
well we have consulted. In addition, we conduct regular
surveys of those stakeholders for whom we provide a
service, such as spectrum users and individuals who
contact the Ofcom Advisory Team (OAT), and the
main ﬁndings are presented below alongside our key
performance indicators (KPIs).
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As well as developing policy, Ofcom provides services to
stakeholders and undertakes enforcement activity. Ofcom
has a range of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) to
measure how we are delivering these services. Together
with ﬁnancial performance, they provide a measure of
our internal efﬁciency and effectiveness.
The data in this section relates to the following areas:
s .UMBERING n +0)S FOR APPLICATIONS FOR TELEPHONE
numbers;
s 3PECTRUM LICENSING n ISSUING LICENCES CATEGORIES ! "
and C);
s 3PECTRUM LICENSING n LICENSING +0)S
s 3PECTRUM OPERATIONS n lELD OPERATIONS ACTIVITY
s 3PECTRUM OPERATIONS n lELD OPERATIONS +0)S
s "ROADCASTING n PROGRAMME COMPLAINTS INCLUDING +0)S 
s "ROADCASTING n FAIRNESS AND PRIVACY INCLUDING +0)S 
s "ROADCASTING n #ONTENT 3ANCTIONS #OMMITTEE
s )NVESTIGATIONS PROGRAMME n +0)S
In most areas Ofcom is operating on – or close to –
the targets we believe are required in order to meet
stakeholder needs.
½Ä¼±´Á¸½¶

Ofcom is responsible for managing telephone numbers in
the UK. As part of this, we process applications for blocks
of telephone numbers from communications providers.
Ofcom is required to make a determination on
applications for telephone numbers within three weeks
of receipt of all relevant information. During the period
under review Ofcom achieved 100 per cent allocation
within targets.
Â¿´²ÃÁÄ¼»¸²´½Â¸½¶

Ofcom issues Wireless Telegraphy Act (WT Act) licences.
These are generally referred to by the name of the
EQUIPMENT THEY LICENCE SUCH AS 3HIP 2ADIO ,ICENCE
or Satellite Network Licence.

Each licence type is divided into three larger categories:
! " AND #
s #ATEGORY ! ARE SIMPLE LICENCES WHICH INVOLVE NO
frequency assignment, site clearance or international
co-ordination.
s #ATEGORY " ARE MORE COMPLEX LICENCES WHICH INVOLVE
frequency assignment but do not involve site clearance
or international co-ordination.
s #ATEGORY # ARE THE MOST COMPLEX LICENCES INVOLVING
frequency assignment and site clearance and/or
international co-ordination.
Ofcom is required to report on its spectrum management
activity in detail; the tables which follow set out the
non-discretionary and discretionary WT Act licensing
activity undertaken during the period under review.
During this year Ofcom completed its upgrade of licensing
systems, as a result of which we simpliﬁed our licensing
processes and reduced the number of licence types that
we issue. The tables below show the new licence type
names; a table later in this section shows old names
against new names.
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Part of the upgrade to our licensing systems included a major change in ﬁxed links licensing processes. We now issue
a licence for each ﬁxed link, previously we issued a single licence to each ﬁxed link provider. This explains the large
increase in ﬁxed link licences.
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The Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) issues aircraft licences and the Joint Frequency Management Group (JFMG) issues
licences and authorisations for outside broadcasts and programme-making and special events.
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Key performance indicators (KPIs) are currently in place
for each category of licence. These measure the time taken
by Ofcom to issue the licence and vary according to the
licence type. For Category A licences the KPI is for 100
per cent of valid licence applications for new or varied
services to be awarded or rejected (with explanation)
within seven or ten days of receipt by Ofcom. The KPI
FOR #ATEGORY " LICENCES IS  PER CENT OF VALID LICENCE
applications for new or varied services to be awarded, or
rejected with explanation, within 21 days; the remainder

to be awarded or rejected within 42 days of receipt by
Ofcom. The Category C KPI is for 100 per cent of
valid licence applications for new or varied services to be
awarded or rejected (with explanation) within 42 days of
receipt by Ofcom, except, where international clearance
is involved, applications to be awarded or rejected within
60 days or an explanation of the delay to be given. Overall
customer service satisfaction levels (excluding Fixed Link
customers) are at 77 per cent, with 87 per cent satisﬁed
with the speed of receipt of licences. (Source: Ofcom survey.)
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Ofcom’s Field Operations Team is permanently on call
to take action against illegal transmissions, to resolve
interference and to undertake compliance audits of
radiocommunications installations in every part of the
UK. Table 1 lists our main activities.
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.--"tfqefk/elrop



ÀÂÃS^

@rpqljboif^fplk,S^ifa^qflk

[ZXU

.--"tfqefk/elrop



ÀÂÃS_

Fksbpqfd^qflk

Z[RV

.--"tfqefk/-elrop



ÀÂÃS`

@ilprob%lsbo^ii`^pbaro^qflk&

SRR

@ofqf`^iPbosf`b%@^qbdlov/&

ÀÂÃT]

Fkqbo^`qflk

YUUU

.--"tfqefk./elrop



ÀÂÃT^

@rpqljboif^fplk,S^ifa^qflk

[SSS

.--"tfqefk./elrop



ÀÂÃT_

Fksbpqfd^qflk

[UUU

.--"tfqefk/1elrop



ÀÂÃT`

@ilprob%lsbo^ii`^pbaro^qflk&

SRR

@ofqf`^iPbosf`b%@^qbdlov0&

ÀÂÃU]

Fkqbo^`qflk

YXTT

6-"tfqefk.tlohfkda^v



ÀÂÃU^

YXTT

.--"tfqefk0tlohfkda^vp



ÀÂÃU_

@rpqljboif^fplk,S^ifa^qflk

[SZX

6-"tfqefk.tlohfkda^v

[VY[

.--"tfqefk0tlohfkda^vp

Fksbpqfd^qflk

YV[T

6-"tfqefk0tlohfkda^vp

ZS[X

.--"tfqefk2tlohfkda^vp



ÀÂÃU`



ÀÂÃUa



ÀÂÃUb



ÀÂÃUc



ÀÂÃUd

?rpfkbpp,Molcbppflk^iO^aflPbosf`bp

ÀÂÃV]



ÀÂÃV^



ÀÂÃV_



ÀÂÃV`



ÀÂÃVa



ÀÂÃVb



ÀÂÃVc



ÀÂÃVd

Aljbpqf`?ol^a`^pqOb`bmqflk

ÀÂÃW]



ÀÂÃW^



ÀÂÃW_



ÀÂÃW`



ÀÂÃWa



ÀÂÃWb



ÀÂÃWc



ÀÂÃWd

LqeboO^afl@ljjp

ÀÂÃX]



ÀÂÃX^



ÀÂÃX_



ÀÂÃX`



ÀÂÃXa



ÀÂÃXb



ÀÂÃXc



ÀÂÃXd

@ilprob%lsbo^ii`^pbaro^qflk&

Nr^ifqvlcPbosf`b
Q^odbq/--5,6

.--"tfqefk/tlohfkda^vp

.--"tfqefk0tlohfkda^vp

SRR

5-"tfqefk2tlohfkda^vp

SRR

.--"tfqefk.-tlohfkda^vp

Fkqbo^`qflk

[VXZ

6-"tfqefk.tlohfkda^v

[VXZ

.--"tfqefk.tlohfkda^v

@rpqljboif^fplk,S^ifa^qflk

[WST

6-"tfqefk.tlohfkda^v

[X[R

.--"tfqefk0tlohfkda^vp

WRYZ

6-"tfqefk0tlohfkda^vp

WXWV

.--"tfqefk2tlohfkda^vp

Fksbpqfd^qflk

@ilprob%lsbo^ii`^pbaro^qflk&

SRR

5-"tfqefk2tlohfkda^vp

SRR

.--"tfqefk.-tlohfkda^vp

Fkqbo^`qflk

[ZVV

6-"tfqefk.tlohfkda^v

[ZVV

.--"tfqefk.tlohfkda^v

[YWW

6-"tfqefk/tlohfkda^vp

[ZU[

.--"tfqefk2tlohfkda^vp

@rpqljboif^fplk,S^ifa^qflk

Fksbpqfd^qflk

@ilprob%lsbo^ii`^pbaro^qflk&

Fkqbo^`qflk

@rpqljboif^fplk,S^ifa^qflk

Fksbpqfd^qflk

@ilprob%lsbo^ii`^pbaro^qflk&

YTTU

6-"tfqefk.4tlohfkda^vp

ZSZR

.--"tfqefk0-tlohfkda^vp

SRR

5-"tfqefk/-tlohfkda^vp

SRR

.--"tfqefk1-tlohfkda^vp

[WYV

6-"tfqefk.tlohfkda^v

[WYV

.--"tfqefk.tlohfkda^v

[UZR

6-"tfqefk/tlohfkda^vp

[XWS

.--"tfqefk2tlohfkda^vp

ZVSS

6-"tfqefk.4tlohfkda^vp

[RUS

.--"tfqefk0-tlohfkda^vp

SRR

5-"tfqefk/-tlohfkda^vp

SRR

.--"tfqefk1-tlohfkda^vp

ttt+lc`lj+lod+rh
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Ã°±»´TKlqb.7`^pb`^qbdlovabp`ofmqflkp7
¡ P ^cbqvlcIfcbÌpfdkfÚ`^kqfkqbocbobk`bql^o^aflpbosf`btef`e`lriapboflrpivgblm^oafpbqebp^cbqvlcerj^kifcb)^kaqebobfpklfjjbaf^qb
^iqbok^qfsbclojlc`ljjrkf`^qflk+
¡ @
 ofqf`^iPbosf`b%@^q/&ÌpfdkfÚ`^kqfkqbocbobk`bql^o^aflpbosf`btef`e`lriapboflrpivgblm^oafpbbcÚ`fbkqmr_if`,bjbodbk`vpbosf`bp
%qelrdetfqeklfjjbaf^qbofphqlqebp^cbqvlcerj^kifcb&)^kaqebobfpklfjjbaf^qb^iqbok^qfsbclojlc`ljjrkf`^qflkp+
¡ @ofqf`^iPbosf`b%@^q0&Ì^pclo@^q/)_rq^kbccb`qfsb^iqbok^qfsb`ljjrkf`^qflkpkbqtlohfp`roobkqiv^s^fi^_ib+
¡ ?
 rpfkbpp,Molcbppflk^iO^aflPbosf`bpÌpfdkfÚ`^kqfkqbocbobk`bql^o^aflpbosf`btef`efprpbaclo`ljjbo`f^ilomolcbppflk^imromlpbp)
_rqtef`efpklq`lkpfabobaql_b^@ofqf`^iPbosf`b+
¡ Aljbpqf`?ol^a`^pqOb`bmqflkÌpfdkfÚ`^kqfkqbocbobk`bql^o^aflpbosf`btef`efprpbacloaljbpqf`_ol^a`^pqob`bmqflkmromlpbp+
¡ LqeboO^aflPbosf`bpÌpfdkfÚ`^kqfkqbocbobk`bql^iilqeboif`bkpbao^aflpbosf`bp+
Ã°±»´TKlqb/7Qebob^obqeobbj^fkpq^dbpfkqebfkqbocbobk`b`^pbj^k^dbjbkqmol`bpp7
¡ Fkqbo^`qflkÌarofkdtef`eqeb`^pbfpilddbalkPfb_bi^kam^ppbaqlCfbiaLmbo^qflkp
¡ @
 rpqljboIf^fplk,S^ifa^qflkÌarofkdtef`eCfbiaLmbo^qflkppmb`f^ifpqp^ppbpp^kas^ifa^qbqebobmloq,obnrfobjbkq)^kaif^fpbtfqe
`rpqljboql^oo^kdbfksbpqfd^qfsbsfpfq%p&+
¡ Fksbpqfd^qflkÌarofkdtef`eCfbiaLmbo^qflkppmb`f^ifpqpj^hbÚbiasfpfqpqlqo^`bfkqbocbobk`bplro`b^kaq^hb^mmolmof^qbobjbaf^i^`qflk+

Lc`lj>kkr^iObmloq#>``lrkqpTRRZ[

Pb`qflk@7Lmbo^qfkd^kaCfk^k`f^iObsfbt
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Ofcom has a statutory duty to consider and adjudicate
on complaints from listeners and viewers about television
and radio programmes transmitted by UK broadcast
LICENSEES 3# AND THE ""#

The Fairness Committee is Ofcom’s most senior decisionmaking body with respect to fairness and privacy cases.
It is a committee of Ofcom (with delegated powers from
THE /FCOM MAIN "OARD AND CONSISTS OF A MINIMUM OF
three members, all of whom are drawn from the Content
"OARD )T CONSIDERS CASES REFERRED TO IT BY THE %XECUTIVE
(for example, due to their complexity). It also reviews
decisions made by the Executive where either one or
both of the parties have made a case for that decision
to be reviewed.

A total of 13,203 cases were closed in the period under
review. A case represents an investigation opened into
a speciﬁc programme issue which can consist of one or
more complaints about that issue. A case is closed once
the investigation is completed and Ofcom has reached
a decision on the complaint(s).
Ofcom reached decisions on a total of 27,549
programme complaints, of which 27,311 were complaints
about programme standards (including issues relating
to political advertising and the amount and distribution
of advertising) and 238 were complaints about alleged
unfairness and/or unwarranted infringements of privacy.
Of the 12,965 closed cases relating to programme
standards:
s  CASES WERE FOUND TO BE IN BREACH EITHER OF THE
"ROADCASTING #ODE OR OF LICENCE CONDITIONS /F THESE
30 cases were subject to statutory sanctions1 (involving
18 separate broadcasters).

Number of cases closed: 238
Of the fairness and privacy cases closed, 17 were
considered by the Fairness Committee.
Of these:
s  WERE UPHELD OF WHICH  WERE PARTLY UPHELD  AND
s  WERE NOT UPHELD
Decisions in relation to the remaining 221 closed fairness
and privacy cases were reached by the Executive.
Of these:
s  WERE UPHELD OF WHICH  WERE PARTLY UPHELD 

s  CASES WERE RESOLVED

s  WERE NOT UPHELD

s   CASES WERE NOT IN BREACH
Number completed within target:

s  WERE RESOLVED FOLLOWING APPROPRIATE ACTION
taken by the broadcaster); and

s 3TRAIGHTFORWARD CASES n  CLOSED WITHIN 
WORKING DAYS TARGET  

s  WERE NOT ENTERTAINED OR DISCONTINUED
after entertainment.

s #OMPLEX CASES n  CLOSED WITHIN  WORKING DAYS
TARGET  

Number completed within target:

.+Lcqebpb0-`^pbp).3obi^qbaqlqebrpblcmobjfrjo^qbpbosf`bp%MOP&
fk^rafbk`b`ljmbqfqflkp^kaslqbp+

s 3TRAIGHTFORWARD CASES n  CLOSED WITHIN
 WORKING DAYS TARGET  
s #OMPLEX CASES n  CLOSED WITHIN  WORKING
DAYS TARGET  
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@^pbptef`eqebBub`rqfsb_bifbsbj^vt^oo^kqqeb`lkpfabo^qflk
lc^pq^qrqlovp^k`qflk^obobcboobaqlqeb@lkqbkqP^k`qflkp
@ljjfqqbb)`ljmofpfkdrmqlÚsbjbj_bopao^tkcoljqeb
Lc`lj?l^oa^kaqeb@lkqbkq?l^oa+Qeb@lkqbkqP^k`qflkp
@ljjfqqbbfpnrlo^qbtfqeqeobb@lkqbkq?l^oaJbj_bop+Qeb
@lkqbkqP^k`qflkp@ljjfqqbbfp`e^foba_vqeb@e^foj^k
lcqeb@lkqbkq?l^oa+

¡ ?ofqfpe?ol^a`^pqfkd@lomlo^qflkfkobpmb`qlcQeb@i^ob
J`AlkkbiiPeltlkfqppbosf`b??@3Jrpf`Ì.4)2--

Arofkdqebmboflarkaboobsfbt)qeb@lkqbkqP^k`qflkp@ljjfqqbb
^mmifbap^k`qflkpfk0-`^pbp+

¡ SbkrpQSIfjfqbafkobpmb`qlcfqppbosf`bSbkrpQSÌ
02)---^ka^Afob`qflkqlqo^kpjfqLc`ljÑppq^qbjbkq
lcÚkafkdlkqtlpbm^o^qba^vp

Qeb@lkqbkqP^k`qflkp@ljjfqqbbab`fabaqlÚkb.7
¡ FQS/Ifjfqbafkobpmb`qlcMi^va^qb)Mi^v^ilkd)QebJfkq)J^hb
VlroMi^v^kaDifqqbo_^iilkfqppbosf`bFQS/(.Ì/42)--¡ Do^k^a^QbibsfpflkIfjfqbafkobpmb`qlcPl^mpq^oPrmbopq^olk
fqppbosf`bFQS.Ì.)/--)---^ka^Afob`qflkqlqo^kpjfqLc`ljÑp
pq^qbjbkqlcÚkafkdlkqtlpbm^o^qba^vp
¡ ITQEliafkdpIfjfqbafkobpmb`qlc>kq#Ab`ÑpP^qroa^vKfdeq
Q^hb^t^vlkfqppbosf`bFQS.Ì0)---)---^ka^Afob`qflkql
qo^kpjfqLc`ljÑppq^qbjbkqlcÚkafkdlkqtlpbm^o^qba^vp
¡ ITQEliafkdpIfjfqbafkobpmb`qlc>kq#Ab`ÑpD^jbpelt
J^o^qelklkfqppbosf`bFQS.Ì.)/--)---^ka^Afob`qflkql
qo^kpjfqLc`ljÑppq^qbjbkqlcÚkafkdlkqtlpbm^o^qba^vp
¡ JQSKbqtlohpfkobpmb`qlcfqppbosf`bpQJC)JQSCo^k`b)JQS
RH^kaJQSEfqpÌ/22)--¡ D@^mJbaf^mi`fkobpmb`qlcPb`obqPlrkalk0-lcfqpLkb
Kbqtloho^aflpq^qflkpÌ04)---fkobpmb`qlcb^`elcqeb0-
if`bkpbbp%^jlrkqfkdql.)..-)---^ddobd^qba^`olppqeb0-
if`bkpbbp&^ka^Afob`qflkqlqo^kpjfqLc`ljÑppq^qbjbkqlc
Úkafkdlkqtlpbm^o^qba^vp
¡ Pnr^ob.J^k^dbjbkqIfjfqbafkobpmb`qlcqebpbosf`b
PjfibQSÌ.4)2-¡ Mloqi^kaBkqbomofpbp%@+F+&Ifjfqbafkobpmb`qlcfqppbosf`b
QbibsfpflkUÌ/2)--¡ ?ofqfpe?ol^a`^pqfkd@lomlo^qflkfkobpmb`qlc@ljf`Obifbclk
fqppbosf`b??@.Ì12)--¡ ?ofqfpe?ol^a`^pqfkd@lomlo^qflkfkobpmb`qlcQebIfwHbope^t
Peltlkfqppbosf`b??@3Jrpf`Ì..2)---^ka^Afob`qflkql
qo^kpjfqLc`ljÑppq^qbjbkqlcÚkafkdlkqtlpbm^o^qba^vp
¡ ?ofqfpe?ol^a`^pqfkd@lomlo^qflkfkobpmb`qlcQebGlTefibv
Peltlkfqppbosf`bO^afl.Ì42)---^ka^Afob`qflkql
qo^kpjfqLc`ljÑppq^qbjbkqlcÚkafkdlkqtlpbm^o^qba^vp
¡ ?ofqfpe?ol^a`^pqfkd@lomlo^qflkfkobpmb`qlcQJflkfqp
pbosf`bp??@/^ka@??@Ì2-)--¡ ?ofqfpe?ol^a`^pqfkd@lomlo^qflkfkobpmb`qlcPmloqObifbclkfqp
pbosf`b??@.Ì12)--¡ ?ofqfpe?ol^a`^pqfkd@lomlo^qflkfkobpmb`qlc@efiaobkfkKbba
lkfqppbosf`b??@.%P`lqi^ka&Ì02)--¡ ?ofqfpe?ol^a`^pqfkd@lomlo^qflkfkobpmb`qlcQebOrppbii?o^ka
Peltlkfqppbosf`b??@3Jrpf`Ì.4)2--

¡ P^qbiifqbBkqboq^fkjbkqIfjfqbafkobpmb`qlcfqppbosf`b
PmloqpUUU?^_bpÌ/-)--¡ AJDil_^iQbibsfpflkKbqtlohIfjfqbafkobpmb`qlcEb^iqe
fpTb^iqelkfqppbosf`bAJAfdfq^iÌ.2)---

¡ Q^ihPMLOQIfjfqbafkobpmb`qlcQebG^jbpTe^ibPeltlk
fqppbosf`bq^ihPMLOQÌ/-)---^ka^Afob`qflkqlqo^kpjfq
Lc`ljÑppq^qbjbkqlcÚkafkdlklkba^v
¡ @e^kkbiPTloiaIfjfqba)@e^kkbiPMirpIfjfqba^ka@e^kkbi
PDil_^iIfjfqbafkobpmb`qlcqebfopbosf`bp@e^kkbiPKQS)
>QK^ka@e^kkbiPÌ1-)---^ka^Afob`qflkqlqo^kpjfq
Lc`ljÑppq^qbjbkqlcÚkafkdlkqtlpbm^o^qba^vp
¡ Pq>i_^kp^kaT^qcloa?ol^a`^pqfkd@ljm^kvIfjfqbafk
obpmb`qlcPb`obqPlrkalkfqppbosf`bEboqcloapefobÑp
Jbo`rov63+3CJÌ/-)---^ka^Afob`qflkqlqo^kpjfq
Lc`ljÑppq^qbjbkqlcÚkafkdlklkba^v
¡ ?ofqfpe?ol^a`^pqfkd@lomlo^qflkfkobpmb`qlcAbojlq
LÑIb^ovlkfqppbosf`bO^afl/Ì4-)---^ka^Afob`qflkql
qo^kpjfqLc`ljÑppq^qbjbkqlcÚkafkdlklkba^v
¡ ?ofqfpe?ol^a`^pqfkd@lomlo^qflkfkobpmb`qlcQlkv?i^`h_rok
lkfqppbosf`b??@Ilkalk61+6CJÌ/2)---^ka^Afob`qflk
qlqo^kpjfqLc`ljÑppq^qbjbkqlcÚkafkdlklkba^v
¡ FQS?ol^a`^pqfkdIfjfqbafkobpmb`qlcfqpobdflk^i@e^kkbi0
If`bkpbbp)k^jbiv7FQS>kdif^)FQS?loabo)FQS@bkqo^i)FQS
Do^k^a^)FQSIlkalk%qtlif`bk`bp&)FQSJbofaf^k)FQSQvkb
Qbbp)FQST^ibp^kaTbpq)FQSTbpq`lrkqov^kaFQSVlohpefob
Ì/-)---fkobpmb`qlcb^`elcqebif`bkpbbp%^jlrkqfkdql
//-)---^ddobd^qba^`olppqeb..if`bkpbbp&
¡ @e^kkbiQbibsfpflkIfjfqbafkobpmb`qlcfqpobdflk^i@e^kkbi0
If`bk`bÌ2)--¡ pqs`bkqo^iIfjfqba^kapqskloqeIqa+fkobpmb`qlcfqpobdflk^i
@e^kkbi0If`bk`bÌ2)---fkobpmb`qlcb^`elcqebif`bkpbbp
%^jlrkqfkdql.-)---^ddobd^qba^`olppqebqtlif`bkpbbp&
¡ RQSIfjfqbafkobpmb`qlcfqpobdflk^i@e^kkbi0If`bk`bÌ
2)--Qeb@lkqbkqP^k`qflkp@ljjfqqbbab`fabaqlafob`q7
¡?ofqfpe?ol^a`^pqfkd@lomlo^qflkfkobpmb`qlcIfsbB^oqelk
fqppbosf`bp??@.^ka??@/ÌAfob`qflkqlqo^kpjfqLc`ljÑp
pq^qbjbkqlcÚkafkdlkqtlpbm^o^qba^vp+
.+>iijlkfbpob`bfsbafkÚkbp^obm^ppbaqlqebRHBu`ebnrbo+
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Ofcom’s investigations programme deals with complaints about anti-competitive behaviour, breaches of certain
regulatory rules and regulatory disputes. The following table examines Ofcom’s activities in conducting enquiries and
investigations during 2008/9 and how we have performed against out statutory and published targets. It should be
noted that the number of cases recorded in the table tends to be small and the reported KPIs can be volatile as a result.
@^qbdlov^kaq^odbq

>`efbsbjbkqIbsbi
%clo^ii`ilpba`^pbparofkdqebobmloqfkd
mboflafoobpmb`qfsblctebklmbkba&

>`efbsbjbkqIbsbi
%clo`ilpba`^pbplmbkbaarofkdqeb
obmloqfkdmbofla&

Ab`fpflklktebqeboloklqqllmbk^k
fksbpqfd^qflktfqefk.2tlohfkda^vp%clo
`^pbplqeboqe^k`ljmbqfqflki^t`^pbp&

35"%/2`ilpbalctef`e.4tbob`ljmibqba
tfqefkq^odbq&

XZ%//`ilpbalctef`e.2tbob`ljmibqba
tfqefkq^odbq&

%SRRtfqepbkfloj^k^dbjbkq^dobbjbkq
qlbuqbkaclo`ljmibu`^pbp&

%SRRtfqepbkfloj^k^dbjbkq^dobbjbkq
qlbuqbkaclo`ljmibu`^pbp&

Ab`fpflklktebqeboloklqqllmbk
^`ljmbqfqflki^tfksbpqfd^qflktfqefk
bfdeqtbbhp

WR%clro`ilpbalctef`eqtl.tbob
`ljmibqbatfqefkq^odbq&

XY%qeobb`ilpbalctef`eqtltbob
`ljmibqbatfqefkq^odbq&

%SRRtfqepbkfloj^k^dbjbkq^dobbjbkq
qlbuqbkaclopr_pq^kqfsbob^plkp&

%SRRtfqepbkfloj^k^dbjbkq^dobbjbkq
qlbuqbkaclopr_pq^kqfsbob^plkp&

Obplisbafpmrqbptfqefkclrojlkqep%bu`bmq
tebobbu`bmqflk^i`fo`rjpq^k`bp^mmiv&

SRR%qeobbafpmrqbpobplisba)^iitfqefk
q^odbq&

SRR%qeobbafpmrqbpobplisba^iitfqefk
q^odbq&Cfsbafpmrqb`^pbplmbkbaarofkd
qebobmloqfkdmbofla^oblkdlfkdtfqe
qtlbu`bbafkdq^odbq^p^q0.J^o`e/--6Ì
bu`bmqflk^i`fo`rjpq^k`bp^mmivql
qebpb`^pbp

>oofsb^q^Ðkldolrkapclo^`qflkÑab`fpflk
fk`ljmbqfqflki^tfksbpqfd^qflkptfqefk
pfujlkqep

R%lkb`^pb`ilpbatef`ebu`bbabaq^odbq&

½°%lkb`^pblmbkbaarofkdqebobmloqfkd
mboflafplkdlfkd&+Klqb7lkb`^pbqe^qt^p
lmbkbamofloqlqebobmloqfkdmboflaobj^fkp
lmbk^kae^pbu`bbabaq^odbq

>oofsb^q^kfkcofkdbjbkqab`fpflkfk
`ljmbqfqflki^tfksbpqfd^qflkptfqefk
./jlkqep

½°%klfkcofkdbjbkqab`fpflkpfpprba&

Pb`rob`bpp^qflklcfkcofkdbjbkqprkabo
M^oq5lcqebBkqbomofpb>`qfksbpqfd^qflkp
tfqefkpfujlkqep

SRR%lkb`^pb`ilpbatfqefkq^odbq&

SRR%lkb`^pblmbkbaarofkdqebobmloqfkd
mbofla^ka`ilpbatfqefkq^odbq&

Obpmlkaql^ÐPrmbo*`ljmi^fkqÑrkaboM^oq.)
pb`qflk..lcqebBkqbomofpb>`qtfqefk
6-a^vp

SRR%lkb`^pb`ilpbatfqefkq^odbq&

SRR%lkb`^pblmbkbaarofkdqebobmloqfkd
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Ofcom’s statutory framework
Ofcom’s duties and powers are derived principally from
THE #OMMUNICATIONS !CT  WHICH RECEIVED 2OYAL
Assent on 17 July 2003.
Ofcom is an independent statutory corporation
accountable to Parliament. Its speciﬁc duties fall into
six areas:
s ENSURING THE OPTIMAL USE OF THE ELECTRO MAGNETIC
spectrum;
s ENSURING THAT A WIDE RANGE OF ELECTRONIC
communications services – including high-speed data
services – are available throughout the UK;
s ENSURING A WIDE RANGE OF TELEVISION AND RADIO SERVICES
of high quality and wide appeal;
s MAINTAINING PLURALITY IN THE PROVISION OF BROADCASTING
s APPLYING ADEQUATE PROTECTION FOR AUDIENCES AGAINST
offensive or harmful material; and
s APPLYING ADEQUATE PROTECTION FOR AUDIENCES AGAINST
unfairness or the infringement of privacy.
The Communications Act 2003 requires us to act in a
way which is transparent, accountable, proportionate,
consistent and targeted.

Financial framework
Under Paragraph 8(1) of the Schedule to the Ofﬁce of
Communications Act 2002, Ofcom is required to balance
its expenditure with its income in each ﬁnancial year.
Sections 38 and 347 of the Communications Act 2003 also
require Ofcom to raise income from each of the sectors
it regulates such that it covers the costs to be incurred by
Ofcom in regulating that sector.
Ofcom must also apportion its common operating costs –
those which do not relate directly to any one sector – in a
proportionate manner across each of those sectors.
Ofcom raises its funds from the following sources:
s TELEVISION BROADCAST LICENCE FEES
s RADIO BROADCAST LICENCE FEES

s ADMINISTRATIVE CHARGES FOR ELECTRONIC NETWORKS AND
services and the provision of broadcasting and
associated facilities; and
s FUNDING TO COVER /FCOMS OPERATING COSTS FOR SPECTRUM
management in the form of grant-in-aid from the
$EPARTMENT FOR "USINESS )NNOVATION AND 3KILLS
FORMERLY "%22 
Grant-in-aid covers the costs of regulating and managing
the UK radio spectrum. It also covers those statutory
functions and duties, which Ofcom must discharge under
the Communications Act but for which the Act provided
no matching revenue stream. Examples include the
statutory public interest test for media mergers and ex post
Competition Act investigations in relation to networks
and services.
Parliament is currently considering a transfer of function
FROM 0OSTCOMM TO /FCOM 3HOULD THE 0OSTAL 3ERVICES "ILL
GAIN 2OYAL !SSENT /FCOM WILL COLLECT REGULATORY FEES IN
respect of post from postal operators. In 2008/9 Ofcom
received funding via grant-in-aid to cover preparation costs
for the proposed integration of postal services regulation.
Ofcom also receives rental income from properties surplus
to its requirements and bank interest in respect of bank
balances.

Operating results
Ofcom’s operating income was £132.1m in 2008/9
(2007/8: £142.4m). Signiﬁcant changes from the previous
year include:
s 4HE lNAL REPAYMENT OF THE LOAN TAKEN OUT WITH "%22
NOW ")3 TO FUND THE RESTRUCTURING OF THE FORMER
regulators to Ofcom and set-up costs incurred by Ofcom
was made last year. This has meant a reduction of
aM IN CHARGES TO "ROADCASTING AND .ETWORK AND
Services stakeholders this year.
s ! DECREASE OF aM IN SPECTRUM CLEARANCE GRANT IN
AID CLAIMS TO "%22 NOW ")3 FOR NON RECURRING
expenditure in this area.
s 'REATER OPERATIONAL EFlCIENCIES AND THE REDUCTION
in non-recurring work have led to reduced charges
to the sectors regulated and consequently to lower
recognised income.
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In addition, Ofcom received lower interest on bank
balances during 2008/9 totalling £1.3m (2007/8: £1.7m).
Proactive and effective treasury management has mitigated
the impact of falling interest rates throughout the year.

A reconciliation is set out in Note 2 of Section E which
highlights the differences between the total operating
expenditure as presented in the income and expenditure
account and Ofcom’s actual operating outturn of £127.6m.

Ofcom’s actual operating expenditure outturn on an
adjusted cash basis was £127.6m in 2008/9 (2007/8:
£130m), £6.1m lower than budget.

Note 2 to the ﬁnancial statements also presents Ofcom’s
actual operating outturn for 2008/9, by sector.

Ofcom’s total operating expenditure in the income and
expenditure account in 2008/9 decreased by £8.6m when
compared to 2007/8. This is despite additional costs
incurred performing new duties relating to the preparation
for the integration of postal services regulation and for the
London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games. Signiﬁcant
changes from last year were as follows:
s 3TAFF COSTS HAVE DECREASED BY aM 4HE BONUS
accrual this year was reduced signiﬁcantly following the
agreement by members of the Executive Committee
that they should not be considered for a bonus. The
2EMUNERATION #OMMITTEE ALSO DECIDED TO RESTRICT THE
bonus payout to other colleagues. In addition, costs also
decreased as a result of reduced restructuring costs and
accounting adjustments in respect of the two deﬁned
BENElT PENSION SCHEMES CALCULATED UNDER &23
partially offset by inﬂation-linked pay awards and the
increase in average number of employees by seven.
s /THER OPERATING COSTS HAVE DECREASED BY A NET aM
mainly due to:
n 2EDUCED SPECTRUM CLEARANCE PAYMENTS MADE TO
licence holders as part of our planned programme
for spectrum liberalisation.
– The successful resolution of a number of appeals
made against Ofcom allowed for the release of
provisions for litigation costs.
– Procurement reviews and efﬁciency initiatives have
led to reduced administrative and ofﬁce costs, savings
on temporary staff costs and recruitment fees.
– The above savings and reductions in costs were
partially offset by the increase in maintenance
and amortisation costs of the new spectrum
licensing system.

Surplus for Financial Year
Ofcom calculates its required operating revenue based on
its statement of charging principles taking into account the
actual funds that it needs to collect to discharge its cash
liabilities during the year. Ofcom returns any surplus funds
to stakeholders through a reduction in the annual tariffs
raised in the following two ﬁnancial years.
The surplus for the year under review, recorded in the
income and expenditure accounts, was £2.2m (2007/8:
£8.3m). In addition to the net reduction explained above,
the further reduction in the surplus is mainly due to:
s 4HE WRITE DOWN IN  OF CERTAIN ASSETS THAT NO
longer provide economic beneﬁt to Ofcom.
s !N INCREASE IN THE lNANCING CHARGE RELATING TO THE TWO
deﬁned beneﬁt pension schemes.
s !  INCREASE IN THE VACANT PROPERTY PROVISION
following the move towards increased ﬁeld force
home-working, and the default of a tenant in a surplus
property.
The surplus is required to cover expenditure not reﬂected
in the Income and Expenditure Account, including capital
expenditure and contributions to the two deﬁned beneﬁt
pension plans.
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2009/10 Tariffs

Pensions

On 31 March 2009, Ofcom published the Tariff Tables
for 2009/10, which were based on an estimated operating
expenditure outturn for 2008/9 of £130.2m.

Ofcom’s primary means of providing pension beneﬁts is
through a deﬁned contribution pension allowance that
is provided to all new employees and to those colleagues
from the legacy regulators who have chosen this option.
This allowance may be used to contribute to the Ofcom
DElNED CONTRIBUTION STAKEHOLDER PENSION PLAN /VER 
of Ofcom colleagues are employed on terms with access
to a stakeholder pension plan. Other colleagues from the
legacy regulators are provided with membership of a
deﬁned beneﬁt pension scheme.

A total of £3.5m – the difference between the original
budget of £133.7m and the estimated operating
expenditure outturn – is already being passed back to
stakeholders in 2009/10 as part of the current regulatory
tariffs or reimbursement of grant-in-aid claims.
Ofcom’s budget for 2009/10 is £136.8m, which, on a likeFOR LIKE BASIS IS  LOWER IN REAL TERMS THAN ITS BUDGET FOR
2008/9. This is the ﬁfth consecutive real term reduction
IN /FCOMS BUDGET AND  LOWER IN REAL TERMS THAN
Ofcom’s original full-year budget set in 2004/5.
The £136.8m operating budget is an increase of £3.1m
from 2008/9 and supports the new responsibility for the
proposed integration of postal services regulation and
the London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games. The
budget is based on an adjusted cash basis, which includes
capital expenditure and actual contributions to pension
schemes, but excludes depreciation.
Sector regulatory fees will speciﬁcally change by:
s AN AVERAGE DECREASE OF  PER CENT FOR THE RADIO
sector;
s AN AVERAGE DECREASE OF  PER CENT FOR THE TELEVISION
sector; and
s AN AVERAGE INCREASE OF  PER CENT FOR NETWORK AND
services operators.
Some individual stakeholders will however experience an
increase in their regulatory fees for 2009/10 compared
with the previous ﬁnancial year due to changes in their
relevant turnover.

For those colleagues who joined Ofcom from the legacy
regulators and who elected to retain membership of a
deﬁned beneﬁt pension scheme, Ofcom operates two such
schemes, which are closed to new entrants – Notes 1e and
22 in Section E provide further detail.
The latest actuarial valuations, as at 1 January 2007 for
the Ofcom (former ITC) Pension Plan and 31 March 2007
FOR THE /FCOM $ElNED "ENElT 0ENSION 0LAN HIGHLIGHTED
a combined funding deﬁcit of £17.7m. However, the
ﬁnancial statements show a surplus of £9.2m, primarily
because the pension liabilities under the ﬁnancial
statements are prepared on the basis that the liabilities are
discounted in line with the yields on high-quality bonds
which, under current market conditions, differ signiﬁcantly
from the approach used for determining Ofcom's
contributions.
Ofcom made and continues to make cash contributions
TO THE /FCOM $ElNED "ENElT 0LAN AND THE /FCOM
(former ITC) Pension Plan on the basis of the actuarial
valuation. Cash contributions, rather than the amount
CHARGED TO OPERATING SURPLUS AS CALCULATED UNDER &23 
are included in operating expenditure outturn used to
calculate the tariffs charged to stakeholders each year.
During the year, contributions to the two deﬁned beneﬁt
pension plans amounted to £8.4m; £2.5m of which was
paid into a trust account. Funds transferred to and held in
the trust account can only be paid into either of the two
deﬁned beneﬁt pension schemes.
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Additional funds collected on behalf
of HM Treasury
In 2008/9, in accordance with Section 400 of
the Communications Act, Ofcom invoiced and
collected £223.0m (2007/8: £232.4m) from wireless
communications and broadcasting companies in
spectrum revenues and licence receipts. Ofcom prepares
a separate set of Financial Statements for the purposes
of S400 of the Communications Act 2003.
At 31 March 2009, requests for payment in respect of
spectrum fees amounting to £60.7m (2007/8: £52.5m)
remained unpaid. A signiﬁcant proportion of these
amounts are due by way of instalment payments. No
signiﬁcant debts may be written off without the written
authorisation of HM Treasury. At the balance sheet
date, an amount of £0.7m was outstanding for more
than 12 months from Inquam Telecom (Holdings)
Limited. Inquam has an agreed payment plan to pay
the outstanding balance during 2009/10.

Information Systems (IS) renewal programme
During 2008/9 Ofcom completed its IS renewal
programme to deliver an enterprise-wide solution covering
spectrum licensing, case and contact, ﬁnance, human
resources and procurement. The ﬁnal release was delivered
in March 2009 and completed the migration of Wireless
Telegraphy licensing and spectrum management from
legacy applications.
The new licensing system allows Ofcom to manage
spectrum licensing more effectively, signiﬁcantly improves
the efﬁciency of the renewal process and supports key
strategic initiatives for spectrum liberalisation. Although
some ﬁnancial beneﬁts of decommissioning legacy IS
applications have accrued during the duration of the
programme, the full beneﬁts will now be realised from
May 2009 onwards when early life support for the new
solution concludes.

Investments in ﬁxed assets
The capitalised costs of the IS renewal programme are
reﬂected within intangible assets as at year end. Assets
under construction as at 31 March 2009 amounted to
£0.3m and include the spectrum monitoring solution
being developed in preparation for the London 2012
Olympic Games and Paralympic Games.

Payments of suppliers
Ofcom's target was to pay all suppliers not in dispute
within 30 days. As part of a set of measures to stimulate
the economy, Government pledged that all public bodies
would pay small and medium suppliers within 10 days as
a cash ﬂow stimulus. Ofcom complied with this pledge
in December 2008 and has targeted to pay all suppliers
thereafter within the 10-day period. Larger suppliers were
also included by Ofcom to encourage them to pay their
small business suppliers within the shorter timeframe.
For 2008/9 we achieved a performance of 98.6 per cent
against these targets (2007/8: 97.2 per cent).
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´ÇÃ´Á½°»°Ä³¸Ã¾ÁÂ

Á´¿¾ÁÃ¾µÃ·´±¾°Á³

The Comptroller and Auditor General, whose staff is the
National Audit Ofﬁce (NAO), is appointed as Ofcom’s
external auditor under the Ofﬁce of Communications Act
2002. The statutory audit for 2008/9 cost £90,000 and
the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS)
audit £10,000. In so far as the Accountable Ofﬁcer is aware,
there is no relevant audit information of which Ofcom’s
auditors are unaware, and the Accountable Ofﬁcer has
taken all required steps to make himself aware of any
relevant audit information and to establish that Ofcom’s
auditors are aware of that information.

The Board presents its Report and the audited ﬁnancial
statements for the year ended 31 March 2009.
ÂÃ°Ã´¼´½Ã¾µ°²²¾Ä½ÃÂ

This Statement of Accounts has been prepared in
accordance with Schedule 1 of the Ofﬁce of
Communications Act 2002 and as directed by the
Secretaries of State for Business, Innovation and Skills
(formerly BERR) and for Culture, Media and Sport.
The Accounts cover the period from 1 April 2008 to
31 March 2009.
¿Á¸½²¸¿°»°²Ã¸Å¸Ã¸´Â

Ofcom is a statutory corporation without shareholders,
established under the Ofﬁce of Communications Act
2002. Ofcom is empowered, under the Communications
Act 2003, to regulate and license television, radio, the use
of the radio spectrum and telecommunications in
accordance with the duties imposed upon it under the Act.
¾¿´Á°Ã¸½¶°½³µ¸½°½²¸°»Á´Å¸´Æ

The Chairman’s Message on pages 4 and 5, the Chairman
of the Content Board’s Report on pages 10 to 12, the
Chief Executive’s Report on pages 6 to 9 and the
Operating and Financial Review on pages 31 to 55 form
part of this Report and provide information on the
activities of Ofcom during the year. The ﬁnancial
statements of Ofcom are set out on pages 83 to 108.

Ã·´±¾°Á³

The Board has full responsibility for deciding and
operating Ofcom’s affairs. The details of the Board
Members are set out on pages 60 and 61. Details of
Members’ remuneration are set out on pages 76 to 82.
¼´¼±´ÁÂ¸½Ã´Á´ÂÃÂ

Ofcom embraces full disclosure of Members’ interests.
The details of these can be found online at
www.ofcom.org.uk.
¿¾ÂÃ±°»°½²´Â·´´Ã´Å´½ÃÂ

There were no reportable post balance sheet events
between the balance sheet date and the date when the
accounts were certiﬁed. The ﬁnancial statements do
not reﬂect events after this date.
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¾µ²¾¼¼¸ÂÂ¸¾½°½³Å°»Ä´Â

Ofcom’s commitment to its mission and values is shared by
Board Members and Ofcom colleagues. The purpose of
the shared mission and values is to ensure each Board
Member and colleague undertakes Ofcom’s work by
reference to a clear set of core values. Colleagues across
the organisation were instrumental in developing the six
values that reﬂect Ofcom’s desire to work in an open,
effective and people-driven way. In working in this way
Ofcom strives to be dynamic, responsive and commercially
aware; Ofcom values incisive thinking, rigorous evidencebased analysis and engagement with stakeholders. Ofcom’s
values are: Communicating openly and honestly; Listening
with an open mind; Making a difference; Empowering and
prioritising; Investing in and supporting our colleagues;
and Genuine collaboration.
²¾»»´°¶Ä´¸½Å¾»Å´¼´½Ã°½³²¾½ÂÄ»Ã°Ã¸¾½

The quality, commitment and effectiveness of Ofcom
colleagues are crucial to its success. Colleague involvement
is actively encouraged as part of all Ofcom’s day-to-day
processes. Ofcom speciﬁcally informs and consults its
colleagues through:
s THE /FCOM #OLLEAGUE &ORUM AN INFORMATION AND
consultation forum which is made up of representatives
of colleagues from across Ofcom and which meets
regularly with senior management at Joint Consultative
Group meetings (which include two members from the
Partner Union);
s THE /FCOM INTRANET WHICH IS AVAILABLE TO ALL COLLEAGUES
in all of Ofcom’s ofﬁces;

s PRESENTATIONS HOSTED BY SENIOR MANAGERS DURING WHICH
new strategic initiatives are explained to colleagues and
updates are provided regarding continuing projects;
s REGULAR INTER GROUP MEETINGS BOTH TO LISTEN TO COLLEAGUES
and to disseminate information; and
s REGULAR MESSAGES FROM THE #HIEF %XECUTIVE
´¼¿»¾È¼´½Ã¿¾»¸²¸´Â¿´Áµ¾Á¼°½²´
³´Å´»¾¿¼´½Ã°½³¿Ä±»¸²Â´²Ã¾Á³ÄÃ¸´Â

Ofcom is committed to building an organisation where
all colleagues are treated fairly, with dignity and respect
and has developed a range of policies which are consistent
with the requirements of employment law. Ofcom
continues to develop effective and appropriate learning
and development opportunities that allow colleagues to
enhance their performance and career development
options. We have developed a new induction programme
because we recognise that a good induction for new
colleagues is of fundamental importance to the success
of the organisation. We have also supported a number
of colleagues to gain professional qualiﬁcations through
further education and/or accreditation.
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³°ÈÂ»¾ÂÃ³Ä´Ã¾°±Â´½²´

Ofcom encourages a culture where good attendance is
expected and valued, however, it recognises that from time
to time absences for medical reasons may be unavoidable.
Ofcom aims to treat its staff who are ill with sympathy and
fairness and where possible to provide them with support
which will enable them to recover their health and attend
work regularly. In 2008/9, the number of working days
lost was 3.4 days per annum per employee. This compares
favourably to the public sector average of nine days per
annum per employee.
±Á¸Ã°¸½ÂÃ¾¿´¼¿»¾È´ÁÂ

For the second year running, Ofcom’s commitment to HR
excellence has been recognised through the ‘Top
Employers UK’ survey.
³¸Å´ÁÂ¸ÃÈ°½³²¾Á¿¾Á°Ã´Â¾²¸°»Á´Â¿¾½Â¸±¸»¸ÃÈ

The past 12 months have seen the development of the
diversity and Corporate Social Responsibility function
with delivery of a wide range of activities. A major
external initiative was the Telecoms Diversity Forum,
launched in September 2008 and supported by senior
ﬁgures from across the industry. Designed to further
diversity across the broader Telecoms environment, Ofcom
held the ﬁrst annual full-day conference supported by an
Equality and Diversity Toolkit published to coincide with
the conference.
Internally, Ofcom took a strong stand on recruitment,
holding brieﬁng sessions for all its approved recruitment
bodies and introducing a quota of 20 per cent diversity
candidates to be included in short lists.
Around half of Ofcom’s workforce are women. As at 31
March 2009, 10.9 per cent of colleagues were black and
minority ethnic (BME), and 4.7 per cent had declared they
have a disability.

Ofcom is currently working with all groups across the
organisation on the development of a Single Equality
Scheme (SES). This will be available later this year and
will describe in a single document how Ofcom will fulﬁl
its statutory duties to promote equality of opportunity
and avoid discrimination, demonstrating its commitment
to placing the promotion of equality and diversity at the
centre of every aspect of its work. Ofcom intends for its
SES to meet the requirements for race equality, disability
equality and gender equality schemes and to implement
these in an inclusive way which takes account of religion
and/or belief, sexual orientation and age.
´½Å¸Á¾½¼´½Ã°»¸ÂÂÄ´Â

Ofcom attaches great importance to the environmental
impact of its operations, and is actively seeking to
minimise its impact. Following an independent carbon
audit commissioned in 2007, Ofcom made a public
commitment to reduce carbon emissions by 25 per cent
by the end of 2012/13 (relative to a 2006/7 baseline) and
will continue to monitor its progress against this target.
ÂÃ°Ã´¼´½Ã¾½·´°»Ã·°½³Â°µ´ÃÈ¿¾»¸²È
°½³¿Á°²Ã¸²´

The Chief Operating Ofﬁcer has responsibility for health
and safety within Ofcom. The Assistant Corporation
Secretary is Chair of the Health and Safety Committee
which meets quarterly and reports to the Operations
Board. During the reporting year one injury was reported
to the Health and Safety Executive.
³°Ã°¿Á¾Ã´²Ã¸¾½

Ofcom is a Data Controller under the Data Protection Act
1998 (‘the Act’) and is committed to processing all personal
data securely in a manner which meets the requirements
of the Act, including the data protection principles. Ofcom
also has a data protection training programme to ensure
all colleagues understand their responsibilities to comply
with the Act and conform with good practice in handling
information.
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µÁ´´³¾¼¾µ¸½µ¾Á¼°Ã¸¾½

Under the Freedom of Information Act 2000, which
established a general right of access to all types of
recorded information held by public authorities, Ofcom
has reviewed and extended its publication scheme to make
a wider range of information readily accessible on its
website. During the period under review, Ofcom received
734 requests for information and, in keeping with the
Act’s purpose to foster a culture of openness, Ofcom
provided all or part of the information requested in
74 per cent of cases.
¶¾¸½¶²¾½²´Á½

Based on normal business planning and control procedures,
the Board has a reasonable expectation that Ofcom has
adequate resources to continue in operational existence for
the foreseeable future. For this reason, the Board continues
to adopt the going concern basis for preparing the
ﬁnancial statements.
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BaOf`e^oap
BaOf`e^oapfpqeb@efbcBub`rqfsblcLc`lj+Mobsflrpivebt^p@efbcLmbo^qfkdLcÚ`bo
lcLc`lj)obpmlkpf_ibcloPqo^qbdv)J^ohbqObpb^o`e)Cfk^k`b)EO^kalqebocrk`qflkp+
MofloqlglfkfkdLc`ljebt^pPbkfloMlif`v>asfploqlqebMofjbJfkfpqbo%Qlkv?i^fo&
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@liibdblcMevpf`f^kp+
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As an independent statutory corporation without shareholders,
established under the Ofﬁce of Communications Act 2002, Ofcom
is not subject to the Combined Code on Corporate Governance
published by the UK Listing Authority.
Eltbsbo)fqpmofk`fmibpmolsfab^rpbcri_bk`ej^oh
clo^ii_lafbptfpefkdqlj^hb^pq^qbjbkq^_lrq
qebfo`lomlo^qbdlsbok^k`bmbocloj^k`b+Lc`lje^p
`ljmifbatfqeqebj^fkmofk`fmibplcqeb@lj_fkba
@labarofkdqebmbofla.>mofi/--5ql0.J^o`e
/--6+Qlqefpbka)Lc`ljtfii`lkqfkrbql^almqqeb
mofk`fmibplcqeb`labtebobfqfpbfqebo`^m^_iblc
alfkdpl)lofqfp^mmolmof^qbqlalpl)dfsbkfqp
pq^qrp^p^kfkabmbkabkqpq^qrqlov`lomlo^qflk+

Board Members’ Remuneration
Details of Members’ remuneration are set out on pages 76
to 82.

Board
The Ofcom Board comprises both Executive and NonExecutive Members. The Chairman and Non-Executive
Members of the Ofcom Board are appointed jointly by the
Secretaries of State for Business, Innovation and Skills and
for Culture, Media and Sport for a period of up to ﬁve
years. Ofcom’s Nominations Committee has assisted both
Departments by working with them in the selection process
for the appointment of new Non-Executive Members.
Executive Members of the Board are appointed by the
Chairman and all of the independent Non-Executive
Members. Members’ biographical details are set out on
pages 60 and 61. Ofcom has adopted a unitary Board
model. The Board currently consists of ﬁve Non-Executive
Members including the Chairman, who is responsible for
running the Board, and three Executive Members
including the Chief Executive. The Board is responsible
and accountable for the discharge of Ofcom’s statutory
functions and provides strategic leadership and manages
overall control of Ofcom’s activities. Members’ duties and
responsibilities are set out in a Members’ Code of Conduct.
A register of Members’ interests is available on the Ofcom
website. For the purposes of adopting the principles of the
Combined Code:
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s THE "OARD CONSIDERS ALL OF THE .ON %XECUTIVE -EMBERS
to be independent of management and free of any
business or other relationship which could materially
interfere with the exercise of their judgement;
s THE "OARD BELIEVES THAT THE -EMBERS HAVE BETWEEN
them, a wide range of experience which ensures an
effective Board to lead and control Ofcom;
s THE .ON %XECUTIVE -EMBERS COMPRISE A MAJORITY OF THE
Board. Millie Banerjee is regarded as being the senior
Non-Executive Member for the purposes of the
Combined Code;
s ON APPOINTMENT ALL -EMBERS ARE GIVEN A FULL INDUCTION
on their responsibilities and thereafter receive further
guidance and brieﬁngs as and when required;
s THE "OARD MEETS AT REGULAR INTERVALS DURING THE YEAR
The Board reserves certain matters to itself but
otherwise delegates speciﬁc responsibilities to senior
managers and committees. The role of executive
management is to implement Board policies. The work
of both the Board and Executive is informed by the
contributions of a number of advisory bodies;
s THE "OARD IS SUPPLIED IN A TIMELY MANNER ON A REGULAR
basis with information in a form and of a quality
appropriate to enable it to discharge its functions; and
s ALL -EMBERS HAVE ACCESS TO THE 3ECRETARY TO THE
Corporation, who is responsible to the Board for
ensuring that correct rules and procedures are followed.
All Members have access to advice from independent
professionals at Ofcom’s expense.

In general terms, the Chairman manages the Board
to ensure that:
s /FCOM HAS APPROPRIATE OBJECTIVES AND AN EFFECTIVE
strategy;
s THE #HIEF %XECUTIVES TEAM IS ABLE TO IMPLEMENT THE
strategy;
s THERE ARE PROCEDURES IN PLACE TO INFORM THE "OARD
of performance against objectives; and
s /FCOM IS OPERATING IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE HIGHEST
standards of corporate governance. Ofcom’s Annual
Report is sent to the Department for Business,
Innovation and Skills which lays copies of it before
each House of Parliament, to which Ofcom is
accountable.
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The composition and main functions of these principal
Committees are described below.

The Content Board
The role and remit of the Content Board is set out in the
report from the Chairman of the Content Board on pages
10 to 12. The Content Board meets monthly and held 12
meetings during the year. The Members of the Content
Board are:

Sound” competition, Comic Relief, Sport Relief and the Russell
Brand Show. Full details of the work of the committees are
given on pages 49 and 50.

The Executive Committee
The Executive Committee (ExCo) is the senior executive
team responsible for overseeing the management of
Ofcom. Its core focus is on setting direction for the
organisation, ﬁnancial and administrative decision-taking
and monitoring. Its policy-making responsibilities are
limited to management policy only. The members are:
s %D 2ICHARDS #HAIR
s *ILL !INSCOUGH
s 3TUART -C)NTOSH
s 0ETER 0HILLIPS

s 0HILIP 'RAF #HAIR

s 3TEWART 0URVIS

s !DAM 3INGER $EPUTY #HAIR

Philip Rutnam resigned from the Committee on 20
March 2009.

s 2ICHARD !YRE
s 3UE "ALSOM
s -ILLIE "ANERJEE
s #HRIS "ANATVALA
s 0AM 'IDDY

Other senior Ofcom colleagues are invited to attend
meetings of the Committee on an ad-hoc basis.

The Audit Committee

s 3TEWART 0URVIS #"%

The Audit Committee comprises two Non-Executive
Members of the Ofcom Board and an independent
external Non-Executive Chair. The members of the Audit
Committee are:

s *OYCE 4AYLOR

s 0ETER 4EAGUE #HAIR

s +ATH 7ORRALL #HAIR OF &AIRNESS #OMMITTEE

s 0HILIP 'RAF

Chris Banatvala and Stewart Purvis are the only Executive
Members of the Content Board.

s #OLETTE "OWE

s !NTHONY ,ILLEY /"%
s $R 0AUL -OORE

Members of the Content Board are also members of
the Radio Licensing Committee, the Content Sanctions
Committee and the Fairness and Privacy Committees.
During the period under review, 17 cases were considered
by the Fairness Committee and the Content Sanctions
Committee applied sanctions in 30 cases (29 of which
resulted in a ﬁnancial sanction). These included several
high proﬁle cases including: Ant ‘n’ Dec’s Saturday Night
Takeaway & Gameshow Marathon, GCAP Media’s “Secret

David Currie resigned from the Committee on 31 March
2009.
Peter Teague, the external independent Chair, is a qualiﬁed
chartered accountant and satisﬁes the requirement under
the Combined Code that one Member of the Committee
has relevant ﬁnancial experience. The additional
requirements of the Combined Code are met to the extent
that two Members of the Committee are independent
Non-Executive Members of the Ofcom Board.
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The Chief Executive and Finance Director are invited to
attend Committee meetings, as are the internal and
external auditors. The Chairman of the Audit Committee
reports the outcome of Audit Committee meetings to the
Ofcom Board through the Chairman of Ofcom, Colette
Bowe, and meets with the Ofcom Board at least once a year.
The main duties of the Audit Committee are to:
s REVIEW AND DIRECT THE INTERNAL AUDIT FUNCTION AND THE
appointment of the internal auditors;
s REVIEW THE NATURE AND SCOPE OF THE EXTERNAL AUDIT AND
the ﬁndings of the external auditors;
s MONITOR AND REVIEW ON BEHALF OF THE "OARD THE
effectiveness of the systems of internal control and risk
management;
s MONITOR AND REVIEW ON BEHALF OF THE "OARD THE
integrity, quality and reliability of the ﬁnancial
statements, Annual Plan and Accounts;
s CONTINUALLY REVIEW THE SCOPE AND RESULTS OF BOTH INTERNAL
and external audits; and
s APPROVE THE lNANCIAL AUTHORITY FRAMEWORK
The internal audit function is carried out independently
from Ofcom by KPMG. The Audit Committee believes
it is appropriate for the internal auditors, in addition, to
provide Ofcom with speciﬁc advice on internal risks. The
provision of other services by KPMG to Ofcom is decided
on a case-by-case basis. The external audit function is
carried out by the National Audit Ofﬁce.
The Audit Committee met four times during the year. The
terms of reference are available on the Ofcom website.
Peter Teague is paid £5,184 per annum for the provision
of his services as Chair of the Audit Committee.

The Remuneration Committee
The Remuneration Committee consists of four NonExecutive Members of the Ofcom Board. The members
of the Remuneration Committee are:
s -ILLIE "ANERJEE #HAIR

The Chief Executive, the Chief Operating Ofﬁcer and
the HR Director attend meetings at the invitation of the
Remuneration Committee.
The Committee advises Ofcom on the remuneration and
terms and conditions of service for the Chief Executive,
other Executive Members of the Board and Members of
the Executive Committee. The Committee also advises
Ofcom on the terms and conditions of the part-time
members of the Content Board, the Consumer Panel,
the Advisory Committee for Older and Disabled Persons
and the four Advisory Committees for the Nations and
Regions.
The Committee oversees the process for determining the
terms and conditions of all other Ofcom colleagues. The
Committee also oversees and decides upon issues relating
to the pension arrangements established by Ofcom for all
Ofcom colleagues.
The Remuneration Committee meets as and when
required. During the period the Committee met six times.
The Chairman of the Remuneration Committee reports
the outcome of the Remuneration Committee meetings
to the Board.
The remuneration of Non-Executive Members of the
Ofcom Board is determined by the Secretaries of State for
Business, Innovation and Skills and for Culture, Media and
Sport and is set out in detail in Note 7 to the Remuneration
Report. Should it be necessary for Ofcom to consider
any aspect of Non-Executive Member remuneration a
Non-Executive Member Remuneration Committee has
been established consisting of the Chief Executive, the
HR Director and the Corporation Secretary, which will
meet and report directly to the Secretaries of State as
appropriate. Consequently, no Board Member is involved
in the setting of his or her
own remuneration.
The Remuneration Report on pages 76 to 82 sets out
Ofcom’s application of the relevant principles of the
Combined Code.

The Nominations Committee

s 0HILIP 'RAF

The Nominations Committee comprises four NonExecutive Members of the Ofcom Board. The members
of the Nominations Committee are:

s -IKE -C4IGHE

s #OLETTE "OWE #HAIR

David Currie resigned from the Committee on 31
March 2009.

s 0HILIP 'RAF

s #OLETTE "OWE

s -ILLIE "ANERJEE
s 4IM 'ARDAM
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David Currie resigned from the Committee on 31 March
2009. The Committee works with the Departments for
Business, Innovation and Skills and for Culture Media and
Sport on the process for selecting Non-Executive Members
for the Ofcom Board and makes recommendations to
all the Non-Executive Members of the Ofcom Board on
Executive Member appointments. The Committee meets
as and when required.

The Fairness Committee and Content
Sanctions Committee
Both these committees are made up of members drawn
from the Content Board. On occasions, the Content
Sanctions Committee invites additional members from
the Ofcom Board.
Both Committees have a permanent Chair who, during
the period, was Kath Worrall for the Fairness Committee
and Philip Graf for the Content Sanctions Committee.
The Committees meet as and when required and details
of their activities can be found on pages 49 and 50.

Radio Licensing Committee
The Radio Licensing Committee has delegated authority
from the Ofcom Board to discharge Ofcom’s functions
in relation to radio (sound) broadcasting licensing. The
Committee’s responsibilities include decisions on the
award of new and re-advertised radio licences, and
on licence variations and revocations.
Philip Graf chairs this committee. Its membership
consists of two permanent Non-Executive Members
of the Content Board, Joyce Taylor and Pam Giddy,
and ﬁve Ofcom colleagues. It meets monthly and details
of its activities can be found on pages 21 and 22.

Community Radio Fund Panel
Section 359 of the Communications Act 2003 makes
it possible for a fund for community radio operators to
be set up, and for Ofcom to administer it and “make
such grants as they consider appropriate” to community
radio licensees. The Panel meets as required to examine
applications and make awards from the Fund. It is
independent of the Ofcom Radio Licensing Committee
(RLC) which awards community radio licences.
The Panel has three non-executive members: Kevin Carey
(Chair), Richard Hilton and Thomas Prag.
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Section 16 of the Communications Act 2003 requires
Ofcom to establish a Consumer Panel.

The Panel was closely involved in the Digital Britain
debates. Related work was the Panel’s response to the
Government’s Digital Inclusion Action Plan, submitted
in January 2008.

Independent of Ofcom and operating at arm’s length
from it, the Panel exists to inﬂuence Ofcom, Government,
the EU, and service and equipment providers, so that the
communications interests of consumers and citizens are
protected and promoted. The members of the Panel are:

The Panel helped to shape a broad range of Ofcom’s
policy work on issues that affected consumers and citizens
in communications markets, advising on issues including
access and inclusion, co- and self-regulation and media
literacy.

s !NNA "RADLEY #HAIRMAN

The Communications Consumer Panel is to publish its
2008/9 Annual Report on its activities in July 2009. The
Report and further details of the Panel’s work can be found
online at www.communicationsconsumerpanel.org.uk.

The Communications Consumer Panel

s &IONA "ALLANTYNE
s ,OUISA "OLCH APPOINTED  /CTOBER 
s +IM "ROOK APPOINTED  /CTOBER 
s #OLIN "ROWNE APPOINTED  /CTOBER 

The Ofcom Spectrum Advisory Board

s 2OGER $ARLINGTON

The Ofcom Spectrum Advisory Board (OSAB) was
established in 2004 to provide independent advice to
Ofcom on strategic spectrum management issues. OSAB
meets ﬁve to six times a year. The Members of OSAB are:

s $R -AUREEN %DMONDSON /"%
(appointed 28 October 2008)
s ,EEN 0ETRE APPOINTED  /CTOBER 
s "OB 7ARNER #"% APPOINTED  /CTOBER 

s 3IR $AVID "ROWN #HAIR

s $R $AMIAN 4AMBINI APPOINTED  /CTOBER 

s $R $AVID #LEEVELY

Graham Mather, Jeremy Mitchell, Kate O’Rourke, Bob
Twitchin and Allan Williams retired from the Panel on 31
July 2008. Simon Gibson OBE resigned from the Panel
on 31 October 2008. Ruth Evans resigned from the Panel
on 31 January 2009. Kevin McLaughlin resigned from the
Panel on 11 February 2009.

s 0ROFESSOR ,EELA $AMODARAN

During 2008/9 the Panel moved into a second phase of
its work under the new Chair and with the appointment
of new members in October 2008. The Panel took a
fresh view of its role. This included a change of name
to the Communications Consumer Panel (the Panel was
previously known as the Ofcom Consumer Panel) and
this emphasises the Panel’s role in advising across the
communications sector; there is no change in the Panel’s
close relationship with Ofcom. The responsibilities
and functions of the Panel overlap in some areas with
Consumer Focus and in February 2009 the two bodies
agreed a Memorandum of Understanding.

s 0ROFESSOR 3IMON 3AUNDERS

Two key priority areas of work have been next generation
access and the Digital Britain agenda.

s 0ROFESSOR "ARRY %VANS
s $EBBIE 'ILLATT
s 0HILLIPA -ARKS
s $R 2OBERT 0EPPER
s $R !NDREW 3LEIGH
s 0ROFESSOR 7ILL 3TEWART
s $R 7ALTER 4UTTLEBEE /"%
s 0ROFESSOR 4OMMASO 6ALLETTI
Professor Peter Swann resigned from the Committee
on 16 February 2009.
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During its ﬁfth year a theme underlying much of OSAB’s
discussion was convergence, considering the technical
issues, consumer and citizen concern and working with
bodies such as the Caio review, the Convergence Think
Tank and Digital Britain. Key discussions items were:
s 'OVERNMENTAL SPECTRUM RELEASE WHERE /3!" WAS KEEN
to see rapid progress and discussed ways to increase
incentives and remove roadblocks.
s 4HE DIFFERENT REGULATION THAT APPLIED TO WIRELESS AND
wireline networks and the distorting effect this might
have as networks increasingly included elements of both.
s 4HE NEED FOR 'OVERNMENT TO RECOGNISE THE IMPORTANCE
of broadband communications networks, to inform
consumers and to encourage ‘switch-off ’ of slower
networks to speed the transition.
s 7HEN DElNING NEXT GENERATION ACCESS SPEEDS TO GIVE
careful thought to uplink and downlink speeds, latency,
congestion and other measures and to ensure futureproof architectures were selected.
s 4HE LIKELY SEPARATION OF CONTENT GENERATION FROM
distribution and the impact this would have on business
models and regulation.
OSAB’s Annual Report, covering its activities during its
ﬁfth year was published on 13 May 2009 and can be found
on the OSAB website at www.osab.org.uk

The Advisory Committee for Older
and Disabled Persons
Section 21(1) of the Communications Act 2003 requires
Ofcom to establish a Committee to advise Ofcom on issues
in the communications sector that particularly impact on
older and disabled people. The Committee meets at least
four times a year and undertakes speciﬁc pieces of work in
sub-groups. The Members of The Advisory Committee
for Older and Disabled Persons (ACOD) are:
s -IKE 7HITLAM #"% #HAIR
s ,IZ !TKINS APPOINTED  $ECEMBER 
s 3IMON #RAMP
s $R ,AURA -UIR
s $R -AURICE -ULVENNA APPOINTED  $ECEMBER 
s 2OBERT 0ECKFORD
s 3UNEEL 3HIVDASANI
s $AVID 3INDALL
s *OHN 7ELSMAN
s .ICHOLAS 9OUNG
Professor Janet Askham died on 7 July 2008 shortly
after being reappointed to the Committee. Caroline
Ellis, Jonathan Kaye and Ross Trotter retired from the
Committee on 30 June 2008.
In its ﬁfth year, the Committee has continued to advise
Ofcom to ensure that older and disabled people are equal
players and full participants across current and emerging
convergent telecommunications and broadcasting
technologies, new media platforms and digital and
traditional broadcast media. It has provided formal advice
to Ofcom on its consultations on the future of PSB, as
well as issues around the Digital Dividend Review and
Band Manager and Ofcom’s Annual Plan for 2009/10.
In addition, ACOD has continued to advise Ofcom
across the range of its other responsibilities, including
Ofcom’s Consumer Policy, Research and Media Literacy
programmes, and Ofcom’s input to the review of the
EU Electronic Communications Framework Directives.
ACOD will continue to monitor the effectiveness of
Ofcom’s diversity work, ensuring that where possible
equality considerations are factored into all of
Ofcom’s work.
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The Advisory Committees for the Nations
and Regions

½¾ÁÃ·´Á½¸Á´»°½³

Section 20 of the Communications Act 2003 requires
Ofcom to establish Advisory Committees for the different
Nations in the United Kingdom. The function of each
Committee is to provide advice to Ofcom about the
interests and opinions, in relation to communications
matters, of people living in the part of the UK for which
the Committee has been established. The membership of
each Committee is as follows:

s 0AUL #AVANAGH

´½¶»¸Â·Á´¶¸¾½Â

s 0ROFESSOR 7ILLIAM $UTTON #HAIR APPOINTED
1 January 2009)
s /LWYN (OCKING APPOINTED  *ANUARY 
s $HARMASH -ISTRY APPOINTED  *ANUARY 

s 0ROFESSOR 2 7ALLACE %WART /"% #HAIR
s *IM $OUGAL
s )SOLDE 'OGGIN
s ,ESLEY (OLMES
s -AIRE +ILLORAN
s ,IBBY +INNEY
s "ILLY -C#LEAN
s $R 3ALLY -ONTGOMERY /"%
s $R ,ESLIE /RR
s "EN 0RESTON
Æ°»´Â

s *OHN 6ARNEY APPOINTED  *ANUARY 

s 0ROFESSOR 4ONY $AVIES #HAIR

s 'RAHAM #REELMAN /"% APPOINTED  *ANUARY 

s *ULIE "ARTON

s 7ENDY 0ILMER APPOINTED  *ANUARY 

s .ICK "ENNETT

s (ELEN &OSTER APPOINTED  *ANUARY 

s )AN #LARKE

s 2OBERT 7ATSON APPOINTED  *ANUARY 

s *OHN $AVIES

s !NNE 3CORER

s -ARK %LLIOTT

Suzy Brain England , Sue Farrington, Derek Inman,
Jessica Mann, Alan Wright, Gita Conn OBE JP,
John Hooper CBE, Don Jayasuriya and Azam Mamujee
all retired from the Committee on 31 August 2008.

s 3IMON 'IBSON /"% APPOINTED  *ANUARY 

Â²¾Ã»°½³

s 0ROFESSOR 0HILIP 3CHLESINGER #HAIR
s 4HOMAS 0RAG
s ,AURA !LEXANDER
s !NDREW !NDERSON
s $R &RANCK #HEVALIER APPOINTED  *ANUARY 
s !NDREW *ONES
s -AIRI -CLEOD APPOINTED  *ANUARY 
s $R !NDREW -UIR
s -IKE 3HAW
Julie Ramage retired from the Committee on
31 December 2008.

s 'LYN -ATHIAS
Gary Partridge resigned from the Committee on
24 September 2008. Charlie Bass resigned from
the Committee on 31 December 2008.
The fees for members of non-Board Committees have
not been increased in 2009.
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The Board’s Responsibilities

Chief Executive’s Responsibilities

Under the terms of the Ofﬁce of Communications Act
2002, the Board is required to prepare a Statement of
Accounts for each ﬁnancial year. This conforms with the
Accounts Direction issued by the Secretaries of State for
Business, Innovation and Skills and for Culture, Media and
Sport. The Board is also responsible for sending a copy of
the Statement of Accounts to the Comptroller and Auditor
General. This Statement of Accounts is prepared, in so far
as applicable, in accordance with the Companies Act 1985
and the United Kingdom generally accepted accounting
standards, and on an accruals basis. It must give a true
and fair view of the state of affairs of Ofcom as at the end
of the ﬁnancial year and of its income and expenditure,
recognised gains and losses and cash ﬂows for the ﬁnancial
year.

The Chief Executive is appointed by the Board who
delegate responsibility to him for the day-to-day
management of Ofcom. The Secretaries of State for
Business, Innovation and Skills and for Culture, Media
and Sport have designated the Chief Executive as Ofcom’s
Accountable Ofﬁcer. He is not formally appointed as
the Accounting Ofﬁcer in Government terms, however
the appointment carries with it duties of responsibility
in respect of regularity, propriety, value for money and
good ﬁnancial management and the safeguarding of
public funds.

The Board conﬁrms that in preparing this Statement
of Accounts it has observed the relevant accounting and
disclosure requirements, applied suitable accounting
policies on a consistent basis, made judgements and
estimates on a reasonable basis, followed applicable
accounting standards and prepared the statement
of accounts on a going-concern basis.
The Board is responsible for ensuring that proper records
are maintained which disclose with reasonable accuracy at
any time the ﬁnancial position of Ofcom and enable it to
ensure that the Statement of Accounts complies with the
Companies Act 1985. In addition, the Board is responsible
for safeguarding Ofcom’s assets and hence for taking
reasonable steps for the prevention and detection of fraud
and other irregularities.

The Chief Executive has speciﬁc responsibilities for
ensuring compliance with the terms of the Financial
Memorandum issued by the Secretaries of State. He must
also ensure proper accounting records are maintained and
must sign the accounts.
As a Member of the Board, the Chief Executive has
to ensure that his accountability responsibilities do not
conﬂict with those as a Board Member. The Chief
Executive may also be called upon by the Committee
of Public Accounts and other Parliamentary committees
to give evidence on the discharge of his duties.
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Scope of Responsibility

Capacity to Handle Risk

As Accountable Ofﬁcer, I have responsibility for
maintaining a sound system of internal control that
supports the achievement of Ofcom’s policies, aims
and objectives, while safeguarding the public funds and
Ofcom’s assets for which I am personally responsible,
in accordance with the responsibilities assigned to me
in Managing Public Money and in the Ofcom Financial
Memorandum issued to me by the Secretaries of State
for Business, Innovation and Skills and for Culture,
Media and Sport.

Ofcom continued to be proactive in providing leadership
on the management of risk through the work of the
Board and its sub-committees, which are responsible for
managing Ofcom’s risk exposure and are involved in
decision making around risk. This includes the annual
risk review, the identiﬁcation of, and ongoing discussions
around, risks that impact upon the achievement of
Ofcom’s objectives.

I am required to advise the Board if any action would
infringe upon the requirement of propriety or regularity
or upon my wider responsibilities for value for money.

The Purpose of the System of Internal Control
The system of internal control is designed to manage
risk to a reasonable level, rather than to eliminate all
risk of failure to achieve policies, aims and objectives.
It can therefore only provide reasonable and not absolute
assurance of effectiveness. Ofcom’s system of internal
control is based on an ongoing process designed to:
s IDENTIFY AND PRIORITISE THE RISKS THAT AFFECT THE
achievement of Ofcom’s policies, aims and objectives;
s EVALUATE THE LIKELIHOOD OF THOSE RISKS BEING REALISED
and the impact should they be realised;
s MANAGE THEM EFlCIENTLY EFFECTIVELY AND ECONOMICALLY
and
s INTEGRATE RISK MANAGEMENT INTO /FCOMS WIDER SET OF
management processes.
The system of internal control has been in place in Ofcom
for the year ended 31 March 2009 and up to the date of
approval of the Annual Report and Accounts and accords
with Treasury guidance.

The strategic risk register is reviewed monthly by the Board
and the Executive Committee. All identiﬁed risks are
assigned a senior risk owner, who is accountable for the
management, mitigation and contingency planning for
risk. Executive members provide monthly updates on the
risks for which they are directly responsible through the risk
management reporting process.
Monthly performance reports are reviewed by the Board
and Executive Committee covering performance against
key indicators relating to ﬁnancial value for money, people
and learning, process performance, policy delivery and
consumer and citizen outcomes, all of which are risk rated.
Monthly ﬁnancial reports covering expenditure against
budget, forecast and outturn are also provided and reviewed.
In providing support to the Board and Executive Committee,
the Operations Board and Policy Executive are responsible
for providing leadership on the management of risks arising
from speciﬁc operational and policy development and
implementation of initiatives and activities.
Ofcom’s risk management policy identiﬁes the speciﬁc risk
management roles and responsibilities of the Board, Audit
Committee, internal audit, Executive Committee, steering
groups, project directors and managers, colleagues and the
risk management function.
Senior management are responsible for ensuring
colleagues have the appropriate skill levels to identify
and assess the potential for risk to arise in the delivery
of Ofcom’s remit to support a culture of well-managed
risk for the sustainable improvement in service delivery.
Steering Groups remain integral to ensuring that lessons
learnt around the management of risk are reﬂected in
Ofcom’s project risk management.
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The risk management policy also identiﬁes Ofcom’s
appetite for risk, which remains highly risk averse in
relation to certain areas of its core operational activities and
tolerates an appropriate level of risk around policy related
areas to provide beneﬁt for citizens and consumers.

The Risk and Control Framework
Á¸Âº¼°½°¶´¼´½Ã¿¾»¸²È

Ofcom’s risk management policy clariﬁes the way in which
Ofcom identiﬁes, captures, assesses, reports, monitors and
reviews its risks.
´Ç´²ÄÃ¸Å´²¾¼¼¸ÃÃ´´Á¾»´

The Executive Committee has an important role in
managing Ofcom’s risk proﬁle and assessing Ofcom’s
risk as part of the monthly reporting cycle. It also takes a
proactive role in reviewing and updating the strategic risk
register each month.
All members of the Executive Committee are committed
to undertake regular reviews of the major areas of risk
for which they are responsible. The members work with
their teams to ensure all colleagues are able to identify
and highlight risks attached to their areas of activity and
take appropriate action to manage risk. The Executive
Committee members are responsible for managing the
risks in their areas and continue to do so in a manner in
keeping with Ofcom’s appetite for risk.
Executive Committee members sign an annual assurance
statement to provide reasonable assurance on the overall
effectiveness of the internal control system in the areas for
which they are responsible. This exercise is carried out in
the month following the end of the ﬁnancial year.
Á¸Âº¼°½°¶´¼´½ÃµÁ°¼´Æ¾Áº

Key elements of Ofcom’s risk management framework
include:
s THE RISK MANAGEMENT POLICY
s EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT REVIEWING THE STRATEGIC RISKS ON A
monthly basis and owning risks that relate to functions,
projects and processes they manage;
s ASSURANCE FROM SPECIALIST FUNCTIONS AND COMMITTEES THAT
legal, security, fraud, health and safety, diversity and
environmental risks are appropriately managed;
s CHALLENGE BY STEERING GROUPS ON PROJECT DELIVERY
s THE ANNUAL IDENTIlCATION AND PRIORITISATION OF /FCOMS

strategic risks and the development of Ofcom’s risk
proﬁle;
s THE ANNUAL RISK REVIEW TO ANALYSE THE ADEQUACY OF RISK
management arrangements, based on Government’s
Risk Management Assessment Framework;
s AN ANNUAL REVIEW AND DISCUSSION OF INTERNAL CONTROLS
by the Board with the Chair of the Audit Committee;
s ANNUAL INSURANCE RENEWAL AND CONSIDERATION OF
insurance cover and arrangements;
s THE !UDIT #OMMITTEES ANNUAL REVIEW OF /FCOMS ANNUAL
accounts and outcomes of the annual risk review;
s CARRYING OUT IMPACT ASSESSMENTS AS REQUIRED UNDER
the Communications Act 2003), which incorporate
the identiﬁcation and assessment of risks attached to
proposed policies to be introduced by Ofcom;
s THE !UDIT #OMMITTEES REGULAR REVIEW OF /FCOMS
security and litigation risks;
s THE MONTHLY PROVISION OF A MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
pack to the Board and the Executive Committee, which
incorporates the strategic risk register and risk rated
performance against indicators;
s WEEKLY COMMUNICATIONS REPORT TO THE #HIEF %XECUTIVES
ofﬁce on risks relating to stakeholder relations and the
reputation of Ofcom; and
s LINE MANAGEMENT BY EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT AND THROUGH
regular team and one-to-one meetings to identify and
manage key risks.
ÂÃ°º´·¾»³´ÁÂ°½³¿°ÁÃ½´ÁÂ

Risks that impact upon beneﬁt to consumers and citizens
are managed through Ofcom’s consultation processes, as an
integral part of Ofcom’s policy development process. An
extensive range of tools and templates are available to all
colleagues to assist in managing risks with stakeholders.
Executive Committee members and colleagues regularly
meet and liaise with stakeholders to discuss policy
development and implementation-related matters and in
order to identify potential risks that will impact upon
Ofcom’s ability to provide beneﬁt to consumers and citizens.
A new centralised approach to procurement was adopted
in 2008/9 and a new Procurement Strategy was approved
by the Executive Committee. The standard contract terms
and conditions for services and supplies were reviewed
and updated to provide better clarity around contractual
obligations.
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Ofcom has worked closely with suppliers and partners to
mitigate risks arising as a result of the current economic
climate. This is supported by a dedicated business critical
contract risk register, which is updated and reported to the
Executive Committee each month. To identify efﬁciencies
and continue to improve Ofcom’s arrangements for the
transfer of risk, Ofcom will be revising its insurance
coverage and processes in 2009/10.
Ofcom also works closely with the Department for
Business, Innovation and Skills and the UK Permanent
Representation to the European Union on international
developments and represents the UK at relevant
international fora. Stronger relationships have been
developed with the Broadcasting Committee of
Advertising Practice (BCAP) to maintain constructive
dialogue at the appropriate levels.
Ofcom has extensively engaged with Government and
other public body stakeholders, such as the Ministry
of Defence, and attended at the Spectrum Strategy
Implementation Group and the Cabinet Ofﬁcial UK
Spectrum Strategy Committee meetings to provide
advice and support on the more efﬁcient management
of spectrum.
²Á¸Â¸Â¼°½°¶´¼´½Ã°½³±ÄÂ¸½´ÂÂ²¾½Ã¸½Ä¸ÃÈ

Ofcom continues to review and improve its resilience
arrangements. A core crisis management team and
business continuity coordinators have been appointed
to ensure appropriate responses in the event of a crisis.
Existing plans have been reviewed and new plans created
to ensure that Ofcom is prepared in the event of a range
of crises. In the coming year, we will ﬁnalise our crisis
management and business continuity testing programme
and continue to review and update our plans. An audit of
arrangements will be completed to ensure practices around
business continuity and crisis management responses and
governance are appropriate.
A live test of the robustness of Ofcom’s crisis management
response was held during 2008/9. Lessons learnt were
incorporated into the plan and led to the appointment of a
Crisis Co-ordinator as part of the core crisis management
response team. A Crisis Management Expert Group,
which meets monthly, was established to drive the
resilience agenda, to plan test exercises and give specialist
advice and input to responses. Further testing will be
conducted in 2009/10.

Disaster recovery testing of our information systems
resilience identiﬁed weaknesses with an outsourced service
provider’s responses. An independent review has been
conducted to ensure proposals to address the weaknesses
are robust and incorporate lessons learnt. Increased quality
assurance around planned production changes and the
reinstatement of commercial responsibilities for disaster
recovery provision to the service provider are being
implemented.
·´°»Ã·°½³Â°µ´ÃÈ

The Health and Safety (H&S) Committee and the Field
Operations H&S Sub-Committee each met four times
during the year. The H&S Committee reports to the
Operations Board. The Field Operations Manual was
updated to ensure guidance addressed new health and
safety risks faced by our ﬁeld operations and enforcement
colleagues during the conduct of their work. H&S training
continued to be provided, with a 95 per cent take-up of
our H&S e-learning module.
The H&S Policy will be reviewed and updated in
2009/10 to ensure it aligns with best practice, speciﬁc
and local needs and changing working environments.
Wellness management training and assessments will also
be conducted to support colleague resilience and ensure
management have the appropriate competence and tools
to assess colleague wellness.
Â´²ÄÁ¸ÃÈ

The Security Committee increased its meetings from
quarterly to monthly, to ensure due consideration of
Ofcom’s security arrangements. The Committee reports
quarterly to the Audit Committee, through the Secretary
of the Corporation.
The Security Policy was revised to merge component parts
into one policy and to align with changes in best-practice
approaches to physical, building, document and data
security and internet use. Controls were tightened around
document and data security and internet use, including
the security of our ﬁnance applications.
Data protection training was provided in key business
areas and awareness sessions were held throughout Ofcom.
Data removal and encryption protocols have also been
implemented and a new data protection e-learning module
has been developed, which will be mandatory for all
colleagues.
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Financial controls have been maintained, reviewed and
a number revised during 2008/9. The Finance area
continues to provide monthly management accounts,
which are reviewed by budget holders, the Executive
Committee and the Board each month to identify
variances in budgeted and actual expenditure. These
then inform the quarterly re-forecast of expenditure
and outputs.

The Chief Operating Ofﬁcer and the Secretary to the
Corporation have roles in relation to the protected
disclosure policy (whistle blowing).

To provide better clarity to budget holders on their
ﬁnancial delegations, Ofcom revised its Financial
Authorities Framework, as well as the Expenses Policy, and
the Treasury Policy and Cash Management Procedures.
During the year, Ofcom developed and implemented
ﬁnancial processes for the London 2012 Olympic Games
and Paralympic Games project and in preparation for
the potential integration of Postcomm. Ofcom also
implemented employee expenses and corporate card
reporting, a new starters and leavers’ process and a
mandatory, modularised e-learning induction programme
and tools for all colleagues. A dedicated project has been
initiated to move contractual arrangements to a single
payroll and beneﬁts provider to increase efﬁciencies and
improve controls.
Independent audits were conducted on our core ﬁnancial
and tariff-setting processes, the performance and charging
regime of our information services outsourced service
provider, budgetary control and management reporting,
insurance arrangements and HR processes.
Ofcom has continued to bring its systems and business
processes together in a more consolidated way through
its Unify project. As part of Unify, a new spectrum
management licensing system has been implemented.
Ofcom now has a robust and ﬂexible platform to better
administer and support licences. Our customers beneﬁt
from a much simpler licensing process, easier access to
information and in some cases lower fees.

There were no reported fraudulent activities during
the year.

Review of Effectiveness
As Accountable Ofﬁcer, I have responsibility for reviewing
the effectiveness of the system of internal control. My
review is informed by the work of internal audit and senior
management who have responsibility for the development
and maintenance of the internal control framework, and
comments made by external audit in their management
letter and other reports.
I have also been advised on the implications of the results
of the effectiveness of the system of internal control
through the annual risk review and the work of the Audit
Committee. There is a plan to further improve Ofcom’s
risk management framework and to ensure continuous
improvement of the system of internal control.
Ã·´±¾°Á³

The Board has overall responsibility for monitoring the
effectiveness of Ofcom’s system of internal controls and
receives regular reports from the Audit Committee.
Ã·´°Ä³¸Ã²¾¼¼¸ÃÃ´´

The role of the Audit Committee is to advise the Board
on the adequacy of Ofcom’s risk management policies
and processes and the extent to which they are applied,
and to review the reliability and integrity of assurances. It
does this through the assurances provided by the work of
external and internal audit, annual assurance statements
from Executive Committee members, the outcome of the
annual risk review and from regular reports provided to
the Audit Committee on risks relating to litigation, ﬁnance,
security and fraud. The Audit Committee met four times
during the year.
The Audit Committee is constituted in line with Treasury
guidance, with Non-Executives members of the Board and
an independent Non-Executive Chair with direct access to
the Chair of the Board. Although I am not a member of
the Audit Committee, I attend most meetings, as do our
internal and external auditors, who have direct access to
the Chair of the Audit Committee.
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The Audit Committee’s terms of reference were reviewed
during the year to ensure they reﬂected developments in
best practice for Audit Committees and continued to meet
Government guidance.
¸½Ã´Á½°»°Ä³¸Ã

The internal audit function is outsourced to KPMG and
carries out its work in line with the Internal Audit Plan
that is approved by the Audit Committee. Internal Audit
attends Audit Committee meetings and regularly reports to
the Audit Committee.
In reviewing Ofcom’s systems in line with the audit plan,
Internal Audit has provided reasonable but not absolute
assurance that it is satisﬁed that sufﬁcient internal audit
work has been undertaken to form the opinion that Ofcom
has adequate and effective risk management, control and
governance processes to manage the achievement of its
objectives. No major weaknesses were identiﬁed, although
Internal Audit’s work identiﬁed a number of opportunities
for improving controls and procedures to which Ofcom
has responded positively.

°½½Ä°»Á¸ÂºÁ´Å¸´Æ

The annual risk review provides an opportunity to
review the adequacy and effectiveness of Ofcom’s risk
management arrangements and to identify areas for
improvement. Review ﬁndings conﬁrmed that Ofcom
continues to make good progress in embedding risk
management within its systems and processes and that
there are no signiﬁcant weaknesses in the risk management
framework. Recommendations have been provided,
which focus on ways in which Ofcom can further embed
a more robust, consistent and integrated approach to risk
management using a phased approach.
Â¸¶½¸µ¸²°½Ã²¾½ÃÁ¾»¸ÂÂÄ´Â

There were no signiﬁcant internal control issues during
the year.
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In preparing the Remuneration Report and establishing its policy
the Board has given consideration to, and adopts the provisions of,
the Combined Code, where appropriate and applicable. Ofcom is
not required to comply with the Directors’ Remuneration Report
Regulations 2002 but has prepared this report to be compliant so
far as is practicable and appropriate.
Constitution of the Remuneration Committee

General Policy

The constitution of the Remuneration Committee is set
out on page 65.

In setting Ofcom’s remuneration policy the Remuneration
Committee believes that Ofcom should, within the
constraints of a public corporation, provide rewards
which will attract and retain the high-calibre management
necessary to enable Ofcom to fulﬁl its statutory remit and
responsibilities. The overall policy approach is not expected
to change in the coming year.

Advisers
The Remuneration Committee takes advice and/or
obtains services from the following external entities:
s 4OWERS 0ERRIN ON EXECUTIVE REMUNERATION AND
s !LLEN  /VERY ,,0 ON EMPLOYMENT CONTRACTS AND
associated legal issues.
Towers Perrin also provides advice and services to Ofcom
in respect of pensions, pension trustee and administration
support and other organisational issues. The Committee
also takes advice from Ofcom’s HR Director. The Chief
Executive and the Chief Operating Ofﬁcer are normally
invited by the Remuneration Committee to attend
meetings of the Committee. No individual is present
for any discussion about his or her own remuneration.

Components of Remuneration
The main components of the Executive Members’
remuneration are:
Â°»°ÁÈ°½³µ»´Ç¸±»´±´½´µ¸ÃÂ

The basic salary for each Executive Member and senior
manager is determined by taking into account each
colleague’s responsibilities, performance and experience
together with market trends. In addition, a ﬂexible beneﬁts
allowance is made available to each Executive Member
and senior manager.
Base salary for all colleagues is reviewed annually on
1 July each year. Following the review in 2009 it was
decided not to offer a salary increase to any colleague.
In addition, Ofcom also decided not to accept any
increase in fees for the Non-Executive Members, or
award any increase in fees to members of the Content
Board, the Communications Consumer Panel and the
Advisory Committees.
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Each Executive Member and senior manager receives
certain standard beneﬁts which are detailed later in
this section.
°½½Ä°»±¾½ÄÂ

Each Executive Member and senior manager participates
in a bonus scheme which is calculated as a percentage of
salary based on the individual’s performance up to, for
Executive Committee members, a maximum of 20 per
cent of salary depending upon the individual concerned.
No element of bonus is pensionable.
All Executive Members and the other senior managers
on the Executive Committee have waived their entitlement
to participate in the bonus scheme for the performance
review period 1 April 2008 to 31 March 2009.
¿´½Â¸¾½°ÁÁ°½¶´¼´½ÃÂ
Bub`rqfsbj^k^dbjbkq

Each Executive Member and senior manager (with the
exception of Chris Banatvala as set out below) is provided
with an allowance, determined as a percentage of base
salary, which the individual can take as extra salary or
invest in a pension scheme of their choice.
Chris Banatvala is eligible to participate in the Ofcom
Deﬁned Beneﬁt Pension Plan on comparable terms as
applied when previously employed by the ITC. This
provides salary-related pension beneﬁts on a deﬁned
beneﬁt basis, with an accrual rate of 1/60th of ﬁnal salary
per year of service, subject to the Ofcom Plan Earnings
Cap where appropriate.
Klk*Bub`rqfsbJbj_bop

No Non-Executive Member received a pension beneﬁt
from Ofcom during the year under review.
Details of remuneration for the Board, the Content Board
and the Executive Committee, which have been audited
by the National Audit Ofﬁce, are set out in the tables and
notes on pages 78 to 81.
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These schedules refer to remuneration during the ﬁnancial
year. The schedule reﬂects remuneration for that part of
the year during which individuals were either providing
services to, or Executive Members of the Board, Content
Board or members of the Executive Committee. Those
individuals with the note ‘+’ against their name in the
schedules were only in their roles for part of 2007/8 or
2008/9. Where individuals are members of more than
one Board/Committee (as set out on pages 60 to 66) they
appear only once in the remuneration schedules and all
the Executive Members are listed under the Executive
Committee. The numbered points against the names of
individuals refer to the numbered points set out on pages
80 and 81.
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As a result of the various arrivals and departures to the Ofcom Board in 2007/8 and 2008/9 an annualised ﬁgure has
been presented to provide a clearer comparison of total costs.
Total annualised costs for 2007/8 £534,920
Total annualised costs for 2008/9 £561,719
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All members served full years for both 2007/8 and 2008/9.
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As a result of the various arrivals and departures to the Executive Committee in 2007/8 and 2008/9 an annualised ﬁgure
has been presented to provide a clearer comparison of total costs.
Total annualised costs for 2007/8 £1,928,046
Total annualised costs for 2008/9 £1,835,246
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Notes to the remuneration tables

1. Colette Bowe was appointed as Chairman of Ofcom
with effect from 12 March 2009.
2. David Currie retired as the Chairman of Ofcom
on 11 March 2009 and resigned from the Board
on 31 March 2009.
3. Ian Hargreaves resigned from the Ofcom Board
on 31 May 2008 and the Executive Committee on
13 June 2008. The remuneration shown represents
the part of the year during which Ian Hargreaves
was a Member of the Ofcom Board and Executive
Committee.
4. Stephanie Liston resigned from the Ofcom Board
on 31 March 2008. Stephanie Liston has restrictive
covenants in her agreement with Ofcom which
prevent her from accepting certain paid employment
or providing certain services to third parties for a sixmonth period following her resignation from Ofcom.
Ofcom therefore continued to pay Stephanie Liston
her fees until 31 August 2008 as consideration for the
enforcement of such restrictive covenants.
5. Stuart McIntosh and Peter Phillips were appointed
as Executive Members of the Ofcom Board on
1 July 2008.
6. Philip Rutnam resigned from the Ofcom Board
and Executive Committee on 20 March 2009. The
remuneration shown represents the part of the year
during which Philip Rutnam was a Member of the
Ofcom Board and the Executive Committee.

7. The fees for all the Non-Executive Members of
the Ofcom Board are ﬁxed in agreement with BIS
(formerly BERR) and DCMS for the duration of their
appointment. The fees shown represent a full year
or, where appropriate, part of the year if the relevant
Non-Executive Member joined or retired from the
Ofcom Board during the period under review. The
fees for the Non-Executive Members are linked to the
recommendations of the Senior Salaries Review Body
for senior Civil Service pay and as a consequence of
such linkage fees were increased by 3 per cent from
1 April 2008. The basic fee of the Non-Executives
of the Ofcom Board (with the exception of the
Chairman, the Deputy Chairman and Millie Banerjee)
was £42,519 per annum from 1 April 2008. The
basic fee of the Ofcom Board including the fee for the
Chairman, Deputy Chairman and Millie Banerjee
were not increased from 1 April 2009. An additional
fee of £5,000 per annum is paid to Non-Executive
Board Members who chair a Board Committee.
8. Stewart Purvis was employed by Ofcom on a part-time
basis until 1 December 2008 after which he has been
employed full-time. His remuneration shown for the
period under review represents what was actually
paid to him and not a full-time equivalent salary.
9. During the period under review, Joyce Taylor undertook
additional work for Ofcom in excess of her duties as a
Content Board member and she received an additional
payment of £3,000. Millie Banerjee undertook
additional work for Ofcom in excess of her duties
as a Non-Executive Member of the Ofcom Board
and she received an additional payment of £5,000.
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10. The fees for the Non-Executive Members of the
Content Board are ﬁxed by the Ofcom Board. The
fees shown represent a full year or, where appropriate,
part of the year if the relevant Non-Executive
Member joined or retired from the Content Board
during the period under review. As with the fees for the
Ofcom Board, fees for the Content Board Members
are linked to the recommendations of the Senior
Salaries Review Body for senior Civil Service pay and
as a consequence of such linkage fees were increased
by 3 per cent from 1 April 2008. The basic fee of
the Content Board Members (with the exception of
Adam Singer and Kath Worrall, who receive increased
fees for their additional roles as Deputy Chairman
and Chair of the Fairness Committee) was £21,649
per annum from 1 April 2008. The basic fee of the
Content Board members including Adam Singer and
Kath Worrall were not increased from 1 April 2009.

13. Each Ofcom Executive Member of the Ofcom
Board or senior manager is able to beneﬁt from life
assurance, group income protection, a digital package
for domestic and business use and the ability to
undertake an annual health check. The value of group
income protection, life assurance and annual health
checks have not been disclosed in the remuneration
schedules because they are not treated by HM
Revenue & Customs as a taxable emolument.

11. The Non-Executive Members of the Ofcom Board
and the Content Board Members (with the exception
of Joyce Taylor and Millie Banerjee as noted in Note
9) received no additional remuneration from Ofcom
beyond their fees other than the entitlement to the
provision of certain standard beneﬁts, which are a
digital package for domestic and business use and, for
the Non-Executive Members of the Ofcom Board
only, the provision of IT equipment for home working.
Not all Non-Executive Members of the Ofcom Board
or Content Board Members took up the entitlement
during the period under review.

16. For comparative purposes the following members were
only in position for part of 2007/8: Mike McTighe
was appointed as a Non-Executive Member of the
Ofcom Board on 1 September 2007; Tim Gardam
was appointed as a Non-Executive Member of the
Ofcom Board on 1 January 2008; Jill Ainscough
was appointed as Chief Operating Ofﬁcer on 7
August 2007; Stuart McIntosh was appointed as
Competition Partner on 28 January 2008; Colette
Bowe was appointed as a Non Executive Member of
the Ofcom Board on 1 January 2008; Stewart Purvis
was appointed as Partner, Content and Standards and
an Executive Member of the Content Board on 3
December 2007.

12. Annual remuneration for the Ofcom executives
(Executive Members of the Ofcom Board, Executive
Members of the Content Board and senior managers
on the Executive Committee) includes base salary
together with a cash allowance for ﬂexible beneﬁts
and a percentage of basic salary paid as a pension
allowance (with the exception of Chris Banatvala).

14. Executive Committee members participate in a bonus
scheme, payment of which is based on individual
performance. All payments are approved by the Ofcom
Remuneration Committee and are calculated as a
percentage of base salary ranging from 0-20 per cent.
15. Chris Banatvala is a member of the Ofcom Deﬁned
Beneﬁt Pension Plan. A separate disclosure in relation
to this plan has been made in the table on page 82.
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Executive Disclosure for Deﬁned
Beneﬁt Pensions
The disclosure for a deﬁned beneﬁt pension for Chris
Banatvala is shown in the table below.
The accrued pension and transfer value for Chris
Banatvala reﬂects the additional pension arising from a
transfer-in of his beneﬁts from his previous employer.
The transfer value of accrued pension represents the
estimated cost to the pension scheme of providing the
pension beneﬁt accrued to date (calculated in accordance
with Actuarial Guidance Note GN11). The value is
affected by a number of factors, which include age of
individual, pensionable salary and investment market
conditions at the date of calculation.

Service Agreements
No Executive Member of the Ofcom Board or other
Ofcom colleague has a service agreement containing
a notice period exceeding one year. The Remuneration
Committee has considered the notice period and
termination arrangements in the light of the Combined
Code and believes them to be appropriate.
The Non-Executive Members are all on ﬁxed-term
appointments for a set time commitment to Ofcom of
up to two days per week (with the exception of Colette
Bowe, Philip Graf and Millie Banerjee who currently
commit up to three, three and two and a half days per
week respectively).

The arrangements for early termination of a service
contract for an Executive Member of the Ofcom Board
or senior manager are decided by the Remuneration
Committee and will be made in accordance with the
service contract of the relevant Executive Director
or senior manager. Each service contract provides
for a payment in lieu of notice on early termination
at Ofcom’s discretion.
Non-Executive Members have no entitlement to
compensation in the event of early termination.
¾ÄÃÂ¸³´³¸Á´²Ã¾ÁÂ·¸¿Â

No Executive Member of the Ofcom Board may accept a
non-executive appointment without the prior approval of
the Board to ensure that these do not give rise to conﬂicts
of interest.
All appointments accepted by the Non-Executive Members
of the Ofcom Board must be notiﬁed to the Board to
ensure that no conﬂict of interest arises; if such conﬂict
is deemed to arise then the Non-Executive Member will
be required to resign from the position in question.
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Accounts for the
period 1 April 2008
to 31 March 2009.
Certiﬁcate and
Report of the
Comptroller and
Auditor General
to the Houses of
Parliament

I certify that I have audited the ﬁnancial
statements of the Ofﬁce of Communications
for the year ended 31 March 2009 under
the Ofﬁce of Communications Act 2002.
These comprise the Income and Expenditure
Account, the Statement of Total Recognised
Gains and Losses, the Balance Sheet, the Cash
Flow Statement and the related notes. These
ﬁnancial statements have been prepared under
the accounting policies set out within them.
I have also audited the information in the
Remuneration Report that is described
in that report as having been audited.

Obpmb`qfsbobpmlkpf_fifqfbplcqeb?l^oa)
qeb@efbcBub`rqfsb^ka>rafqlo

The Board, and Chief Executive, as Accountable Ofﬁcer,
are responsible for preparing the Annual Report, which
includes the Remuneration Report, and the ﬁnancial
statements in accordance with the Ofﬁce of
Communications Act 2002 and the directions made
thereunder by the Secretaries of State for ensuring the
regularity of ﬁnancial transactions. These responsibilities
are set out in the Statement of Responsibilities.
My responsibility is to audit the ﬁnancial statements
and the part of the Remuneration Report to be audited
in accordance with relevant legal and regulatory
requirements, and with International Standards
on Auditing (UK and Ireland).
I report to you my opinion as to whether the ﬁnancial
statements give a true and fair view and whether the
ﬁnancial statements and the part of the Remuneration
Report to be audited have been properly prepared in
accordance with the Ofﬁce of Communications Act 2002
and the directions made thereunder by the Secretaries of
State. I report to you whether, in my opinion, the
information, which comprises the Financial Performance,
Foreword and The Ofcom Board sections, included in the
Annual Report, is consistent with the ﬁnancial statements.
I also report whether in all material respects the
expenditure and income have been applied to the purposes
intended by Parliament and the ﬁnancial transactions
conform to the authorities which govern them.
In addition, I report to you if the Ofﬁce of Communications
has not kept proper accounting records, if I have not
received all the information and explanations I require
for my audit, or if information speciﬁed by relevant
authorities regarding remuneration and other transactions
is not disclosed.
I review whether the Statement on Internal Control
reﬂects the Ofﬁce of Communications compliance with
HM Treasury’s guidance, and I report if it does not.
I am not required to consider whether this statement
covers all risks and controls, or to form an opinion on the
effectiveness of the Ofﬁce of Communications corporate
governance procedures or its risk and control procedures.
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I read the other information contained in the Annual
Report and consider whether it is consistent with the
audited ﬁnancial statements. This other information
comprises the unaudited sections of the Remuneration
Report and the remaining sections of the Annual Report.
I consider the implications for my report if I become
aware of any apparent misstatements or material
inconsistencies with the ﬁnancial statements. My
responsibilities do not extend to any other information.
?^pfplc>rafqLmfkflkp

I conducted my audit in accordance with International
Standards on Auditing (UK and Ireland) issued by the
Auditing Practices Board. My audit includes examination,
on a test basis, of evidence relevant to the amounts,
disclosures and regularity of ﬁnancial transactions
included in the ﬁnancial statements and the part of the
Remuneration Report to be audited. It also includes an
assessment of the signiﬁcant estimates and judgements
made by the Board and Chief Executive in the
preparation of the ﬁnancial statements, and of whether
the accounting policies are most appropriate to the Ofﬁce
of Communications circumstances, consistently applied
and adequately disclosed.
I planned and performed my audit so as to obtain all
the information and explanations which I considered
necessary in order to provide me with sufﬁcient evidence to
give reasonable assurance that the ﬁnancial statements and
the part of the Remuneration Report to be audited are
free from material misstatement, whether caused by fraud
or error, and that in all material respects the expenditure
and income have been applied to the purposes intended by
Parliament and the ﬁnancial transactions conform to the
authorities which govern them. In forming my opinion I
also evaluated the overall adequacy of the presentation of
information in the ﬁnancial statements and the part of the
Remuneration Report to be audited.

Lmfkflkp

Audit opinion
In my opinion:
s THE lNANCIAL STATEMENTS GIVE A TRUE AND FAIR VIEW
in accordance with the Ofﬁce of Communications
Act 2002 and the directions made thereunder by
the Secretaries of State, of the state of the Ofﬁce of
Communications affairs as at 31 March 2009, and of
its surplus for the year then ended;
s THE lNANCIAL STATEMENTS AND THE PART OF THE
Remuneration Report to be audited have been
properly prepared in accordance with the Ofﬁce of
Communications Act 2002 and the directions made
thereunder by the Secretaries of State; and
s INFORMATION WHICH COMPRISES THE &INANCIAL 0ERFORMANCE
Foreword and The Ofcom Board sections, included
within the Annual Report, is consistent with the
ﬁnancial statements.
Audit Opinion on Regularity
In my opinion, in all material respects, the expenditure
and income have been applied to the purposes intended
by Parliament and the ﬁnancial transactions conform to
the authorities which govern them.
Obmloq

I have no observations to make on these ﬁnancial
statements.

Amyas C E Morse
Comptroller and Auditor General
30 June 2009
National Audit Ofﬁce
151 Buckingham Palace Road
Victoria
London
SW1W 9SS
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Futher details on pensions are found in Note 22.
The accounting policies and notes on pages 89 to 108 form part of these ﬁnancial statements.
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The accounting policies and notes on pages 89 to 108 form part of these ﬁnancial statements.
These ﬁnancial statements were approved by the Board on 2 June 2009.

Colette Bowe
Chairman

Ed Richards
Chief Executive
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The accounting policies and notes on pages 89 to 108 form part of these ﬁnancial statements.
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1. Basis of Presentation and Principal
Accounting Policies
Ofcom provides a broad range of regulatory services,
and is domiciled in the United Kingdom. The ﬁnancial
statements of the Organisation for the year ended 31
March 2009 have been prepared under the historical cost
convention on a going concern basis, modiﬁed by the
revaluation of certain ﬁxed assets, in accordance with UK
Generally Accepted Accounting Practice; on the basis
of all accounting standards and interpretations; and in
accordance with the Companies Act 1985, except where
these are overridden by the Ofﬁce of Communications
Act 2002. These ﬁnancial statements are prepared under
the annual report direction from the Secretaries of State
for Business, Innovation and Skills (formerly BERR) and
Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) issued on 30 April
2008 which forms part of the Financial Memorandum
(FM) as approved by BERR and DCMS.
Amounts in the Financial Statements are stated in
pounds sterling, which is the functional currency of
the organisation.
^ï¸½²¾¼´Á´²¾¶½¸Ã¸¾½
Do^kq*fk*^fa

This income comprises grant-in-aid from BIS to meet
the costs of spectrum management, spectrum awards,
spectrum clearance, ex post competition, public interest,
postal integration and peer to peer review; and from
DCMS in respect of media literacy. Grant-in-aid received
from BIS and DCMS is allocated and matched to costs in
the year to which it relates.
Kbqtlohp^kapbosf`bp^ajfkfpqo^qfsbcbbp

Income which comprises administrative fees invoiced by
Ofcom is accounted for on an accruals basis. Income in
excess of networks and services’ cash costs is classiﬁed as
deferred income on the balance sheet. Cash costs in excess
of income received are classiﬁed as a debtor at the balance
sheet date.
?ol^a`^pqfkdif`bk`bcbbp

Income from broadcasting licence fees represents the
amount invoiced to licensees and is accounted for on

an accruals basis. Income in excess of broadcasting’s cash
costs is classiﬁed as deferred income on the balance sheet.
Cash costs in excess of income received are classiﬁed as
a debtor at the balance sheet date.
>mmif`^qflkcbbp

One-off broadcasting and networks and services
application fees are non-refundable and accordingly
are recorded as income on receipt of the stakeholder
application.
Lqebofk`ljb

Other income is accounted for on an accruals basis
and is matched with the expenditure towards which
it contributes.
_ïÁ´²´¸¿ÃÂ²¾»»´²Ã´³±È¾µ²¾¼Æ¸Ã·¸½Ã·´
Â²¾¿´¾µÂ´²Ã¸¾½VRR¾µÃ·´²¾¼¼Ä½¸²°Ã¸¾½Â
°²ÃTRRU

In accordance with Section 400 of the Communications
Act 2003, Broadcasting Act Additional Payments and
penalties and ﬁnes levied by Ofcom are remitted to the
Consolidated Fund. Licence fees levied by Ofcom arising
from the issue or renewal of licences under the Wireless
Telegraphy (WT) Acts are also remitted to BIS for
payment to the Consolidated Fund.
No entries are made in these Financial Statements
in respect of Section 400 related transactions, unless
payments and fees have been collected and deposited into
Ofcom’s main bank account at the balance sheet date.
These are shown as due to the Consolidated Fund within
Creditors due within one year.
Ofcom prepares a separate set of ﬁnancial statements
to 31 March each year for the purposes of Section 400
of the Communications Act 2003 which are laid before
Parliament.
`ï»´°Â´Â

Payments made and received under operating leases are
recognised in the Income and Expenditure account on a
straight-line basis over the term of the lease. Property lease
incentives received are recognised as an integral part of
the total lease value, over the non-cancellable term of the
lease to the next rent review.
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aïµ¸Ç´³°ÂÂ´ÃÂ

Q^kdf_ib>ppbqp

A Treasury direction on non-property assets allows Ofcom
to use depreciated historical cost as a proxy for current
valuation for non-property assets of a short economic
useful life or low value. All Ofcom assets fall in this
category. Fixed Assets over £2,500 are capitalised.

Tangible Assets include the purchase of new assets
and extensions to, enhancements to, or replacement
of existing assets.

Fkq^kdf_ib^ppbqp

Intangible assets are stated at cost less accumulated
amortisation and any accumulated impairment losses.
Expenditure on computer software is capitalised to the
extent that it is probable the asset will generate future
economic beneﬁts. The expenditure capitalised includes
the costs of software applications and development and
related licences fees.
Internally generated intangible ﬁxed assets, such as
software, are recognised only if an asset is created that
can be identiﬁed; it is probable that the asset created
will generate future economic beneﬁts; and that the
development cost of the asset can be measured reliably.
Where no internally generated intangible asset can be
recognised, development expenditure is recorded as an
expense in the Income and Expenditure Account in the
period in which it is incurred.

Tangible Assets are depreciated, on a straight-line
basis, at rates estimated to write off their book values
over their estimated useful economic lives. In assessing
estimated useful economic lives, which are reviewed on
a regular basis, consideration is given to any contractual
arrangements and operational requirements relating to
particular assets.
Depreciation is calculated from the month following that
in which an asset is brought into service over the estimated
useful economic life of the asset. Unless otherwise
determined by operational requirements, the depreciation
periods for the principal categories of tangible assets are,
in general, as shown in the table below:
Cfuqrobp#CfqqfkdpÌIb^pbeliaFjmolsbjbkqp
Mboflalcqebib^pb
Cfuqrobp#CfqqfkdpÌCrokfqrob
4vb^op
LcÚ`b^kaCfbiaBnrfmjbkq
1ql4vb^op

Amortisation on capitalised development costs is charged
to the Income and Expenditure account on a straight-line
basis, from the month following that in which an asset is
brought into service, over the estimated useful life of the
asset. The estimated useful life is three to ﬁve years.
Assets under construction comprise costs incurred in
developing computer systems, which will replace some
of the current applications. No depreciation is provided
on assets in the course of construction.
Research and development expenditure is written off
as incurred to the Income and Expenditure account.

@ljmrqboE^oat^ob
0ql2vb^op
JlqloSbef`ibp
2vb^op

Impairments of assets are calculated as the difference
between the carrying value of the asset and its recoverable
amount, if lower. Tests for impairment are carried out
only if there is some indication that the carrying value of
the assets may have been impaired. Material impairments
are recognised in the Income and Expenditure account.
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LkbolrpMolmboqvIb^pbMolsfpflkp

Ofcom provides for obligations relating to excess leased
space and reinstatements in its properties discounted by
the Treasury discount rate, which is currently set at 2.2%.
These provisions represent the net present value of the
future estimated costs after recognising reasonably certain
future rental income. The unwinding of the discount is
included within other ﬁnance charges in the Income and
Expenditure account.
bï´¼¿»¾È´´±´½´µ¸ÃÂ

Ofcom has a range of pension schemes which include
deﬁned contribution plans, deﬁned beneﬁt plans and
unfunded plans.
Abcfkba`lkqof_rqflkmi^kp

A deﬁned contribution plan is a post-employment beneﬁt
plan under which an entity pays ﬁxed contributions into
a separate entity and will have no legal or constructive
obligation to pay further amounts. Obligations for
contributions to deﬁned contribution pension plans are
recognised as an employee beneﬁt expense in the Income
and Expenditure account when they are due. Prepaid
contributions are recognised as an asset to the extent that a
cash refund or a reduction in future payments is available.
New staff may join a stakeholder pension scheme, which is
a deﬁned contribution scheme.
Abcfkba_bkbcfqmi^kp

A deﬁned beneﬁt plan is a post-employment beneﬁt plan
other than a deﬁned contribution plan. Ofcom’s net
obligation in respect of deﬁned beneﬁt pension plans
is calculated separately for each plan by estimating the
amount of future beneﬁt that employees have earned in
return for their service in the current and prior periods;
that beneﬁt is discounted to determine its present value.
Any unrecognised past service costs and fair value of
any plan assets are deducted. The discount rate is the
yield at the reporting date on AA credit-rated bonds that
have maturity dates approximating the terms of Ofcom’s
obligations and that are denominated in the same currency
in which the beneﬁts are expected to be paid. When the
calculation results in a beneﬁt to Ofcom, the recognised
asset is limited to the net total of any unrecognised past

service costs and the present value of any future refunds
from the plan or reductions in future contributions to
the plan.
Ofcom participates in two deﬁned beneﬁt pension schemes
which relate to staff who transferred to Ofcom from legacy
organisations. These schemes are closed to new members.
The ﬁrst scheme, the Ofcom Deﬁned Beneﬁt Pension
Plan, provides beneﬁts that are broadly equivalent to
the Principal Civil Service Pension Scheme (PCSPS).
Ofcom jointly participates with the Advertising Standards
Authority in this scheme. The second scheme is the Ofcom
(Former ITC) Staff Pension Plan where Ofcom is one of
four participating employers. The assets of this scheme
are held in a separately administered trust. FRS 17 –
Accounting for Pension Scheme Liabilities – is followed
and the net assets of the scheme are included in the
balance sheet. The aggregate of the movement in the net
assets of the two plans is shown in the Statement of the
Total Recognised Gains and Losses.
Rkcrkabap`ebjbp

Ofcom also has liabilities in respect of pension payments
to three former chairmen of the Independent Television
Commission, two former chairmen of the Radio Authority
and two former Directors General of The Ofﬁce of
Telecommunications. These are unfunded schemes and
are accounted for under FRS 17 with a provision included
in Ofcom’s balance sheet for the actuarial valuation of the
liabilities.
B^oivobqfobjbkq^kacrqrobmbkpflkp`lpqp

The Radiocommunications Agency and Oftel operated an
Early Retirement Scheme which gave retirement beneﬁts
to certain qualifying employees. These beneﬁts conform
to the rules of the PCSPS. The liability of the Agency
and Oftel to bear the costs of these beneﬁts transferred
to Ofcom on 29 December 2003. The liability remains
until the normal retirement age of the employees retired
under the Early Retirement Scheme. Provision is made for
these additional costs, based on the discounted value of
the annual amounts payable at the balance sheet date. The
actual amounts payable increase annually in accordance
with PCSPS rules.
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Lqeboilkd*qboj_bkbcfqp

@obafqlop

Colleagues who have completed ﬁve years of continuous
service are entitled to a paid sabbatical of ﬁve weeks. As
from 1st January 2008, this beneﬁt was withdrawn for new
starters. An accrual, based on management’s best estimates
using current salary data and churn rates, is included as
part of accruals. This liability is measured in accordance
with FRS12 – Provisions.

Creditors are not interest bearing and are stated at fair
value.

cïÂ´ÃÃ»´¼´½Ã¾µ²»°¸¼Â

Provision is made for estimated third-party legal costs and
damages in respect of challenges to regulatory decisions
of Ofcom and legacy organisations where it is judged
probable that these will be payable.
dïµ¾Á´¸¶½´Ç²·°½¶´

Transactions designated in foreign currencies are
translated into sterling at the rate of exchange prevailing
at the transaction date. Monetary assets and liabilities
designated in foreign currencies are translated at the rates
prevailing at the balance sheet date with the resulting
proﬁt or loss recognised in the Income and Expenditure
account for the year.

fïÃ°Ç

HM Revenue and Customs has ruled that Ofcom’s
regulatory functions do not constitute a trading
business. Consequently, Ofcom is unable to recover
VAT on expenditure which it incurs as part of its
regulatory activities.
Corporation Tax is assessable on interest received, and
in respect of rental income net of property expenditure
arising from letting surplus property. At the balance sheet
date, Ofcom had unutilised tax losses available for offset
against future income that may be subject to Corporation
tax. These losses have arisen predominantly as a result
of onerous lease provisions on properties inherited from
predecessor bodies that were excess to requirements when
Ofcom was incorporated. A deferred tax asset has not
been recognised because there is insufﬁcient evidence that
it would be recoverable due to the uncertainty of future
taxable income.
gï²°¿¸Ã°»²·°Á¶´

eïµ¸½°½²¸°»¸½ÂÃÁÄ¼´½ÃÂ°½³²Á´³¸ÃÁ¸Âº
?looltfkdp

Ofcom has limited powers to borrow money to fund
short-term ﬂuctuations in cash ﬂow.
@^pe^ka`^pebnrfs^ibkqp

Cash and cash equivalents include cash at bank and
in hand, and short-term highly-liquid deposits with a
maturity period of twelve months or less. Interest income
receivable on cash and cash equivalents is recognised as it
is earned.
Ab_qlop

Trade and other debtors are non-interest bearing and
stated at fair value. Provision is made where there is
evidence that the balances will not be recovered in full.

Under the terms of Ofcom’s Financial Memorandum
issued by BIS (formerly BERR), a credit, reﬂecting the
return on Ofcom’s capital (in accordance with standard
Government accounting practice), is made to the surplus
before taxation. The charge is calculated in accordance
with HM Treasury guidance at 3.5 per cent on the
carrying amount of all relevant assets less relevant
liabilities. This charge is reversed to determine the retained
surplus on ordinary activities after taxation.
hïÂ´¶¼´½Ã°»°½°»ÈÂ¸Â

As a public corporation, Ofcom is not required to
present information in accordance with SSAP25.
However, in order to meet with the requirements of the
Communications Act 2003 to provide information on costs
and fees, Note 2 to these ﬁnancial statements presents
the Income and Expenditure account for the year under
review by regulated sector.
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2. Sectoral analysis
The analysis below refers to income by sector for the year ended 31 March 2009, together with attributable costs.
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Qlq^i`lpqp
Promirplk`^pe`lpq_^pfp

@ljm^o^qfsb`lpqp_vpb`qlo

Other income comprises:
- grant-in-aid funded competition enquiries;
- grant-in-aid funded media literacy work;
- commercial activities including spectrum interference work; and
- rental income from sub-letting vacant property space.
In accordance with Ofcom’s accounting policies, as set out in Note 1(a) to these accounts, grant-in-aid is accounted
for in the period in which it is received.
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2. Sectoral analysis (continued)
The table on the previous page is prepared on an adjusted cash basis, which includes capital expenditure and actual
contributions to pension schemes, but excludes depreciation.
Ofcom’s Statement of Charging Principles states that:
s LICENCE AND ADMINISTRATIVE FEES ARE BASED ON AN ESTIMATE OF CASH COSTS
s WHERE THERE IS AN EXCESS OF INCOME OVER EXPENDITURE THE SURPLUS WILL BE REBATED TO THE RELEVANT STAKEHOLDERS AND
s WHERE THERE IS AN EXCESS OF EXPENDITURE OVER INCOME THE DElCIT WILL BE COLLECTED FROM THE RELEVANT STAKEHOLDERS
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3. Income
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4. Staff costs
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The restructuring cost includes a provision for 4 (2008: 32) employees. More detailed information in respect of the
remuneration and pension entitlements of the directors and senior executives is shown in the Remuneration Report
on pages 76 to 82.

5. Employee numbers
Qeb^sbo^dbkrj_bolcbjmilvbbp
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As at 31 March 2009, Ofcom had 853 employees (2008: 812). Non-Executive Members of the Ofcom Board, Content
Board, Advisory Committees and employees seconded to Ofcom are excluded from employee numbers.
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6. Other operating costs
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7. Exceptional (charge) / credit

Crqrob`lpqplcs^`^kqmolmboqfbp

During the year, three properties became vacant as a result of Ofcom moving to a policy of home-based ﬁeld workers.
In addition, one of the tenants who sublets property from Ofcom defaulted on their lease. It is anticipated that this tenant
will vacate the property during 2009 and a new tenant will need to be secured. Current market conditions indicate that a
future lease will be at less favourable terms. As a result, an exceptional charge has been realised for 2008/9 and a
correspondent provision has been made as described in Note 15.

8. Interest payable
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In accordance with an agreement dated 14 October 2003, BIS (formerly BERR) provided ﬁxed rate loan funding in the
periods prior to Ofcom generating income. A ﬁnal payment of £5.186m was made during the year ended 31 March 2008.
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9. Fixed assets
(a) Intangible
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Assets under construction have been reclassiﬁed as intangible assets to reﬂect their underlying nature. The balance
reﬂects the development of software for the London 2012 Olympic Games and Paralympic Games and an
e-collaboration project.
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9. Fixed assets (continued)
(b) Tangible
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Assets with a net book value of £1.5m have been transferred to Leasehold Improvements to correctly reﬂect the nature
of the assets. Following an annual asset veriﬁcation and impairment review, assets no longer in use have been written
down to zero.
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10. Debtors
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Included within accrued income above is £0.3m (2008: £0.7m) of debtors recoverable after more than one year. Staff
loans include 183 (2008: 207) season ticket loans.

11. Cash at bank and in hand
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All activities and cash balances relating to Licence Fees and Penalties are separated from the Ofcom accounts and are
disclosed in the Section 400 accounts.

12. Pension asset and liability
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Further detail in respect of Ofcom pension schemes can be found at Note 22 to these accounts.
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13. Creditors – amounts falling due within one year
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Trade Creditors have decreased signiﬁcantly as a result of Government policy to pay all small and medium enterprises
within 10 calendar days. Ofcom implemented this policy at the beginning of December 2008.

14. Creditors – amounts falling due after more than one year
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15. Provisions for liabilities and charges
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Provisions are calculated in accordance with the requirements of FRS 12. Provisions are discounted by 2.2 per cent
(2008: 2.2 per cent) per annum.
The provision for early retirement £0.6m (2008: £0.9m) is for early retirement costs of former employees of Oftel, the
Radiocommunications Agency and Ofcom and is payable primarily in the years to 2014.
The provision for vacant property includes six (2008: two) properties which are surplus to requirements. Professional
advice has been taken in marketing vacant property and future income streams are recognised as and when sub-letting
of properties is reasonably certain. The provision is the net present value of the expected cash outﬂows calculated to the
next lease break, net of the discounted value of future income streams secured from committed and reasonably certain
future sub-letting agreements. Current market conditions indicate that future leases will be at less favourable terms, which
has resulted in the increased provision.
A provision of £0.1m (2008: £1.7m) for future redundancy costs is expected to be paid in the next ﬁnancial year.
Legal provisions reﬂect an assessment of costs relating to challenges to regulatory decisions which are expected to
crystallise within the next ﬁnancial year. As at the end of March 2009, Ofcom counsel is not aware of any such probable
litigation costs.

16. Reserves
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17. Reconciliation of operating surplus to net cash inﬂow from operating activities
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18. Cost of capital
Cost of capital is calculated at 3.5 per cent (2008: 3.5 per cent) per annum in accordance with HM Treasury guidance.
Consolidated Fund creditors have been excluded in accordance with standard Government accounting practice.

19. Commitments under operating leases
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20. Subsidiaries
Broadcast Training and Skills Regulator Limited was incorporated on 6 July 2005. The principal activity of the company
is to regulate training in the broadcast industry. The company is limited by guarantee and Ofcom is its sole member.
During the year the company had a turnover of £0.3m (2008: £0.3m), an operating proﬁt after taxation of £0.0m
(2008: £0.2m loss) and reserves of £0.0m (2008: £0.0m). Due to the size and extent of the subsidiary’s operations
during the current ﬁnancial year, the company’s operating results have not been consolidated in this report.

21. Gaelic Media Service
In accordance with Section 210 of the Communications Act 2003 and Section 183 of the Broadcasting Act 1990,
the Scottish Ministers paid £12.4m (2008: £12.1m) to Ofcom. This sum has not been reﬂected in these accounts but
has been paid by Ofcom to the Gaelic Broadcasting Fund under the management of the Seirbheis nam Meadhanan
Gàidhlig (the Gaelic Media Service). The Gaelic Media Service prepares separate reports and accounts to 31 March
each year. These are sent by Ofcom to the Secretary of State for Scotland and Scottish Ministers to be laid before the
Scottish Parliament.
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22. Pensions
a) Stakeholder pension plan
Ofcom’s primary means of providing pension beneﬁts to its colleagues is by contributing to a stakeholder pension plan,
which is a deﬁned contribution pension plan. Employer contributions of £3.4m were made in the year ended 31 March
2009 (2008: £3.1m).
b) Closed pension plans
Ofcom operates two closed deﬁned beneﬁt pension plans:
s 4HE /FCOM $ElNED "ENElT 0ENSION 0LAN WAS ESTABLISHED ON  $ECEMBER  4HE EMPLOYER CONTRIBUTIONS MADE TO
the Ofcom Deﬁned Beneﬁt Pension Plan for the year ending 31 March 2009 were £3.8m (2008: £1.8m). This includes
a payment in advance of £2.8m (2008: nil). Ofcom also operates a deﬁned contribution section to the plan and made
contributions of £0.1m in 2009 (2008: £0.1m); and
s THE /FCOM &ORMER )4# 0ENSION 0LAN WHICH /FCOM JOINTLY PARTICIPATES IN WITH THREE OTHER ORGANISATIONS 3# 3#
Masnachol and the Advertising Standards Authority. The employer contributions made to the Ofcom (former ITC)
Pension Plan in 2009 were £2.1m (2008: £3.3m). This includes a payment in advance of £2m (2008:£3m).
The accounting standards board amended FRS17 governing accounting for Retirement Beneﬁts. The changes were
implemented during this ﬁnancial year and have resulted in restating prior year comparatives where appropriate.
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These assumptions have led to Ofcom recording an accounting pension asset in accordance with FRS 17. However, the
actuarial valuations have shown that the Ofcom Pension Plan is in deﬁcit, and Ofcom makes contributions in accordance
with the actuary’s recommendations to fund the deﬁcit.
FRS 17 requires that, where a plan is in surplus, the surplus on the balance sheet can only be recognised if it is available
to the employer as a refund of contributions or a “contribution holiday”. The number of active members in the plan
decreased, therefore the actuaries have calculated an unrecoverable surplus of £0.6m (2008: £32.5m). This has been
charged to the Statement of recognised gains and losses.
The Statement of total recognised gains and losses includes actuarial changes in assumptions of £4.15m and decrease in
unrecoverable surplus of £31.6m.
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22. Pensions (continued)
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Employer’s contributions include £2.5m (2008: £1.8m) which has been placed in a trust account. Funds transferred
to and held in the trust account can only be paid into one of the two Deﬁned Beneﬁt Pension Schemes and are not able
to be used for any other purpose.
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22. Pensions (continued)
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During the year the Trustees of the Ofcom (Former ITC) Plan transacted a £150m pensioner buy-in whereby the
trustees hold the insurance policy as an investment of the pension scheme. Pensioner beneﬁts remain unchanged,
but the insurance company is required to pay the full pension amounts for current pensioners directly to the Trustees.
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22. Pensions (continued)
c) Unfunded pension liabilities
The pension provision is in respect of the unfunded pension liabilities which fall to Ofcom for former Chairmen of the
Independent Television Commission and the Radio Authority and former Director Generals of Telecommunications.
The pension provision is unfunded, with the beneﬁts being paid as they fall due and guaranteed by Ofcom. There is
no fund, and therefore no surplus or deﬁcit. Actuarial advice has been sought to ensure that the provision is set at a
realistic level.
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23. Related parties

24. Financial instruments

Ofcom does not consider that its regulatory and licensing
role creates the relationship of a related party between
itself and licence holders as deﬁned by FRS 8, ‘Related
Party Transactions’.

Ofcom has no signiﬁcant exposure to interest rate, credit
or currency risks. FRS 25, Financial Instruments, requires
disclosure of the role which ﬁnancial instruments have had
during the year in creating or changing the risks an entity
faces in undertaking its activities. Because of the nature
of its activities and the way in which Ofcom is ﬁnanced,
it is not exposed to the degree of ﬁnancial risk faced by
business entities.

Members of the Board submit an annual declaration
conﬁrming that they have no interests prejudicial to their
function as a Member of Ofcom. There were no purchases
or sales transactions between Ofcom and its Members.
The Secretaries of State for the Department for
Business, Innovation and Skills (formerly BERR) and the
Department for Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) are
regarded as the controlling related parties of Ofcom under
the terms of the Ofﬁce of Communications Act 2002.
Details of all grant-in-aid income from BIS and DCMS
are provided at Note 3 and Note 13 respectively of these
ﬁnancial statements.
At 31 March 2009, the following creditors were held in
respect of grant-in-aid provided by BIS:
s 3PECTRUM MANAGEMENT aM  aM 
s 3PECTRUM #LEARANCE n NIL  aM 
s 0ROGRAMME OF SPECTRUM AWARDS aM
(2008: £1.5m);
s #OMPETITION LAW ENFORCEMENT aM  aM 
s #OMMUNITY 2ADIO n NIL aM 
s 0UBLIC INTEREST TEST NIL aM 
s )NTEGRATION OF POSTAL SERVICE REGULATION n aM
(2008: nil).

Ofcom has very limited powers to borrow or invest surplus
funds. Financial assets and liabilities that are generated by
day-to-day operational activities do not change the risks
facing Ofcom in undertaking its activities.
There is no material difference at the balance sheet date
between the fair value and the carrying value of ﬁnancial
assets and liabilities.

25. Capital commitments
At 31 March 2009 there were capital commitments
of £1.0m (2008: £1.1m), primarily relating to the IS
renewal programme.

26. Receipts transferred to the
Consolidated Fund
In accordance with Section 400 of the Communications
Act 2003, Ofcom remitted £43.5m (2008: £57.3m) of
Broadcasting Act Additional Payments and Fines to the
Consolidated Fund.
£182.9m (2008: £173.6m) of WT Act licence fees was
remitted to BIS for transfer to the Consolidated Fund.
Details on amounts due to the Consolidated Fund at
31 March 2009 are disclosed at Note 13 to these
ﬁnancial statements.
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27. Contingent liabilities
From time to time, Ofcom will be subject to legal challenge
and judicial review of decisions made in the normal
course of its business as regulator of the communications
sector. Legal judgements could give rise to liabilities for
legal costs. Provision has been made in these ﬁnancial
statements (see Note 15) for costs which are quantiﬁable
and to the extent that they are probable. However, in
some cases costs cannot be quantiﬁed, because the
outcome of proceedings is unknown, and there is therefore
considerable uncertainty as to the nature and extent of any
subsequent liability.

28. Whole of government accounts
At 31 March 2009, Ofcom owed £28.0m (2008:
£29.2m) to central government bodies. There are no
amounts owing to local authorities, NHS Trusts or public
corporations and trading funds.
Section 400 shows £1.2m (2008: £4.5m) owing to central
government bodies.
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